CHAPTER XXII

Councils and Communities

The revocation of the 'aggressive' programme in the non-co-operation campaign, whatever its justification from Gandhi's point of view, confused the Congress rank and file; it also divided its leadership. Some of the Congress leaders, including C. R. Das, Motilal Nehru and V. J. Patel, had never really favoured the boycott of the new legislatures brought into being by the Indian Reforms Act of 1919. Born lawyers and orators, they were in their element in legislatures. In 1920 they had allowed themselves to be persuaded by the Mahatma to agree to the boycott. Now that mass civil disobedience was no longer in the offing they felt that the only way of keeping up resistance to the Government was to enter the Central and Provincial Legislatures, not to work the new constitution, but to expose its limited and irresponsible character.

The Government of India 'under the reformed constitution' was not answerable to the Central Legislature. The upper chamber, the Council of State, had a majority of official and nominated members. In the lower chamber, the Central Legislative Assembly, nearly one-third of the members were British officials or their Indian nominees. Hardly more than one-seventh of the budget was votable by the Central Legislative assembly. The Governor-General had powers to 'certify' as law measures rejected by the legislature.

The provinces were governed under a hybrid system known as 'dyarchy', which entrusted some departments to the control of ministers responsible to the legislature, and left others, including finance and law and order, in the charge of officials directly responsible to the Governor, who possessed the power of veto. The Swarajists (as the Congress leaders who were in favour of entering the Councils came to be known) acknowledged the limited utility of the legislatures. These legislatures were, according to them, masks put on by the British bureaucracy to deceive the world, and it was for Congressmen to tear off these masks. The legislatures could not bring real power to the people, but they could be made useful instruments in political warfare; if Congressmen could muster sufficient strength in the legislatures to reject official bills and to refuse the supplies, the Government would either have to use its special powers or give in to the verdict of the legislature. Such a situation was in any case bound to expose to the world that the constitution under which the country was governed left the ultimate authority in the hands of an irremovable executive. Some of the Swarajists were influenced by the tactics which Parnell and his party had adopted with success in the House of Commons in the agitation for Irish Home Rule. 'Continuous, consistent and persistent obstruction,' was intended to turn the councils from a tool in the hands of the Government into a thorn in its side.

Soon after Gandhi's imprisonment in March 1922, signs of a serious rift appeared among his followers.

C. R. Das, who had been making plans for a council-entry campaign in Alipore gaol, threw himself into this campaign after his release. In his presidential address to the Gaya session of the Indian National Congress in December 1922 he proposed that the councils should either be amended in a manner suitable to the attainment of Indian freedom or ended completely. He did not consider entry into councils as inconsistent with the non-co-operation movement. Boycott was in fact being carried to the precincts of the council chambers, to the very heart of the official citadel. The argument did not convince Gandhi's faithful followers, to whom council-entry was not a change of tactics but a violation of the principles of non-violent non-co-operation. As one of them observed: 'Ours is a purity movement, and as such is above diplomacy. To enter the councils with the object of making them a failure is not only diplomacy but is also diplomatic duplicity which every non-co-operator should disdain.'

V. J. Patel had declared that entry into legislatures was like smuggling oneself into the enemy's fort with a view to conquering it. His brother Vallabhbhai Patel reported that the fortress of the enemy was not located in the legislatures, and that so long as it lay elsewhere the Government could continue to function for a hundred years without a legislature.

Vallabhbhai Patel, Rajagopalachari and others who were opposed to changes in the non-co-operation programme came to be known as 'No-Changers'. Most of them were actuated by a sentiment of loyalty to their leader who was in gaol. In spite of the

2 Ibid., p. 557.
support he received from Motiilal Nehru, Srinivas Iyengar and V. J. Patel, C. R. Das could not secure a majority in the Gaya Congress. The policy of boycotting legislatures remained unaltered. Immediately after the session, Das resigned the presidency of the Congress and founded the Swaraj Party, with himself as its leader and Motilal Nehru as secretary. The breach between the two groups of Congressmen was now open.

Efforts at a compromise between the Swarajists and No-Changers were made. A special session of the Indian National Congress was convened at Delhi in September 1923 to take a final decision on the Congress attitude to the elections, which were scheduled to be held in November 1923. Maulana Mahomed Ali, the Khilafat leader, who had meanwhile been released from gaol, threw his weight in favour of the Swarajists; he created a stir in the Congress session by quoting a message he professed to have received from the Mahatma (through some spiritual trick, maybe through telepathy) that the Congress was free to amend non-co-operation to suit the changed conditions in the country. The No-Changers decided to remain neutral on council entry, with the result that the Swarajists received the approval of the Congress to participate in the elections. The Swarajists had barely two months to fight the elections, but they succeeded in capturing a solid bloc of seats in the Central Legislative Assembly, a substantial representation in provincial legislatures and even a majority in the Central Provinces Legislative Council. Motilal Nehru led the Swaraj Party in the Central Legislative Assembly, while Das took up the leadership of the party in Bengal Legislative Council.

Meanwhile, on January 11, 1924, Gandhi had been transferred to Sassoon Hospital, Poona for an operation following an acute attack of appendicitis. His premature release on medical grounds did not please him; the illness of a prisoner, he argued, did not afford a valid reason for his release. The hundreds of telegrams of congratulation betrayed, he said, hopes of results from me which stagger me'. The wish which he had once cherished of release from gaol by the order of a 'Swaraj Parliament' had in any case been frustrated.

Lord Reading's judgment that Gandhi's energies after his release would be distracted by dissensions in the Congress was not far wrong. The Swarajists had fought the elections and secured a firm foothold in the legislatures. They were nevertheless keen to receive Gandhi's blessing. C. R. Das and Motilal Nehru paid a visit to Juhu, a seaside resort near Bombay, where Gandhi was convalescing. They had long discussions, but were unable to convince Gandhi. The 'obstruction from within' which Swarajists advocated seemed to him a contradiction in terms; one could either co-operate or non-co-operate with the government; it was no use trying to sail under false colours.

The councils, warned Gandhi, gave compliments not bread. Though unconvincing himself of the wisdom of council-entry, Gandhi decided not to stand in the way of the Swarajists and advised the 'No-Changers' to maintain an attitude of 'neutrality' towards legislative work.

Nehru and Das had gone to Gandhi to convince him and to get his powerful support for the Swaraj Party. In this they did not succeed. The events of the next few months, however, were to pave the way for domination of the political stage by the Swaraj Party. Gandhi realized that during his absence the political climate had changed. The non-co-operators were non-co-operating 'not so much with the government, but against each other'. Hindu-Muslim unity had gone to pieces. The constructive programme did not seem to appeal to the intelligentsia. He was anxious to prevent a split in the Congress; he knew the damage which had been done by the Surat split of 1927. He made a gesture to the Swarajists, which to many of his followers savoured of a surrender. After a visit to Bengal, where the Provincial Government had launched an offensive against the Swaraj Party by clapping its members into prison on charges of violence, he issued, jointly with Motilal Nehru and C. R. Das, a statement recommending that the non-co-operation programme should be suspended, with the exception of the boycott of foreign cloth, and that the Swaraj Party should become an integral part of the Congress organization with powers to raise and administer its own funds. The constructive programme and the spinning franchise were to continue. The new policy was, however, a definite triumph for the Swarajists.

The Gandhi-Nehru-Das pact was ratified at the Belgaum Congress in December 1924. On the eve of the session over which he presided, Gandhi held informal talks with the leaders of the two groups to prevent an open rift in the Congress session. He made another gesture to the Swarajists by omitting from his Working Committee 'No changers' such as Rajagopalachari and Vallabhbhai Patel. He was now not only for tolerating the Swarajists, but for strengthening them. To some observers, including his faithful 'No-Changers', it seemed that he had yielded too much ground to the Swarajists. The Viceroy wrote home:
Gandhi is now attached to the tail of Das and Nehru, although they try their utmost to make him and his supporters think that he is one of the heads, if not the head.1

If the rift in the Congress talks on council-entry was one disappointment to Gandhi after his release from gaol, the division between Hindus and Muslims was another and greater.

The Hindu-Muslim unity of the heyday of the non-co-operation movement was now a mere memory. Trust had given way to distrust. Apart from the riots which periodically disfigured several towns, there was a new bitterness in politics and in the Press. A number of Hindu leaders, such as Lajpat Rai, Madan Mohan Malaviya and Shri Ramchandra, felt that the Muslim masses had received a dangerous awakening through the coalescence of the Khilafat and the non-co-operation movements, and that it was necessary for Hindus to adopt measures of self-defence against Muslim communalism, which was the more dangerous because it appeared to them to have the backing of the British Government. Many Muslim politicians who had been in the forefront of the Khilafat movement had also had second thoughts and felt that they had too readily joined hands with the Congress in fighting for a new order, in which the position of the Muslim community was not likely to be too secure.

In an atmosphere of mutual suspicion and fear every incident was twisted and every move of one community was suspect to the other. The Moplah outbreak in 1921, in which the Muslims of Malabar had wreaked their fanaticism on their Hindu neighbours, was a painful memory to the Hindus. The Shuddhi movement for the conversion of non-Muslims to Hinduism and the sangathan movement for the unity of Hindus evoked counter-blasts from Muslims in the form of subhends and total movements. The new proselytizing twist to Hinduism was resented by the Muslim intelligentsia who, paradoxically enough, saw nothing wrong in the conversion of non-Muslims to Islam. But there was no room for logic in an atmosphere clouded by hazy memories and vague misgivings. The very Muslims who, as a gesture to their Hindu neighbours, had voluntarily given up cow-slaughter during the favourable climate of 1920-22, now insisted on ostentatiously exercising it as a religious obligation. The Hindus asserted the equally provocative right to play music before mosques while conducting their religious pro-
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serious: 155 Hindus were killed and practically the whole Hindu population was driven out of the town. This carnage hurt him deeply, the more so as he felt that the awakening which the non-co-operation movement brought about had run into destructive channels.

Out of his personal anguish, Gandhi sought a way in a fast: the country’s reaction was instantaneous. A ‘Unity Conference’ was convened at Delhi and met within a week of the commencement of the fast. The 300 delegates included the Metropolitan of India, Dr Westcott, Annie Besant, the Ali brothers, Swami Shraddhanand and Madan Mohan Malviya. The conference affirmed freedom of conscience and religion, but condemned the use of compulsion and violence. It passed a number of resolutions designed to generate goodwill and to dissipate mutual suspicion. On the morning of October 8, 1924, twenty-one days after he had begun it, the Mahatma broke his fast in the presence of leaders of all the communities. As the chanting of verses from the Koran and the Upanishads mingled with Christian hymns C. F. Andrews noted that ‘hearts were drawn together’.

But this harmony was not to last long. Within a few months Gandhi had to confess that bitter experience had taught him that those who took the name of unity meant disunion, that the leaders of the two communities were fighting not for lovers and fishes, but ‘fighting like the proverbial dog, not for the bone but for the shadow’. In January 1927, he told a meeting at Comilla in Bengal that the Hindu-Muslim problem had passed out of human hands into God’s hands.

Though in the pages of Young India from 1925 onwards Gandhi continued to devote occasional attention to the Hindu-Muslim problem, he had almost despaired of a solution. He saw the urban intelligentsia split into antagonistic groups but felt he could not react on it: ‘Their method is not my method, I am trying to work from the bottom upward.’

CHAPTER XXIII

From the Bottom Up

During the next three years Gandhi retired from the political scene; to be precise, he retired only from the political controversies of the day to devote his time to the less spectacular but more important task of nation-building from the bottom up. He toured the country extensively from one end to the other, using every mode of transport: from railway trains to bullock-carts. He walked through bush, brier, mud and water to penetrate into the interior of the Indian countryside. Everywhere he met with a welcome, which is the prerogative in India of sages and prophets. To the thousands who flocked to his meetings in villages, most of whom knew little of modern civilization or Indian politics, he was an Auro, an incarnation of God. He hated this deification and endeavoured to transmute it into something positive and constructive. He exhorted the people to shake off age-old social evils such as child-marriage and untouchability, and to ply the spinning-wheel.

In the later twenties it was usual for British observers to describe Gandhi as a spent force and for Indian politicians to speak of the retirement of the saint of Sabarmati. It was obvious enough that the politics of the day, the debates in the Central and Provincial Legislatures and the communal controversies in the Press did not excite Gandhi’s interest. Political freedom was, in his opinion, dependent upon the social and economic regeneration of the country; this regeneration had to come through the efforts of the people themselves. ‘The fact is,’ he had written, ‘that political emancipation means a rise of mass-consciousness. It cannot come without affecting all the branches of national activity.’

In his speeches and writings of these years two themes are recurrent: the spinning-wheel and untouchability. The spinning-wheel, or rather its product, Khadi, had figured in the non-co-operation programme, but during these years of political null Gandhi turned it into a cult. He spoke of the ‘thread of destiny’;
he suggested a 'khadi franchise' for the Congress organization, and even envisaged a 'yarn currency'. Western-educated Indians, even ardent Congressmen, wondered whether the khadi cult was not being overdone. To the Government, once the threat of civil disobedience was over, his emphasis on Khadi seemed only a bee in his bonnet. It was not until khadi again became part of an active political campaign in 1930 that the Government took it seriously, and then too as an economic weapon in a political struggle.

That Gandhi's almost emotional attachment to the spinning-wheel should have baffled both the British and the Western-educated town-bred Indians, is not surprising. They were both unable, the former from lack of will, the latter from lack of knowledge, to grasp the incredible poverty of the Indian village. Deeply religious as Gandhi was, he wrote: 'For the starving men and women, liberty and God are merely letters put together without the slightest meaning; the deliverer of these unfortunate people would be one who brought them a crust of bread.' Not only were the landless labourers steeped in poverty, but there were millions of peasants who spent nearly six months in enforced unemployment. Their pitifully low incomes, argued Gandhi, could be usefully supplemented by cottage industries. And there was no cottage industry so simple and natural to the Indian village as hand-spinning; people could spin and weave cloth in their own homes just as they cooked their food. True, the spinning-wheel could make only a meagre addition to the slender resources of the peasant, but, as Gandhi explained to the Rotary Club of Calcutta in August 1925, one-tenth of the population of India, which lived on one meal a day and could not earn on the average more than three rupees a month, was bound to consider even an income of five or six rupees from the spinning-wheel as a fortune. When Tagore expressed the fear that the emphasis on the spinning-wheel would bring about a 'death-like sameness in the country', Gandhi replied:

'I did not want the poet to forsake his music, the farmer his plough, the lawyer his brief, and the doctor his lancet. They are to spin only thirty minutes every day as a sacrifice. I have indeed asked the famishing man or woman, who is idle for work whatsoever to spin for a living and the half-starved farmer to spin during his leisure to supplement his resources.'

Thus while the spinning-wheel had an economic significance for the farmer, the labourer, or the helpless widow in the village, to the townsman its appeal was based on moral or, as Gandhi would have put it, on spiritual grounds. India's towns had flourished at the expense of the villages, but now they had a chance to make amends for their past sins by buying cloth spun and woven in village homes, and thus to forge a link, economic as well as sentimental, between town and village.

The spinning-wheel gradually became the centre of rural uplift in the Gandhian scheme of Indian economics; round it were to be built up anti-malaria campaigns, improvements in sanitation, settlements of village disputes, conservation and breeding of cattle, and hundreds of other beneficent activities required for the resuscitation of the village. The economics of the spinning-wheel were thus the economics of a new village economy. Primarily advocated as a solution of chronic under-employment in the villages, the spinning-wheel became something more than a simple tool of a cottage industry. In his efforts to 'sell' the spinning-wheel to the people, Gandhi romanticized it. He put it forward, not only as a panacea for economic ills but also for national unity and freedom. It became a symbol of defiance of foreign rule, the 'livery of freedom', as Jawaharlal Nehru picturesquely described it.

There is no doubt that the spinning-wheel symbolized Gandhi's protest against industrialism and materialism. But it would not have meant so much to him if it had not become a means of his deep identification with the humblest and the poorest in the land. 'The more I penetrate the villages,' he wrote, 'the greater is the shock delivered as I perceive the blank stare in the eyes of the villagers I meet. Having nothing else to do but to work as labourers side by side with their bullocks, they have become almost like them.' These skeletons behind the bullocks haunted him day and night. When somebody suggested that the country could patiently wait for prohibition, he said, 'Ask the wife of a drunkard to be patient; see what she will think of you. I happen to be the wife of thousands of drunkards and I cannot be patient.' He was not only the wife of thousands of drunkards, but of millions of semi-starved villagers of India; with his imaginative sympathy he could enter into the thoughts and feelings of others. The consciousness of the poverty and misery of the villages of India had gone like iron into his soul. 'The moment someone asks me (about the spinning-wheel),' he said, 'a whole volcano surges up within me.' Often his words betrayed his anguish. He told a meeting at Jalpaiguri: 'India is dying... if you want to save India, do it by doing the little I ask for. I want you to take up the wheel betimes or perish.' And he
told the fastidious students of Chittagong that 'the pauperism of India is coarser than the coarsest Chittagong ḳ̥̄h̪̪̊̄dd̪̪̊̄r'.

He used his tours to liberate the people from an age-long inertia, fear and superstition. He frowned on gold and silver caskets in which addresses were presented to him and asked for something 'cheaper, local and artistic'. He auctioned the caskets presented to him and credited the proceeds to his ḫ̪̪̊̄h̪̪̊̄d̪̪̊̄dd̪̪̊̄r fund. He chided the people of a village for wasting money on garlands for his ḫ̪̪̊̄h̪̪̊̄d̪̪̊̄dd̪̪̊̄r: 'For every rupee saved on these garlands you should give sixteen women one meal.' While in Southern India he condemned in no uncertain terms the evil of 'devātāsia'. To a municipal committee in Mysore, which boasted of a project of three lakes for water supply and prospects of electrifying the town in six months, he offered his congratulations but with the question, 'Can you assure children of the town cheap and clean milk? So long as you do not take the broom and bucket in your hands,' he added, 'you cannot make towns and cities clean.'

CHAPTER XXIV

The Rising Tempo

When Jawaharlal Nehru returned to India in December 1927, after a twenty-month absence in Europe, he sensed a change in the political atmosphere. 'Early in 1926,' he writes, 'India was still quiescent, passive, perhaps not fully recovered from the effort of 1919–22; in 1928 she seemed fresh, active and full of suppressed energy.' Signs of discontent were visible in several sectors of society, particularly among industrial workers, peasants, and middle class youth. Trade unions were gaining strength and labour was restive. The All-India Trade Union Congress had become a militant and class-conscious body, and among those who took an interest in its affairs were Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose. A number of strikes took place in the late twenties, the most notable being those which affected the textile industry in Bombay, the jute mills in Bengal, and iron and steel works in Jamshedpur. The labour movement was not directly connected with the political movement but it was at least against the existing order of things.

Apart from sporadic acts of political violence which gave the Government an anxious time, Youth Leagues sprang up all over the country. A number of youth conferences were held in which radical solutions for political, social and economic ills were put forth.

Agrarian discontent was brewing in several provinces, but it was in Bardoli taluk, under the leadership of Vallabhbhai Patel, in Gujarat in Bombay Presidency, that it came to a head. The Government tried to break the peasants' resistance. It offered concessions to those who would pay up; it tried to win over the richer or the weaker peasants; it sold crops for a song, and forfeited, in lieu of the tax, land, household goods, and cattle. Since no one from the villages would either carry or buy the confiscated property, Pathans were imported to do the dirty work. The peasants' weapon against weaker brethren or high-handed officials was boycott, and this weapon they used with

deadly effect. Gandhi was deeply interested in this large-scale experiment in Satyagraha to which he gave his support in public and private. A successful struggle after years of inertia was an uplifting experience for lovers of Indian freedom; the campaign was an index to the latent energy which was waiting to be harnessed to the national cause.

Meanwhile, Indian politics had been emerging out of the cold-shoulders of the mid-twenties. The Swaraj Party had held the political stage since 1923. It had set out to create an atmosphere of resistance to the bureaucracy and to wreck the constitution. Founded by Pandit Motilal Nehru and C. R. Das. It had counted amongst its members such outstanding men as Lalpat Rai and Madan Mohan Malaviya. It had started well. In 1923 and 1924, in two provinces, it had made the system of dyarchical provincial government unworkable. In the Central Legislative Assembly it had delivered calculated blows at the prestige of the Government In spite of the communal franchise and the solid block of official and nominated members; it had thrown out budgets and demanded a round table conference for a new constitution. The early official impression of the Swaraj Party may be gleaned from a letter which the Viceroy wrote to the Secretary of State in London: 'For the present, the Swarajists have it all his own way; there is none to compare with him; there is none to attack him... The Moderate presents a very dull and dreary appearance as compared with the Swarajists.'

The high discipline of the Swaraj Party did not last long. The lack of an absolute majority in the legislatures made co-operation with other parties necessary, and this co-operation had sometimes to be purchased at a high price in terms of principles. The Government could lure the weaker members of the party by throwing crumbs of official patronage in their way—a provincial ministership or a visit to Geneva. Some of those who had been elected on the communal franchise could not escape the virus of communalism which was rampant in the country. The Muslim members gradually fell off, and the Swarajists from Maharashtra picked up the slogan of 'responsive co-operation'. The crowning blow came with the defection of Lalpat Rai, the Deputy-Leader of the party. The general elections in 1926 reduced the strength of the Swarajists both at the centre and in the provinces. Except in Madras they lost seats everywhere. In the United Provinces Motilal Nehru was the only Swarajist
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elected to the Central Legislative Assembly. 'It was a fight,' observed Nehru, 'between the forces of nationalism and a low order of communalism and the latter won.'

The Government now found it less difficult to have its way in the legislatures. In February 1926, before the general elections, Motilal Nehru had declared, 'We have no further use for these sham institutions.' His son records how he became more and more disillusioned and was driven to the painful conclusion that constitutional methods were ineffective and futile in India in the conditions which were then prevailing. The Swarajists' disillusionment with parliamentary methods was to prove an important factor in their return to the Gandhian fold.

In spite of the many undercurrents of discontent, Indian politics nevertheless seemed placid on the surface in 1927. Lord Reading had prophesied that his successor would have an easy interlude of eighteen months, which would be only a lull before the storm. The prophecy turned out to be true, but the storm was brought on by the British Government itself. On November 2, 1927, a number of Indian leaders including Gandhi, Motilal Nehru, Ansari and Jinnah, were summoned to the Viceroy's House at Delhi and handed a document which announced the appointment of a Royal Commission. This was the only business transacted at this meeting: Gandhi, who had travelled a thousand miles, wondered why a postcard had not been used to convey the information. The document handed to the Indian leaders was not even news, as its contents had been correctly forecast by the Press. 'Never had Indian leadership felt itself to be so affronted,' writes the Viceroy's biographer.1 The Indian Reforms Act of 1919, under which India was being governed, contained a clause for a review of the constitutional position after ten years. This provision had been regarded as a safeguard by the British Conservatives and as a lever for further advance by Indian nationalists. The appointment of a Royal Commission in 1927, two years ahead of the schedule, raised a speck of speculation. It was suggested that the Conservative Government in England were anxious to handle the Indian question itself rather than leave it to a Labour Government which might come into power after the general elections. Support for this view is lent by the observation in Birkenhead's The Last Phase that 'we could not afford to run the slightest risk that the nomination of the 1928 Commission should be in the hands of our successors'.

1 Johnson, Alan Campbell: Viscount Halifax, p. 190.
Whatever may have been the motive behind Lord Birkenhead's move, it completely miscarried. The members of the commission, with the exception of its chairman, Sir John Simon, were all 'second flight men'; the junior member of the commission (as Viscount Simon describes him in his Retrospect) was Clive Atlee, the future Premier of Britain, then a back-bencher in the House of Commons. What hurt Indian feelings most was that no Indian had been included in this 'all-white commission'. The argument that a Royal Commission answerable to the British Parliament could not draw its personnel from outside may have been sound constitutional practice, but it was a political blunder of the first magnitude. The commission came to be looked upon in India as an inquiry by foreigners into India's fitness for self-government; the Indian National Congress decided to boycott the commission 'at every stage and in every form'. Even moderate and Muslim politicians, whose co-operation Birkenhead had almost taken for granted, were unanimous in denouncing the commission. Black-flag demonstrations and shuttered shop-windows greeted the 'Simon Seven' in most of the towns they visited.

The boycott of the Simon Commission had raised the political barometer and brought together a number of parties which had otherwise little in common. A challenge from Birkenhead stung Indian leaders to seek an agreed solution of the constitutional problem. 'I have twice in three years' declared Birkenhead, during which I have been Secretary of State, invited our critics in India to put forward their own suggestions for a constitution to indicate to us the form in which they judge any reforms of constitution may take place.' 'That offer,' he added, 'is still open.' As an answer to this challenge, a series of All-Parties Conferences took place and a constitutional scheme was drafted. The Nehru Report, as it came to be known, envisaged a parliamentary system of government, joint electorate and some complicated formulas for the protection of minorities. When it came up for approval before the last meeting of the All-Parties Conference in August 1928, the controversy on 'dominion status', 'complete independence' flared up. The Nehru Report had adopted dominion status as the basis of its recommendations to secure the lowest common measure of agreement among the Congress, the moderates and other political groups. The younger wing of the Congress did not like Indian freedom to be hedged in by any limitations. But Motilal Nehru was keen on carrying through the report, which bore his name, in toto.

Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose threatened to resign from the Congress; their resignations were not accepted, but they founded an Independence League to promote among Congressmen the ideology of complete independence. The annual session of the Congress was due in December 1928, in Calcutta, and it looked as if a head-on collision between the old guard and the younger group in the Congress was inevitable.

Gandhi had played little part in the All-Parties Conference or in the drafting of the Nehru Report. Nevertheless, he had commended the report for satisfying 'all reasonable aspirations'. He had taken little active interest in the Congress session at Guwahati in 1926 or at Madras in 1927. It is doubtful if he would have taken any more interest in the Calcutta session in December 1928 were it not for urgent summons from Pandit Motilal Nehru. The Pandit, anticipating a crisis at Calcutta, had urged the Mahatma to attend the Congress session: 'You have made me sit in the Presidential chair and put upon my head a crown of thorns; but at least do not look at my difficulties from a distance.'

A rift at the Calcutta Congress was avoided by a compromise formula framed by Gandhi. The Congress passed a resolution accepting the Nehru Report on the condition that, if by December 31, 1929, it was not accepted by the Government, the Congress would demand complete independence and fight for it, if necessary, by resorting to non-violent non-co-operation. Gandhi would have preferred to give the Government two years to make up its mind and for the Congress to set its house in order. To those who talked glibly of independence, he said, 'you must take the name of independence on your lips as the Muslime utters the name of Allah or the pious Hindu utters the name of Krishna or Rama'. The British Government, he warned the Congress, was going to concede neither dominion status nor independence until the nation was ready to assert its rights, until 'the necessary sanctions had been forged.' If the Congress were to give a non-violent battle to the Government, it had first to close its ranks. The Congress roll was, he said, a 'begus show'; what the Congress needed was a living register of members; if Congressmen were serious about the resolution they had passed, hard work lay ahead of them.

The Calcutta Congress opened the way for Gandhi's return to politics. If the British Government did not concede the demands of the Congress—and there was little prospect of their doing so—the Congress was committed to a non-co-operation
movement and it was obvious to all that Gandhi alone could conduct such a movement. In March 1922 he had been sentenced to six years imprisonment and premature release in 1924 for reasons of health had not pleased him. Not until March 1928 had he felt ‘morally’ freed from his term of imprisonment. Political as well as personal reasons were thus dictating an end of his retirement from active politics.

CHAPTER XXIV

Year of Grace

The Calcutta session of the Congress (December 1928) had given the British Government, to use the words of Jawaharlal Nehru, ‘an offer of a year’s grace and a polite ultimatum’. If dominion status was not conceded by the end of 1929, the Congress was to launch a struggle with the Government. Gandhi had been toying with the idea of visiting Europe in 1929, but having piloted the main resolution of the Congress session, he felt it would be ‘an act of desertion’ to leave India. By giving a year’s ultimatum, the Congress had thrown the ball into their opponent’s court, and the next move lay with the Government. He knew that freedom was not likely to descend as a gift from the British.

It was not part of the strategy of Satyagraha to plan moves months and years ahead. Meanwhile, the country had to be educated and disciplined. Gandhi toured everywhere, calling upon the people to spin and weave in their homes, and to boycott foreign cloth. He evolved a scheme whereby Congress organizations were to enrol volunteers to sell khadi, and to collect foreign cloth from door to door. Foreign cloth was to be publicly burnt and the foreign cloth shops picketed. Early in March 1929 he was at Calcutta when a large pyramid of foreign finery was ceremoniously consigned to the flames. The Bengal Provincial Congress Committee received a notice that it was an offence to burn foreign cloth in or near a public place. Gandhi had as yet no intention of breaking the law. ‘I am capable,’ he observed, ‘of breaking all the regulations that hurt my moral sense, but that time is not for me yet.’ He had been advised, however, that Stadhananand Park at Calcutta, where the meeting was held, was not a public thoroughfare. As the bonfire was lighted he was placed under arrest. He refused to sign the bond requiring him to appear before the Chief Presidency Magistrate on March 5th. However, the case was postponed to enable him to fulfill his engagements in Burma, which he was visiting after fourteen years.
On his return from Burma three weeks later, he presented himself for trial and was fined one rupee. Someone paid the fine without his knowledge. The inevitable result of this prosecution was to give a fillip to the boycott of foreign cloth. The day of Gandhi’s trial was celebrated by bonfires of foreign cloth all over the country.

The Government saw the growing signs of unrest. Apart from the ultimatum which the Congress had given, and the possibility of a clash early in 1929, there were other disquieting symptoms. Industrial labour was seething with discontent. There had been strikes in Bombay and Jamshedpur. In April 1929, when Speaker Patel rose in the Central Legislative Assembly to give his ruling on the Public Safety Bill, which sought more powers for the executive to curb the ‘extremists’, bombs were thrown from the visitors’ gallery. Two young men, Bhagat Singh and B. K. Datt, were arrested; their intention, they deplored later, was not to kill anybody but to make the debate effective. Terrorist outrages occurred in several parts of the country, and groups of young men were rounded up and prosecuted for political violence in what came to be known as a series of ‘conspiracy cases’. These anarchists became popular heroes; even those who deplored their method applauded their motive. Public feeling reached a peak when a number of them went on hunger strike as a protest against the treatment of political prisoners; one of them, Jatin Das, died in gaol and was honoured as a martyr.

Official reaction to this heightened tension was to arm the executive with still greater authority. The Public Safety Bill, which Speaker Patel had ruled out of order, was nevertheless made law under the Viceroy’s special powers. In March 1929, a number of trade union leaders, some of them communists, some near-communists and some trade unionists, were brought up for trial in what came to be known as the Meerut Conspiracy Case. “It seems to me,” wrote Gandhi, “that the motive behind these prosecutions is not to kill communism but to strike terror.” He added that “The Government were giving the usual periodical exhibition of its red claws which usually remain under cover.”

However, the Viceroy, Lord Irwin, had no intention of trying strong-arm methods only. In the summer of 1929 he visited England and conferred with British statesmen. Lord Irwin’s mission was facilitated by a change of government in England. Wedgwood Benn, Secretary of State in the Labour Government, shifted Irwin’s anxiety to reverse the process of estrangement of Indian opinion which had gone on since the appointment of the Simon Commission. Benn approved of Irwin’s proposal for a Round Table Conference in London between the representatives of India and Britain to discuss the constitutional problem. He also approved of Irwin’s idea of addressing the announcement of the conference by a declaration reaffirming that the goal of British policy in India continued to be dominion status. Neither Lloyd George nor Lord Reading—the two stalwarts of the Liberal Party—gave much encouragement to Lord Irwin. The Labour Government depended for its majority upon the support of the Liberals, but the Secretary of State was prepared to take the risk.

Lord Irwin returned to India on October 25, 1929. On October 31, came the issue of a ‘Gazette Extraordinary’ of the Government of India containing an announcement of a round table conference. The Viceroy’s announcement was an ingeniously worded document which could mean much or little, but it had a favourable reception in India. The moderate leaders, to quote Lord Irwin’s biographer, saw the conference as the supreme opportunity for the full exercise of their intellectual power and were henceforth Irwin’s faithful allies. The Congress leaders, scanning the horizon for a gesture which might lead to progress in self-government and prevent a clash with the Government, saw signs of a ‘change of heart’. A joint manifesto issued under the signatures of Gandhi, Motilal Nehru, Patel, Tej Bahadur Sapru, Ambedkar, Bajaj, and others expressed their appreciation of the sincerity underlying the declaration.

Lord Irwin’s announcement was thus well received in India, but a storm broke over him and the Labour Government in England. The British Press and Parliament subjected the announcement to a prolonged post mortem. The Labour Government, which did not have a clear majority in the House of Commons, was on the defensive. Wedgwood Benn explained the declaration as a ‘re-statement’ and an interpretation of Montagu’s declaration of August 1917, and thus made out that no radical departure had been made in British policy towards India.

The debate in the British Parliament disillusioned Indian leaders. Circumstances had compelled the Secretary of State to belittle in Britain what the Viceroy had tried to boost in India. The temporary bridge which the Viceroy’s declaration had
thrown between the Government and the nationalists had been knocked down.

A last-minute effort, in which V. J. Patel and Tej Bahadur Sapru were the prime movers, was made for a reconciliation between the Congress and the Government. An interview between the Congress leaders and the Viceroy was arranged. The interview took place on December 23rd. That morning Lord Irwin had returned from a tour of South India, and as he approached the capital a bomb had exploded under the Viceroyal train.

Gandhi congratulated the Viceroy on his miraculous escape. There was not much progress, however, on the political plane. The Viceroy chagrined by the recent debate in the British Parliament, was unable to give an assurance that the Round Table Conference would definitely discuss a scheme of reform on the basis of dominion status.

Soon after the abortive interview at Delhi, the Indian National Congress was to meet for its annual session at Lahore. The year of grace which the Calcutta Congress had offered to the British Government in December 1928 was drawing to a close; the Congress was pledged to a declaration for complete independence if dominion status were not conceded by Britain. The Congress leaders sought from the Viceroy something more than a vague indication of the direction of British policy to convince their party that India was assured of a sizable advance towards self-government. It was all very well for Lord Irwin to say ‘that the ascension of a goal is of necessity a different thing from the goal’s attainment’, but such an approach could hardly help Gandhi and Motilal Nehru in carrying the rank and file with them at the ensuing Congress session. And the argument that it was impossible to prejudice the issue or encroach upon the constitutional responsibility of the British Parliament did not carry conviction to them. Had not the British Cabinet on several occasions committed itself to particular policies in anticipation of the Parliamentary verdict? The bland fact remained that the Labour Government had neither the courage, nor perhaps the conviction, to dismantle the imperial structure in India and to install a self-governing dominion instead.

‘All roads lead to Lahore,’ Motilal Nehru had aptly summed up the political situation at the end of 1929 in a letter to V. J. Patel. The Lahore session was going to be a momentous one, as it was likely to declare a struggle which only Gandhi could lead. The choice of the Mahatma as President of the Congress seemed almost inevitable, but he declined the honour on the plea that he could not devote the necessary time to the day-to-day work of the presidency, and that in any case he could continue to serve the Congress without holding office. At his instance the All-India Congress Committee elected Jawaharlal Nehru, who thus entered this high office, to use his own words, ‘not by a main entrance or even a side entrance but by a trap-door’.

Politically, the election of Jawaharlal Nehru was a masterstroke of the Mahatma. Only a year before there had been a clash between crabbled age and youth at the Calcutta Congress. Youth had looked askance at the outmoded shibboleths of the old guard. A compromise ingeniously devised by Gandhi had prevented a split. The Congress, instinct with new hope and energy, needed a young man at the helm. The forty-year-old Jawaharlal, whom Gandhi described as ‘pure as crystal... truthful beyond suspicion... a knight sans peur et sans reproche’, was to be in the fullness of time the Mahatma’s political heir. There was a bond of deep affection between the two men in spite of the twenty years and widely differing intellectual backgrounds which separated them. Gandhi had been unhappy with some of the activities of Jawaharlal since the latter’s return from Europe at the end of 1927. ‘You are going too fast,’ he wrote to him early in 1928. ‘You should have taken time to think and become acclimatised.’ A few days later he confessed: ‘The differences between you and me appear to be so vast and so radical that there seems to be no meeting ground between us.’ This intellectual gulf widened or narrowed from time to time; it was rarely bridged, but it did not affect their emotional affinity or their mutual loyalty.

In December 1929 events were on the march, there was a promise of a struggle, and Jawaharlal was in his element.
CHAPTER XXVI

Civil Disobedience

The Indian National Congress was meeting in the Punjab after exactly ten years. The All-India Congress was held in December 1919; the non-co-operation movement had followed in 1920, was 1919; the non-co-operation movement had followed in 1920; there was little doubt that the history going to repeat itself. There was little doubt that the Lahore Congress was going to be a momentous one. The year of grace which the Calcutta Congress had granted was over. Dominion status had not been conceded; the offer of the 'minimum national demand' embodied in the Nehru Report would lapse; henceforth Swaraj would mean complete independence. At midnight on December 31, 1929, as the new year dawned, the Indian National Congress unfurled the flag of independence on the banks of the Ravi. The Congress called upon its members in the central and provincial legislatures to resign their seats and authorized the All-Indian Congress Committee to launch civil disobedience.

The significance of the Congress session was not lost upon the Government. According to Alan Campbell Johnson, Lord Irwin’s biographer, the Viceroy repeatedly considered the banning of this session. Early in January, the Punjab Government advised the Government of India that, in the opinion of its legal advisers, Jawaharlal Nehru and S. D. Kimel should be prosecuted for speeches delivered by them as President-designate and Chairman of the Selection Committee of the Lahore Congress. The advice was not accepted, as events had already moved fast.

In an appraisal of the Congress position immediately after the Lahore Congress, the Viceregal Secretariat reported to the Secretary of State ‘the striking effect on the political situation made by the recent meeting at Lahore’. It had seemed clear, wrote the Viceregal Secretariat, that the Lahore Congress would be the scene of a struggle between the two wings of the Congress which had clashed but compromised at Calcutta a year earlier; a split was avoided at Lahore by the capitulation of Gandhi and Motilal Nehru to the left-wing Congressmen, consisting of ‘revolutionaries’ and ‘irreconcilables’ who were expected henceforth to provide the driving force of the Congress. Though the decision to boycott legislatures could still cause a split, the Congress as a whole, by passing the independence resolution, had, in the Viceroy’s opinion, declared itself as a body which intended to pursue ‘an illegitimate aim by illegal and unconstitutional means’.

There was little doubt that in executing the decisions of the Lahore session, the Congress would be guided by Gandhi. His writings and speeches acquired the forthright frankness which had marked them ten years earlier. The people had the right, he wrote, to alter or abolish an unjust government; if the atmosphere remained non-violent, he promised to lead a civil disobedience campaign. He was conscious of the risks inherent in a mass movement. ‘The lesson of Chauri Chaura, however, had not been lost on Congressmen. At the same time, Gandhi made it known that there was to be no easy reversal of the movement once it was launched; while every possible effort was to be made to restrain the forces of violence, civil disobedience would continue ‘so long as there is a single resister left free or alive’. In 1920-2 Gandhi had proceeded cautiously, spent months in preparing the country, graduated the programme of non-co-operation and shown an obvious reluctance in embarking upon mass civil disobedience. In 1930 he proceeded with swifter and surer steps; it was as if his labours in the previous decade had not been wasted and he was picking up the thread where he had left it in 1922. ‘The call of 1920,’ he wrote, ‘was a call for preparation. The call in 1930 is for engaging in final conflict.’

A struggle between the Congress and the Government was now inevitable. In January 1930, Gandhi told Tagore that he was busily thinking ‘night and day’. The first step he took was to call for the celebration of ‘Independence Day’ on January 26. On that day, in the towns and villages of India, hundreds of thousands of people took a pledge that ‘it was a crime against man and God to submit to British rule,’ and undertook to join a campaign of civil disobedience and non-payment of taxes if the Congress launched it. Independence Day revealed the latent enthusiasm in the country; Gandhi felt the country was ripe for a mass movement. He suggested inaugurating the movement with a breach of the Salt Laws. The Salt Tax, though relatively light in incidence, hit the poorest in the land; but salt did not quite seem to fit into the plan of a national struggle for freedom. Salt manufacture was confined to the seacoast or salt mines, and even if a strike could be organized among the politically backward labours engaged in the industry, the pros-
pect of launching a successful Satyagraha struggle did not appear to be bright. These and other doubts assailed Gandhi's closest adherents as they followed his lead.

Gandhi announced that he would himself perform the first act of civil disobedience by leading a group of Satyagrahis to the sea-shore for a breach of the Salt Laws. He communicated his plans to the Viceroy in a letter, which was an indictment of British rule as well as an appeal for restoring to India what was hers:

'Dear Friend—before embarking on civil disobedience and taking the risk I have dreaded to take all these years, I would fain approach you and find a way out. My personal faith is absolutely clear. I cannot intentionally hurt anything that lives, much less fellow-human beings even though they may do the greatest wrong to me and mine. Whist, therefore, I hold British rule to be a curse, I do not intend to harm a single Englishman or any legitimate interest he may have in India.

'I must not be misunderstood. Though I hold the British rule in India to be a curse, I do not, therefore, consider Englishmen in general to be worse than any other people on earth. I have the privilege of claiming many Englishmen as dearest friends. Indeed much that I have learnt of the evil of British rule is due to the writings of frank and courageous Englishmen who have not hesitated to tell the unpalatable truth about that rule...

'In common with many of my countrymen, I had haggled the fund hope that the proposed Round Table Conference might furnish a solution. But when you said plainly that you could not give any assurance that you or the British Cabinet would pledge yourselves to support a scheme of full dominion status, the Round Table Conference could not possibly furnish the solution for which vocal India is consciously, and dumb millions unconsciously, thirsting.

'...if India is to survive as a nation, if the slow death by starvation of her people is to stop, some remedy must be found for immediate relief. The proposed conference is certainly not the remedy. It is not a matter of carrying conviction by argument. The matter resolves itself into one of matching forces. Conviction or no conviction, Great Britain would defend her Indian commerce and interests by all the forces at her command. India must consequently evolve (non-violent) force enough to free herself from that embrace of death.

'I know that in embarking on non-violence, I shall be running what might be fairly termed a mad risk, but the victories of truth

have never been won without risks, often of the gravest character. Convening of a nation that has consciously or unconsciously prayed upon another far more numerous, far more ancient and no less cultured than itself, is worth any amount of risk.

'I have deliberately used the word conversion. For my ambition is no less than to convert the British people through non-violence and thus make them see the wrong they have done to India. I do not seek to harm your people. I want to serve them, even as I want to serve my own. I believe that I have always served them. I served them up to 1919 blindly. But when my eyes were opened, and I conceived non-co-operation, the object still was to serve them. I employed the same weapon that I have in all humility successfully used against the dearest members of my family. If I have equal love for your people with mine, it will not long remain hidden. It will be acknowledged by them even as members of my family acknowledged it after they had tried me for several years. If people join me, as I expect they will, the sufferings they will undergo, unless the British nation sooner retracts its steps, will be enough to melt the stoniest hearts.'

The Viceroy's reply was brief: it expressed his regret at Mr Gandhi's contemplating a course of action which was clearly bound to involve the violation of the law and danger to public peace.

Gandhi decided to lead the first band of Satyagrahis from Ahmedabad to Dandi on the sea-shore. The Satyagrahis were selected from Sabarmati Ashram, which had, according to the testimony of one of its inmates, reached 'its zenith in physical energy and moral strength.' Sabarmati was now assuming the role which Phoenix and Tolstoy Ashrams had done in South Africa; it became the recruiting ground for the vanguard of freedom and a hub of political activities. Richard Gregg has recorded how a correspondent of a British-owned paper, who had been sent to Ahmedabad to report what was going on in 'the enemy's camp', instead of being turned away was accommodated, at Gandhi's instance, in the Sabarmati Ashram, treated as a guest, and allowed to see things for himself.

The prayer meeting on the evening of March 11th had a record attendance. 'Our cause is strong,' said Gandhi, 'our means the purest, and God is with us. There is no defeat for Satyagrahis till they give up truth. I pray for the battle which begins to-

morrow.' That night perhaps the only person in the Ashram who slept was the Mahatma himself. Next morning, at 6.30, he began the 241-mile march to Dandi on the seashore. The seventy-nine Satyagrahis included scholars, newspaper editors, untouchables, weavers. The oldest was the sixty-one-year-old leader, the youngest a boy of sixteen. The people of Ahmedabad turned out in their thousands to cheer them. The roads were strewn with green leaves. Gandhi, although the oldest member of his volunteer band, walked so fast that younger men found it difficult to keep pace with him. He felt all the better for the exercise; he rose as usual at 4 a.m., conducted the morning prayers, addressed meetings in villages through which he passed, did his daily quota of spinning, wrote articles for his journals and letters to his correspondents. He announced that he would not return to Sabarmati Ashram until the Salt Tax was repealed.

Meanwhile, the authorities had been watching the movement with mingled anxiety and bewilderment. The British had no intention of liquidating their Indian Empire. Earl Russell, the Under-Secretary of State for India, had commented on the Congress demand for complete independence: 'None knows better than the Indians themselves how foolish it is to talk of complete independence. Dominion status is not possible at the moment and would not be for a long time.'

The first impulse of the Government, as of the Congress intellectuals, was to ridicule 'the kindergarten stage of political revolution', and to laugh away the idea that the King-Emperor could be unseated by boiling sea-water in a kettle. The experts of the Government of India did not take the breach of the Salt Tax seriously. Tottenham, a member of the Central Board of Revenue (the department which dealt with Salt Tax), described the breach of the Salt Laws as Mr Gandhi's somewhat fantastic project. A committee of two senior officers reported early in February that salt did not appear to be a promising field for initiating a no-tax campaign; that the most that could happen was that small quantities of inferior salt would be sporadically produced in certain areas and consumed locally; that neither government revenues nor the price of salt were likely to be affected.

In the last week of March, the Government of India issued instructions 'based on past experience in handling such movements' to the local Provincial Governments, advising them to avoid situations in which they would have to make wholesale arrests or enter into a test of endurance with the Congress; it was preferable to arrest only the leaders, whose imprisonment was likely to discourage or disorganize the movement. If it became necessary to arrest large numbers of Satyagrahis, it was advisable to use the minimum possible force; the use of force against those who were not violent tended to alienate public sympathy. The local governments were exhorted to exercise special care in avoiding congestion in gaols and in treating young boys and women. This was sound advice, but unfortunately, as the tempo of the movement grew, the temper of the authorities also rose. Vithalbhai Patel had already been arrested on March 7th under the orders of the local officials, who had acted without consulting even the Provincial Government. Early in April Jawaharlal Nehru was arrested in Allahabad. From Dandi, where he had made the first symbolic breach of the Salt Laws, Gandhi sent a message that 'at present Indian self-respect is symbolized, as it were, in a handful of salt in the Satyagrahi's hand. Let the fist be broken, but let there be no surrender of salt. No less than 60,000 Indians were gaol. Among those convicted for breach of the Salt Laws were Rajagopalachari, Madan Mohan Malaviya, J. M. Sen Gupta, B. G. Khur, K. M. Munshi, Devadas Gandhi, Mahadev Desai, Bithalbhai Patel, Women from aristocratic and middle-class homes picketed liquor and foreign cloth shops.

There were stray cases of violence, such as in Chittagong, where some terrorists RAIDed the arsenal to seize arms. But on the whole India remained non-violent. Those who had scoffed at Salt Satyagraha and failed to see any connection between salt and Swaraj had underrated Gandhi's knack for organizing the Indian masses for corporate action. The Government also at last did what it had been planning for so long and at the same time dreading. It decided to arrest Gandhi.

The arrest took place on May 5, 1930 at Khadi, a village near Dandi, under Bombay Regulation XXV of 1827, which was re-surrected from the dusty covers of the state archives to detain him without trial. Just before his arrest Gandhi had planned a more aggressive phase of his 'non-violent rebellion' by 'taking' and taking possession of the salt depots at Bhavnagar. The raid, which was led by the aged Imam Sakh, an inmate of the Sabarmati Ashram, took place on May 21st. The leaders were arrested and the rank and file beaten up; an account of this raid was given in the New Freeman by an American correspondent Webb Miller: 'In eighteen years of reporting in twenty-two countries I have never witnessed such harrowing scenes.
as at Dharasna. Sometimes the scenes were so painful that I had to turn away momentarily. One surprising feature was the discipline of volunteers. It seemed they were thoroughly imbued with Gandhi's non-violent creed.

Meanwhile, the All-India Congress Committee had extended the scope of civil disobedience to include the breach (besides the Salt Tax) of forest laws, the non-payment of taxes in ryotwari areas, and the boycott of foreign cloth, banks, shipping and insurance companies. A series of 'ordinances', issued by the Viceroy conferred extraordinary powers on the executive to enable it to crush the Congress, or to use the official jargon, 'to cope with the emergency'.

Gandhi's arrest stimulated rather than slackened resistance to the Government. Though at the time official propaganda belittled it, the Government were aware of the hold Congress had acquired over the people. In his Rebel India, Brailsford has borne testimony to the influence of the Congress in several parts of India, and particularly in Bombay. A similar testimony is available in official records, for example, in a report given by the Director of the Intelligence Bureau to the Home Member, after a visit to Bombay in August 1930. The report stated that the Congress was 'completely in command', with the initiative entirely in its hands.

Since his arrest in early May Gandhi had been making up arrears of rent in the Yeravda gaol in Poona, which he picturesquely described as 'Yeravda Mandir' (Yeravda Temple). In prison he maintained his routine of prayer, spinning and studies, and ceased to worry about the political situation in the country and the fate of the movement he had launched. He knew he had done his duty; he hoped the people would do theirs.

A week after his arrest, Lord Irwin published his correspondence with the British Premier and indicated that the civil disobedience movement had not deflected His Majesty's Government from its policy of constitutional reforms and the decision to hold a Round Table Conference in London. The Viceroy was at this time directing the sternest repression which nationalism had known in India, but he did not really relish the role. 'You know,' he had written to V. J. Patel as late as in April 1930, 'that no one wishes more fervently than I, that the affairs of India may speedily be again guided into smoother waters.' He did not discourage the efforts at conciliation made by George Slocumbe, the correspondent of the Daily Herald, and the two moderate leaders Sapru and Jayakar.

George Slocumbe, who had been distressed by the turn which events had taken in India, had gathered from an interview with Motilal Nehru that under certain conditions the Congress was prepared to call off civil disobedience. A little later, Motilal Nehru was arrested and lodged in Naini prison, where his son Jawaharlal had preceded him. The Nehrus were interviewed by Sapru and Jayakar on the possibility of a truce; since they would not commit themselves without consulting Gandhi, they were carried in a special train to Poona. The discussions revealed that there was little common ground between the Congress and the Government.

The Congress reaction to the peace feelers threw into sharp relief the gulf between the Congress and the British. In Britain,
Winston Churchill was carrying on a crusade against handing over the people of India to 'an oligarchy of lawyers, politicians, fanatics and greedy merchants'. 'We ought to make it perfectly clear,' he said, 'that we intend to remain rulers of India for a very long and indefinite period and though we welcome co-operation from loyal Indians, we will have no truck with lawlessness and treason.' Ramsay MacDonald's Labour Government continued in office with the support of the Liberals; it was in no position, even if it had the intention, to make a radical concession to India. In India, Lord Irwin's advisers were confident of crushing Gandhi's rebellion and carrying on the administration with the help of the moderates and the Muslims. The majority in the Viceroy's Executive Council and almost all the Governors and senior civil servants were for further tightening of the screws on the Congress.

Meanwhile the constitutional caravan had moved on. The report of the Simon Commission, published during the summer, made an elaborate survey of the Indian constitutional problem and meticulously catalogued the difficulties which hampers a substantial advance. Its recommendations were so low-pitched that they did not evoke the enthusiasm of even conservative opinion in India. The first Round Table Conference met in London in 1930. The Congress was not represented on it by some of the delegates, who had left their country in turmoil, were anxious to return with some tangible result and pleased for a conciliatory policy towards the Congress. In his farewell address (January 19, 1931) Ramsay MacDonald expressed the hope that the Congress would participate in the next session of the conference. A little earlier, Lord Irwin's speech in the Central Legislature included a surprisingly chivalrous reference to the 'spiritual force which impels Mr Gandhi to count no sacrifice too great in the cause, as he believes, of the India he loves'. Irwin had already decided not to interfere with a meeting of the Congress leaders in Allahabad. He released Gandhi and the members of the Congress Working Committee on January 25, 1931—the eve of Independence Day—to the accompaniment of a conciliatory statement.

The unconditional release of members of the Congress Working Committee had not by itself brought the Congress any nearer to the Government. The members of the Congress Working Committee as they congregated in Allahabad—where Motilal Nehru lay on his death-bed—saw no warrant to call off civil disobedience, but they withheld this decision from the

Press on receipt of a telegram from Sapru and Sastri, who were on their way back home and were anxious to give the Congress leaders first-hand impressions of the Round Table Conference. Gandhi was not impressed by the achievements of the conference; nor did he feel optimistic about the possibilities of an understanding with the Government. Nevertheless he wrote to Lord Irwin and asked for an interview. His argument was that as a Satyagrahi he had a moral obligation to make a response to the Viceroy's gesture in releasing the Congress Working Committee.

The Gandhi-Irwin parleys began on the afternoon of February 17, 1931. They lasted for a total of twenty-four hours, spread over eight meetings. There were long intervals during which hopes of a settlement alternately receded and revived, but finally, on the morning of March 4th, an agreement was reached. The Delhi Pact, or, to give it its popular name, the Gandhi-Irwin Pact, provided for discontinuance of civil disobedience on the part of the Congress, and the revocation of the ordinances and the release of civil disobedience prisoners on the part of the Government. The amnesty did not cover political prisoners detained without trial or convicted for covert or open violence; nor did it cover the Gurkha soldiers who had declined to fire at an unarmed crowd in Peshawar. The restoration of lands sold to third parties and the reinstatement of those who had lost their jobs during the non-co-operation movement were also not included in the agreement.

There was a concession in a small way to poor people on the sea-coast, to manufacture salt, and the recognition of picketing of foreign cloth. There was to be no inquiry into the allegations of excesses by the police; this was a crucial point on which both the Congress and the Government were very sensitive, and negotiations nearly broke down on it. Gandhi did not insist on the inquiry when Irwin told him that though he had the right to ask for an inquiry, it was wise to let bygones be bygones and not take up bitterness a fresh.

On the constitutional issue the Delhi Pact accepted safeguards 'in the interest of India' for such matters as defence, external affairs, minorities and finance. This was the clause which dealt Jawaharlal Nehru a 'terrible shock', and which seemed so obviously at variance with 'complete independence,' to which the Congress was pledged. The agreement did not even guarantee dominion status; its terms fell manifestly short of those which the Congress leaders had considered as the minimum for a
truce in August 1930 during the negotiations initiated by Sapru and Jayakar.

Alan Campbell Johnson was not wrong in reaching the conclusion that in the Delhi Pact Gandhi’s gains were consolation prizes, and Irwin’s only surrender was in agreeing to enter into negotiations. Lord Irwin’s stock with Indian nationalists fluctuated from time to time. It was at its highest immediately after the Gandhi-Irwin Pact, and touched its nadir a year later when the Pact had gone to pieces. The Congress was in opposition and outswayed. The impression among Congressmen was that the Gandhi-Irwin Pact had been a clever manoeuvre; and that Irwin had led the Mahatma on the garden path of the Viceroy’s House. A fellow-prisoner read to Gandhi, in July 1932, B. G. Horniman’s description of Lord Irwin as ‘an agile opportunist who endeavoured to cover his inconsistencies and change of principle and policy with a thick veneer of unctuous rectitude and hypocritical professions of sincerity.’

Gandhi’s comment was that the description did less than justice to the Viceroy, who, though loyal to the British Empire, had meant well to India. Indeed it was his belief in Lord Irwin’s sincerity that had made Gandhi give way during the negotiations on several points of detail. He saw in Irwin a kindred spirit. ‘The two Mahatmas’, Sarojini Naidu’s epithet for the two negotiators, was apt in so far as it emphasized their religious make-up.

So far as Gandhi was concerned, there is little doubt that he took the Delhi Pact as the beginning of a new chapter in Congress-Government relations. In a letter dated March 6, 1932, from the house of his host at Delhi, Dr Ansari, to the Private Secretary to the Viceroy, he wrote:

‘I must ask for one favour. I told you that it would be a point of honour with the Working Committee to see that there was a cent per cent fulfillment of the conditions obligatory on the Congress. You will help me to implement this obligation if you will draw my prompt attention by wire, where necessary, to any irregularity on our part, that may come under your notice . . .

‘I pray to God that the friendship at which the settlement is an attempt will become a permanent fact.’

That Gandhi should have agreed to attend a Round Table Conference without any definite commitment from the Government, on which he and Motilal Nehru had insisted in December 1929, was itself surprising. Gandhi’s reasons for signing the pact should be sought, however, not in its clauses, but in the logic of Satyagraha. His speech at the Karachi session of the Indian National Congress gave a peep into the working of his mind.

‘I have often wondered myself what we are going to do at the conference when we know that there is such a gulf between what we want and what has been as yet offered at the conference. But considerations of Satyagraha decided me. There comes a stage when he may no longer refuse to negotiate with his opponent. His object is always to convert his opponent by love. The stage of negotiation arrived when the Working Committee was released after the Premier’s declaration. The Viceroy also made an appeal to us to lay down arms and to indicate what we want.’

To the suggestion that there was no need for a truce with the Government when the Congress was in a position to continue civil disobedience for at least another year, Gandhi’s answer was: ‘Well, for that matter, we might be capable of carrying on the struggle for twenty years, and a true Satyagrahi fights to the last, even if the rest are tired into submission. But the truce was made not because we were tired out, but because it was imperative. He who will fight on because he can fight on is no Satyagrahi but a conceited person guilty before God.’

The obvious inconsistencies in Gandhi’s position can thus be explained only in terms of his own technique. The Satyagraha movement was commonly described as ‘struggles’, ‘rebellions’, and ‘wars without violence’. Owing to the common connotation of these words, however, they seemed to lay a disproportionate emphasis on the negative aspect of the movement, namely opposition and conflict. But the object of Satyagraha was not to achieve the physical elimination or moral breakdown of an adversary but, through suffering at his hands, to initiate those psychological processes which could make it possible for minds and hearts to meet. In such a struggle a compromise with the opponent was neither heresy nor treason, but a natural and a necessary step. And if it turned out that the compromise was premature and the adversary was unperturbed, there was nothing to prevent the Satyagrahi from returning to non-violent battle. It is true that rational feeling could not be made to reach a high watermark at will, but Gandhi did not set much store by political freedom on the crest of a passing wave of emotion; he believed that India would be independent when she

came of age, and then no Power would be able to keep her in bondage.

The Karachi Congress, held in March 1931, approved of the Delhi Pact, though it put an interpretation on it which seemed more consistent with the ideals of the Congress than with the clauses of the Pact.

In April Gandhi was in Bombay and bade farewell to Lord Irwin. The new Viceroy, Lord Willingdon, was already in Bombay but did not send for Gandhi. The hard-headed officials at Delhi and in the provincial capitals, to whom the Delhi Pact had been a bitter pill, had now a sympathetic chief. The friction began within a few days of the signing of the Pact. Young India of July 9, 1931 came out with an editorial listing breaches of the Pact with the startling title: 'Is it crumbling?'

The Government accused the Congress of having acted in a spirit contrary to the Delhi Pact, which thus verged on repudiation by both sides. Negotiations were resumed, however, and a compromise—'the second settlement'—was patched up. It was agreed that the Congress would participate in the Round Table Conference, and that its sole representative would be Gandhi.

A special train was arranged from Simla to Kalka, and other trains were held up to enable Gandhi to reach Bombay in time to sail on August 29th, in the ss Rajputana.

CHAPTER XXVIII

The Round Table Conference

'He is perhaps the best sailor on board the ss Rajputana,' wrote Mahadev Desai, the Mahatma's secretary. Gandhi, who travelled second class—the lowest—on the ship, spent most of the day and the whole of the night on deck, rose and retired at his usual hours, and followed the Ashram routine of prayers, spinning and studies. Little boys and girls of the home-going English passengers became his friends; they watched him ply the spinning-wheel, and when they peeped into his cabin in the morning or in the evening they were rewarded with armfuls of grapes and dates. At Aden the Indian community presented him an address. Messages of good wishes came from Madame Zagloul Pasha, the widow of the Egyptian patriot, and from leaders of the Wafd Party. At Marseilles he was greeted by Madeleine Rolland, the sister of the French seastvay, and was given a warm welcome by French students, who hailed him as the 'spiritual ambassador of India'.

On September 25, 1931, he arrived in London. He had accepted Muriel Lester's invitation to stay in Kingsley Hall in the East End, in order to be among the same sort of people to whom I have given my life. Friends had pleaded with him that his residence was inconvenient for his fellow delegates and colleagues attending the Conference. He agreed to have an office at 83, Knightsbridge, but every evening, late though it was, he returned to sleep in Bow. Sometimes he returned from committee meetings after midnight, but the light still appeared in his room at 4 a.m. for the morning prayer. He had his morning walk in the main streets of the east end; he visited his neighbours in Bow, he made friends with the children. 'Here I am,' he would say, 'dealing the real round table work, getting to know the people of England.'

Gandhi was the sole representative of the Congress at the Round Table Conference. The British Press and politicians made out that Gandhi, however eminent as an individual, was only one of the Indian delegates and the Congress was just one
of the numerous parties of which a cross-section had been brought together at the Conference. All the delegates were nominees of the Government; they were a sprinkling of able individuals, but the majority of them were drawn from the princely order, the landlords, the titled gentry and the leaders of communal groups and vested interests, big and small. Many delegates were only too willing to become pawns in the political intrigues, the jockeying for position, the scramble for jobs and seats in legislatures and in services, to which the Conference gradually reduced itself.

What with its composition and what with its procedure, which the British Government controlled, the Conference side-tracked its energies into secondary issues and particularly the communal problems. Gandhi saw through this game and did some plain speaking in public as well as in private. Surely, he asked, the British Government had not invited the Indian delegates from six thousand miles to London to settle the communal question. He pointed out that the various communities had been led to place undue emphasis on the communal question as a condition precedent to constitutional advance; this had turned them virtually into hungry wolves prowling about for prey under the new constitution. The problem had been presented to the Conference in an inverted way: it had been called upon to divide a cake the size of which was not known. "Let us know what we are going to get," he demanded, "so that on that basis I might endeavour to bring about unity even in the present ill-assorted group. I could tell them they are sipping a precious thing to pieces."

He pleaded for an honourable and equal partnership between Britain and India, held not by force but 'by the golden cord of love.' The Congress had accepted the principle of federation, as also the principle that there should be safeguards, but the safeguards had to be devised in the interest of India and not to reduce self-government to a mockery. If all the safeguards which were being proposed were incorporated in the new constitution, the responsible government which India would enjoy could be no better than 'the responsible government prisoners have in their cells; the prisoners too have complete independence immediately after the cell door is locked up.' He admitted that the British had more organizing ability, but Indians knew their country better. He was against any special treatment for European business interests, but he assured them that there would be no discrimination against them either. He advocated adult suffrage, a single-chamber legislature and indirect elections. He even envisaged the possibility of British troops remaining in India for some time after the grant of independence; he explained that it was for the British to initiate Indians into the mysteries of defence. 'Having clipped our wings it is their duty to give us wings wherewith we can fly.'

All this homely eloquence was wasted on the Conference. There was a financial crisis and a change of Government in Britain; in the new Government the Conservatives were heavily represented. The British public was preoccupied with domestic issues; for it the financial crisis was a more urgent issue than the niceties of an Indian Constitution. Inevitably, even if imperceptibly, there was a change in emphasis. Sir Samuel Hoare, the new Secretary of State, told Gandhi that he sincerely believed that Indians were unfit for complete self-government. Meanwhile, the Round Table delegates were busy with the bargains and counter-bargains of the communal problem. In these squabbles they were encouraged by the vested interests from India and the 'diehard' elements from Britain to expose to the world that it was Indian disloyalty and not British reluctance which barred the path to Indian self-government. Gandhi was prepared to give a 'blank cheque' to Muslims and other minorities to remove all their legitimate fears, provided they were willing to press the national demand for freedom. The Hindu delegates were not ready for this generous gesture, and the Muslim nationalists were not represented at the Conference. Gandhi realized that he had understated the forces arrayed against him and the Congress. It was almost with a sense of relief that he saw the Conference tail off to a formal conclusion. The British Prime Minister, Ramsay MacDonald, in his concluding address promised to impose a solution of the communal problem, and to appoint a committee to go to India for further investigation so that an 'all-embracing statute' could be framed.

In London's East End, among the poor of London, 'uncle Gandhi' had become a popular figure with the children. He answered their innocent and often penetrating questions. He told them stories of his childhood. He explained to them why he had chosen to stay in the East End and why he wore his saffron dress. He advised them to return good for evil. There was an interesting sequel to this advice when the father of a four-year-old girl told the Mahatma that he had a bone to pick with him. 'And what is it?' asked Gandhi. 'Well, my little Jane comes every morning to me, hits me and wakes me up and says, 'Now, don't
you hit back, for Gandhi told us not to hit back." On October
2nd, his birthday, the children presented him with 'two woolly
dogs, three pink birthday candles, a tin plate, a blue pencil and
some jelly sweets'-gifts which he especially treasured and
took to India. 'Thousands and thousands of children in England
will have seen Gandhiji,' wrote Mahadev Desai, 'before he leaves
the English shores. And who knows, it may be this generation
with whom we may have to settle accounts?'

One of the most pleasant surprises of the tour was the courtesy
and even affection Gandhi received from the cotton operatives of
Lancashire, which had been hit the hardest by the Congress boy-
cott of British goods. He listened with obvious attention and
sympathy to the tale of woe of those who were jobless. Many of
them saw the background of the boycott which he had sponsored
when he told them: 'You have three million unemployed, but we
have nearly 300 million unemployed for half the year. Your
average unemployment does is seventy shillings. Our average
income is 7/6 a month.'

Some of his English friends felt that by staying in the East
End he was ignoring the middle and upper classes of England,
who really determined the political future of India. So they
arranged for him to meet the best minds of Britain in politics,
religion, science and literature. He met George Bernard Shaw,
who found him 'a kindred spirit'. He addressed Members of
Parliament in committee rooms. He met Bishops and Church
dignitaries. He spoke to the boys at Eton and to the students of
the London School of Economics. At Oxford, where he stayed
at the invitation of Dr Lindsay, the Master of Balliol, he had
talks with Dr Gilbert Murray, Gilbert Salter, Professor Cargill,
Edward Thompson and others, and spoke at a meeting
organized by the Indian students. He went to see Lloyd George;
Charlie Chaplin, of whom he had never heard before, came to
see him.

It is difficult to assess the results of these informal contacts.
The Englishman's courtesy to the distinguished guest often con-
celed the real impact of his personality. It was apparent that
the gulf between Congress aims and the prevalent British view
was almost unbridgeable; only a minority was prepared to go
the whole hog with the Mahatma in his claim for an equal
partnership between India and Britain. He was unable to carry
immediate conviction; it appeared to most British statesmen and
thinkers that he wanted India to travel too far and too fast on
the difficult road to self-government. Nevertheless, the homely
logic and the transparent sincerity of the man left an indelible
impression on some of those whom he met. They formed clearer
impressions of him than the loin cloth and goat's milk version
with which the popular Press regaled them. While his opinions
might appear utopian or revolutionary, he could no longer be
dismissed as 'humbag', the appellation with which Truth had
heralded his arrival in England.

The news from India was far from reassuring. The compromise
which had been patched up between the Congress and Govern-
ment, just before his departure for England, had virtually broken
down. The Mahatma was anxious to return home; he declined
invitations to prolong his itinerary in Europe and to visit Ameri-
ca, but he decided to spend a few days with Romain Rolland in
Switzerland on his way back to India.

Accompanied by Mahadev Desai and Pyarelal, his secretaries,
Mirabein (Miss Slade) and his son, Devdas, Gandhi arrived at
Villeneuve on December 6th. In his book Mahatma Gandhi,
published soon after the first non-co-operation movement in the
early nineteen-twenties, Rolland had interpreted Gandhi's life
and message with remarkable insight, and expressed the hope
that the message of non-violence and self-sacrifice might yet save
violence-ridden Europe from self-destruction: 'One thing is cer-
tain; either Gandhi's spirit will triumph or it will manifest itself
again, as were manifested, centuries before, the Messiah and
Buddha, till there finally is manifested in a mortal half-god the
perfect incarnation of the principle of life which will lead a new
humanity on to a new path.'

Gandhi and Rolland were closeted together for hours daily.
A glimpse into their conversations, which ranged over a wide
field, has been given by Rolland's sister:

'My brother describes for Gandhi the tragic situation of
Europe, the suffering of the people oppressed by dictators: the
drama of the proletariat, who in their desperate effort to break
the shackles of an anonymous ruthless capitalism and pushed
forward by their legitimate aspiration for justice and freedom see
only one way out, that of rebellion and violence. For man in the
West is by education, by tradition and by temperament un-
prepared for the religion of ahimsa.'

... Gandhi listens; reflects. He reaffirms his unshakable
faith in non-violence. Yet he understands that to convince sceptical
Europe the concrete example of a successful experiment in non-
violence would be necessary. Will India furnish it? He hopes so.'

1 Shukla (Editor): Incidents of Gandhiji's Life, p. 294.
Gandhi's visit to Switzerland evoked a good deal of local enthusiasm. The Syndicate of the Milkmen of Lemen telephoned Gandhi's hotel that they would like to supply milk to the 'King of India'; a Japanese artist hurried from Paris to make sketches of the Indian leader; a young musician played a violin under his window. Correspondents from Italy asked the Indian saint to indicate the ten lucky numbers for the next drawing of the national lottery; school children brought him flowers. He addressed private gatherings of pacifists.

Gandhi had planned to spend a day in Rome on his way back. Romain Rolland warned him to be on his guard against the wiles of the Pacifists and arranged for him to stay with a friend whose integrity was beyond doubt. In Rome he walked through the Vatican galleries: in the Sistine Chapel he was spell-bound: 'I saw a figure of Christ there, It was wonderful. I could not tear myself away. The tears spread to my eyes as I gazed.'

The Pope did not granted him an audience, but Mussolini did. Of the latter, a prison official said in Yerendra gaol five months later that he was an attractive personality, 'Yes,' said the Mahatma, 'but he looks like the executioner. How long will a rule based on bayonets last?'

After he had boarded the Italian liner Piemont for Brindisi, Gandhi learnt that the Giornale d'Italia had published an interview with him in which he was supposed to have announced that he was returning to India to resume the civil disobedience movement. He had given no interview in Rome and cabled to London that the report was a complete fabrication. In spite of this denial several British papers and politicians persisted in the implication that Mr. Gandhi was lying. It seemed as if the Giornale d'Italia provided just the excuse for which Richard politicians in England and British bureaucrats in India were looking to revert to the time-honoured policy of 'no truck with the Congress', to which the Gandhi-Irwin Pact had been a temporary aberration.

---

1 Diaries of Mahatma Gandhi. Entry 26th May 1932.
the Government of India, but Gandhi's arrest under Bombay Regulation XXV of 1827 was a foregone conclusion. Lord Willingdon had evidently decided not to repeat that hesitation which his three predecessors, Lords Chelmsford, Reading and Irwin, had exhibited in arresting the author of civil disobedience. Many senior officers in the Central and Provincial Secretariats believed that Gandhi's movements of defiance of authority had driven the initial indiscipline or insubordination of the Government and that a more positive policy could have nipped the evil in the bud. For many of them the Gandhi-Irwin Pact had been a bitter pill; the Pact did not alter the basic fact that the Congress was pledged to liquidate the Indian Empire, which the servants of the Crown had sworn to serve and defend. The fact that the Congress, under Gandhi's leadership, eschewed the use of force did not seem to make much difference to those who considered non-violence a mere mask. Those British officials who did not doubt Gandhi's bona fide questioned his ability to control the popular feeling once it had been worked up.

When Gandhi landed at Bombay on December 28, 1931, after four months absence from India, he was far from being optimistic but he certainly did not expect to be confronted with a first-class political crisis. The arrest of Jawaharlal Nehru and Abdul Ghaffar Khan in the premutation of ordinances in the United Provinces and the North-West Frontier had brought matters to a head. 'I take it,' Gandhi told a mass meeting of the citizens of Bombay, 'that these (ordinances) are Christmas gifts from Lord Willingdon, our Christian Viceroy.' The Congress Working Committee came to the conclusion that the Government had decided on a showdown and that the only answer to the Government was a revival of civil disobedience.

Gandhi was anxious, however, to ascertain the Government's point of view and to seek a peaceful solution to long as there was a ray of hope; he could not lightly plunge the country into another ordeal. Gandhi telegraphed to the Viceroy seeking an interview. He offered to go to these two provinces to study both the official and the popular versions of recent events, and, if the enquiries proved the Congress to have been in the wrong, to correct his colleagues and co-workers. It is true that the Congress Working Committee had already sketched a plan of civil disobedience; but this plan was not to be enforced until Gandhi had explored with the Viceroy all avenues of maintaining peace. The Viceroy's reaction was sharp: he accused Gandhi of holding out threats of civil disobedience and warned him that he and the Congress would be responsible 'for all the consequences which may follow from the action which the Congress have proclaimed as their intention of taking'. Only the intervention of His Majesty's Government could possibly have staved off the crisis. Sir Samuel Hoare, the Secretary of State, had impressed Gandhi during the Round Table Conference with his extreme frankness; he had warned Gandhi that if the Congress tried to force the pace by 'direct action' the Government would crush it with all the force at its command. Gandhi had begged him to reconsider his position: 'It would be such a tremendous strain on both the communities, yours and ours, if you set yourselves to do it... But Sir Samuel, what do you mean by a rebellion like this? Rebellion is not so terrible when it is completely peaceful.'

Sir Samuel knew how unhappy Gandhi had been with the results of the Round Table Conference; Gandhi had assured him, however, that after his return to India he would strain every nerve to avoid a breach with the Government. The fabricated interview with Gandhi which Signor Gayada of the Giornale d'Italia had, broadcast from Rome had surprised Sir Samuel, but he had sought and obtained a repudiation from Gandhi while he was still on the high seas. Sir Samuel may have preferred peace to hostilities with Gandhi, but he had neither the will nor perhaps the strength to oppose the combined weight of official opinion in India; already he had approved plans for an offensive against the Congress; now he gave permission to press the button that was to unleash a blitzkrieg against the Congress.

'In the last night,' Gandhi warned a mass meeting in Bombay soon after his return from England, 'the people had to face bullets, but this time they will have to face bullets.' He had sensed the mood of the Government, even though he did not know the thoroughness of its preparations to crush the Congress. Lord Willingdon had the reputation of a firm and hard-headed administrator, and had every intention of living up to it. The Governors in the Provinces shared his resolution to put trouble-makers in their proper places; many of them were ready, even impatient, to teach a lesson to an organization which they believed had nourished on half-hearted measures by the Government. The plans for dealing with civil disobedience were pulled out of the 'top secret' pigeon-holes of the Secretariat and put into execution with lightning speed. Within a few hours of the arrest of Gandhi and the members of the Congress Work-
ing Committee on January 4, 1932, a series of ordinances were promulgated. Not only the Working Committee, but the Provincial Committee and innumerable local committees were declared illegal; a number of organizations allied with or sympathetic to the Congress, such as Youth Leagues, National Schools, Congress Libraries and Hospitals were also outlawed. Congress funds were confiscated; Congress buildings were occupied and almost every possible measure was taken to prevent the Congress from functioning. That the ordinances were drastic and severe and covered almost every activity of Indian life was admitted in so many words by the Secretary of State in the House of Commons in March 1932.

By skimming off its leadership and freezing its funds, the Government hoped to demoralize the Congress. The powers acquired through the Ordinances included those which permitted the administration to control or forefeet any funds 'which were suspected of being held or used for the purposes of an unlawful association'; officials were authorized to examine account books, make inquiries or order searches. The Government went so far as to seek the intervention of the Secretary of State for India to stop the payment of royalties from Columbia Gramophone Company to the All-India Spinners Association for the sale of a record of a talk given by Gandhi during his stay in England.

Gaol administration hardened perceptibly. The first Congress campaign in 1930-1 had received a great impetus from the participation of women. In the second campaign (1932-4) treatment in gaols seemed almost to have been designed to scare away women. Mirabeau, Gandhi's disciple and the daughter of a former Admiral of the British Fleet, gave an account of the conditions in Arthur Road gaol which was a severe indictment of conditions in women's prisons. She noticed that women political prisoners were allowed to interview their children through iron bars. Her neighbours in this gaol were three criminals, two thieves and a prostitute; these criminals were not locked up for the night, while the political prisoners were.

One of the greatest anxieties of the Government during the truce period had been the penetration of Congress influence in the countryside; difficult as it was to fight middle-class nationalism in the towns, the possibility of disaffection spreading to the peasantry seemed to the Government a more sinister threat. This is the most plausible explanation of the severity with which 'no-tax campaigns' in the rural areas were handled. These campaigns were conspicuous in Allahabad and Rae-Bareilly districts of the United Provinces and a few districts of Bombay, Bengal and Bihar and North-West Frontier Province.

A similar firmness guided the Government in its dealings with the Press. The initial success of the Salt Satyagraha campaign in 1930 was partly attributed in official circles to the publicity it had received. In 1932, by a series of drastic measures, the freedom of the Press was curtailed. Apart from the prosecution of Press correspondents, the forfeiture of securities from newspapers was used as a deterrent. On July 4, 1932, just six months after the resumption of civil disobedience, the Secretary of State for India stated in the House of Commons that action had been taken under the Press Laws against 109 journalists and 6 printing presses.

Gandhi had meanwhile been lodged in the Yeravda Prison in Poona. The Bombay Government had not been able to persuade the Government of India to deport him from the Indian mainland nor to transfer him to some other province. Two of his closest colleagues, Vallabhbhai Patel and Mahadev Desai, were lodged with him. The latter's diaries are a very full and lively record of Gandhi's life in gaol. The Mahatma knew enough to gauge the scale of the official offensive against his movement. Repression, he wrote to Sir Samuel Hoare, was crossing all legitimate limits. Suffering, however, was an essential part of Satyagraha, to purify those who invited it and to convert those who inflicted it. If the ordeal through which the country was passing was fierce enough, Gandhi hoped it would only burn out the dross. If people remained true to their pledge of resistance, no repression, however severe, could possibly crush them. From the new constitution that was being forged in England by British experts and Indian observers, Gandhi did not expect much. 'Why don't you accept half the loaf today?' asked Thomas, Home Secretary to the Government of Bombay, who came to see him in gaol. 'I would,' replied the Mahatma, 'if it was bread and not stone.'

Gandhi was as busy in gaol as he had been outside. Prayers and spinning figured in the daily routine. He washed his clothes, dictated or wrote his heavy mail—one day he wrote as many as forty-nine letters—most of it to his family in the Ashram. He warned his correspondents not to give publicity to his letters from gaol, which were to be treated as private. He read copiously, developed a keen interest in astronomy, and often gazed into the sky to decipher the 'mysterious universe'. He had his moments
of relaxation, particularly when he exchanged salutes with the irrepressible Vallabhbhai Patel, whose barbed wit made him a delightful companion.

The Government had acted with lightning speed not only in applying its carefully planned repression but in blocking publicity, which alone could sustain popular morale and boost a nationalist movement. In spite of this initial handicap, no less than 61,551 convictions for civil disobedience took place in the first nine months of the movement in 1932; this figure was a little higher than that of the campaign in 1930-1. For the first four months the movement functioned with vigour; after that the number of convictions declined and except occasionally, such as in April 1932, when Congress attempted to hold an annual session with Pt. Malaviya as president, the stream of civil resisters became a mere trickle.

By the end of 1932 the Provincial Governments and the Government of India were exchanging mutual felicitations on having attained victory over Congress; they would not, however, shed the special powers assumed under the ordinances earlier in the year. There was to be no drawn battle this time, and for years to come Lord Willingdon was resolved not to accept from Gandhi and the Congress anything less than an unconditional surrender. He had decided to keep the Mahatma under a political quarantine. At the end of 1932, when Tej Bahadur Sapru and M. R. Jayakar were returning from the constitutional discussions in London, the Secretary of State suggested to the Viceroy that they should be allowed to see Gandhi in gaol. In a long cable dated January 4, 1933 the Viceroy opposed the suggestion:

"We (Governors and the Executive Council) recognize that the chief object of such an interview would be to show that we are not unreasonable and that we are giving Gandhi and the Congress every opportunity of co-operating in the new constitution; but we are of the opinion that such an interview could not fail to have very embarrassing results and would tend to destroy the favourable impression achieved partly by the consistent policy followed during the last year and partly by the success of the last Round Table Conference."

The Viceroy's view of Gandhi's personality and politics did not err on the side of generosity. In a letter dated July 1, 1933 to the Secretary of State, he wrote: "The leadership of Gandhi is being openly attacked from both the left and from the right, as having led Congress after fourteen years of constant struggle to a position perilously near failure. There are profound differences in Congress ranks as to the policy to be pursued and a general sense of despondency. The only man who might pull the Congress together is Gandhi. He realizes very clearly that his influence depends virtually on his relations with the Government. If he could produce the impression that the Government are prepared to treat with him, his influence will rise at once one hundred per cent."

The idea of Gandhi as a Machiavellian politician with the Congress as his pliable tool, extending his influence over the ignorant Indian public by contriving an interview with the Vicereine, was an incredible misreading of the Mahatma and the millions who obeyed his slightest nod. In his "Nine Troubled Years, Sir Samuel Hoare (later Lord Templewood) rightly observes, 'If I made any criticism, it would be that Lord Willingdon did not, like Irwin, understand Gandhi's personality and on that score understated his power.' Lord Willingdon's past experience as an administrator seems to have been more of a liability than an asset to him in his role as Viceroy. The Indian problem struck him primarily as an administrative one, requiring timely and judicious use of coercion to crush trouble-makers. He was almost the last to understand the deep intellectual and emotional roots of the movement for political liberation: the enthusiasm it evoked struck him as a variant of ignorant fanaticism. Little as he understood the springs of Indian nationalism, he understood Gandhi even less. Civil disobedience was a part of the Gandhian technique of Satyagraha, which sought to achieve changes in political as well as social spheres by organizing the masses non-violently, by offering resistance without retaliation, and non-co-operation without hatred. To Gandhi the non-violent basis of the movement was its most significant one; to Willingdon not only was the conscious moral superiority of Gandhi and his followers irritating, but a non-violent movement was the more insidious for the odium it brought on those who had the responsibility for keeping law and order.

Gandhi was often driven to the verge of despair by the wall of prejudice behind which British statesmen entrenched themselves. When he criticized their actions he was denounced as a demagogue; when he claimed to be their friend he was accused of hypocrisy. When he applied for an interview he was suspected of out-manoeuvring the Government; when he launched a campaign he was irreconcilable; when he circumvented its scope or withdrew it he was alleged to have lost credit with his followers.
It was the object of Satyagraha — of which civil disobedience was one form — to penetrate this wall of prejudice. When reasoning failed voluntary suffering at the hands of the opponent was intended to melt his heart and to release the springs which hindered understanding. In practice this method of ‘attack’ on the opponent was not always easy, nor quick in producing results. With their moral defences exposed, the British officials answered the challenge to their position with increased assertion and self-complacency. The successive civil disobedience movements, however, furthered the cause of Indian nationalism at least in two ways. They lifted the spell of fear which had enveloped the Indian masses for nearly a century and a half, and they were down, however slowly, British rigidity into scepticism and scepticism into fatigue. Administering a sub-continent in the best of conditions was for many civil servants an arduous enough task; in the face of tenacious opposition from vocal sections of the population, the task ultimately became almost an impossible one.

But we are anticipating events. By August 1932 Lord Willingdon and his advisers felt that under the hammer blows of the Government civil disobedience had wilted. The announcement of a fast by Gandhi, as a protest against the grant of separate electorates to untouchables, was to stir public opinion powerfully, but it was to divert it into non-political channels.

On September 13, 1932, newspapers all over India carried a sensational announcement: Gandhi, still a prisoner in Yeravda Gaol, had decided to fast to death from September 20th, as a protest against the grant of separate electorates to the depressed (untouchable) classes in the new constitution.

When the Communal Award was published on August 17, 1932, it confirmed Gandhi’s worst fears. In spite of the double vote given to the depressed classes, for their own separate constituencies as well as for the general (Hindu) constituencies, the fact remained that separate electorates were to be set up for these classes. Gandhi immediately wrote to the British Premier that he would embark on a ‘perpetual fast unto death’, which could only end if during its progress the British Government, of its motion or under pressure of public opinion, revised their decision and withdrew their scheme of communal electorates for the depressed classes. The fast was to continue even if he was released.

The British Premier and his advisers were unable to appreciate Gandhi’s deeply emotional and religious approach to the problem. Their first impulse was to scent a political motive in the fast: Gandhi was trying a stunt to recover the prestige he had lost through the decline of civil disobedience. If the British ministers failed to fathom the depth of Gandhi’s feeling on this subject they were even less able to see the ethics of fasting for the solution of what was to them a political problem. Fasting struck them as a thinly disguised method of coercion. The British reaction to Gandhi’s fast was well exemplified in Low’s cartoon as a ‘Prophecy for 1933’, in which Lord Willingdon was shown going on hunger strike at the instance of to Downing Street ‘to force Mr Gandhi to admit the new constitution as touchable’.

Gandhi, however, did not have to justify his fast to anybody except to his own conscience, or, as he put it, to his Maker. Fasting had a definite place in his discipline of life. A fast was
sometimes the only way out for the agony of his soul. It could not be used without the deeper: searching of the heart; not until 'the still small voice' had spoken in clear, unmistakable accents. But was it not possible that he could be mistaken? Could not his own conceit masquerade as an inner voice? Gandhi did not deny that he might be mistaken, but if he was, his death from voluntary starvation would be, he argued, a good cleansing for those who had fallen under his false spell.

Was not the fast a form of coercion? Gandhi was aware that his fast did exercise a moral pressure, but the pressure was directed not against those who disagreed with him but against those who loved him and believed in him; he sought to prick the conscience of the latter and to convey to them something of his own inner anguish at an monstrous tyranny. He did not expect his critics to react in the same way as his friends and co-workers, but if his self-punishment could demonstrate his sincerity to them, the battle would be more than half-won. The fast dramatized the issue at stake; ostensibly it suppressed reason, but in fact it was designed to free reason from that mixture of inertia and prejudice which had permitted gross social iniquities to exist for centuries.

The news that Gandhi was about to fast shook India from one end to the other. September 20th, when the fast began, was observed all over India as a day of fasting and prayer. At Santiniketan, Rabindranath Tagore, dressed in black, spoke to a large gathering on the significance of the fast and the urgency of fighting an age-old evil. There was a spontaneous upsurge of feeling; temples, wells and public places were thrown open to the depressed classes. A conference of leaders of caste Hindus and depressed classes was summoned to devise alternative electoral arrangements to replace the provisions of the British Award that had provoked Gandhi to offer the supreme sacrifice.

Meanwhile, the sands of time were running out. The Government were willing to remove Gandhi to a private residence in Poona under certain restrictions; but Gandhi preferred to fast in gaol. He took his last meal of lemon juice and honey with hot water at 11 a.m. on September 20th; an hour later the fast began.

The Hindu Leaders' Conference met at Bombay. The leaders, who included Madan Mohan Malaviya, Tej Bahadur Sapru, M. R. Jyotirao, Rajagopalachari, N. C. Kelkar, Rajendra Prasad and Meen, were anxious for a quick solution. They had to carry with them, however, the leaders of the depressed classes, particularly Ambedkar, who was not only a stubborn advocate of separate electorates but fully conscious of his pivotal position; no solution to which he did not agree was likely to commend itself to the Government. What with the progress of the fast and the strain of the negotiations, Gandhi's strength began to ebb quickly. Ambedkar bargained hard; he was reluctant to give up separate electorates, which the Communal Award gave to his community, unless he received some counter-balancing advantages. Eventually an agreement, popularly known as the Poona Pact, was reached; it doubled the representation of the depressed classes in the provincial legislatures but revised the electoral system. Voters from the depressed classes were to hold a primary election and choose a panel of four candidates for each seat; these four candidates were then to submit to a joint electorate of caste Hindus and untouchables. Reservation of seats was to continue until it was ended by mutual agreement. But the method of primary election was to lapse after ten years.

The British Cabinet accepted the Poona Pact and Gandhi broke the fast. The Poona Pact substituted a scheme of electoral representation of the depressed classes for another. The fast had at least one good result: it did away with separate electorates for the depressed classes. The hitherto influence of this mode of representation as a wedge in Indian politics was to become fully visible in the next decade, and it was well that at least one crack in national life was closed in time. But more important than these constitutional arrangements, which incidentally did not come into force for nearly four and a half years, was the emotional catharsis through which the Hindu community had passed. The fast had been intended, as Gandhi had avowed, 'to sting the conscience of the Hindu community into right religious action'. The scrapping of separate electorates was only the beginning of the end of untouchability.

One of the greatest campaigns of social reform in history was thus launched by a state prisoner. Nobody knew better than Gandhi that an ancient tyranny could not be banished overnight and that the results of the fast had to be followed up by work in the field and by propaganda. Under his inspiration an all-India organization was established with G. D. Birla as President and the indefatigable A. V. Tilak as Secretary. From his prison cell Gandhi issued a series of Press statements and a stream of letters to his numerous correspondents to educate the public on the evils of untouchability. He arranged for the publication of a weekly paper, Harijan, to promote this campaign.
Harijans means ‘Children of God’; it was Gandhi’s name for the untouchables.

As Gandhi threw himself into the movement, he discovered that the evil was of much greater magnitude than he had thought at first. The task of the reformer was stupendous. How was he to fight this age-old evil? How was he to convince his co-workers that he was in earnest? How was he to acquire greater application and dedication for this great mission? Gandhi’s anguish was brought to an end by a ‘call from within’ to embark on a twenty-one-day fast from May 3, 1933.

The civil disobedience movement had been suspended for six weeks immediately after Gandhi’s release and on his advice. As soon as he recovered some strength, he telegraphed to the Viceroy a request for an interview to explore the possibilities of peace. Lord Willingdon’s reply was a polite rebuff. Gandhi was again arrested on August 1st, and sent back to Yeravda prison. He was released three days later but confined within the limits of Poona City. He defied the order, was rearrested and sentenced to a year’s imprisonment. Back in gaol, he commenced a fast on August 16th, to protest against the denial of facilities for the promotion of the campaign against untouchability which he had been receiving during his earlier incarceration. His condition deteriorated rapidly and he was released.

He was now faced with a curious dilemma. If he went back to gaol, the Government was likely to refuse him facilities for Harijan work; if he undertook a fast the Government might release him. This was a ‘cat and mouse’ game, to which he decided not to be a party. He announced his intention not to offer civil disobedience during the unexpired portion of his sentence of a year’s imprisonment.

With this self-denying ordinance on his political activities, his energies were directed exclusively towards the abolition of untouchability. In September 1933 he moved to Wardha and announced the gift of the Sabarmati Ashram to the Harijan Sevak Sangh. On November 7th he set out on a countrywide tour to promote the Harijan cause. During the next nine months he covered 12,500 miles, penetrating into some of the remotest parts of the country, which were off the beaten track of national leaders. He called on caste Hindus to purge themselves of prejudice against the Harijans, and he urged the Harijans to shake off the vices (drugs and drink) which hindered their absorption into Hindu society. He pleaded for the opening of temples to Harijans: ‘Temples are for sinners, not for saints; but who is to judge where no man is without sin?’ He ridiculed the superstition that anybody could be unclean by birth, or that the shadow or touch of one human being could defile another human being. Bathing was all very well, he told a village audience, but even buffaloes had long daily baths.

He wore himself out in making his collections for the Harijan Fund. In ten months he received eight lakhs of rupees. He could, if he had wished, have obtained this amount as a gift from a Mahasajja or a millionaire, but he did not set much store by money as such. The millions of men, women and children who contributed to his begging-bowl became fellow-soldiers in the campaign against untouchability.

The Harijan tour was by no means a triumphal progress. Gandhi was attacking an age-old tyranny and long-established vested interests, which did not stick at anything to preserve themselves. The Sanatanists (orthodox Hindus) accused him of a dangerous heresy: they organized black-ang demonstrations; they tried to heckle him and disrupt the meetings he addressed. On June 25th, while he was on his way to the municipal hall in Poona, a bomb was thrown at his party; seven persons, including the chief officer of the municipal committee, were injured, but Gandhi was unhurt. He expressed his ‘deep pity’ for the unknown thrower of the bomb. ‘I am not asking for martyrdom,’ he said, ‘but if it comes in my way in the prosecution of what I consider to be the supreme duty in defence of the faith I hold in common with millions of Hindus, I shall have well earned it.’

Even though the opposition of the Sanatanists died hard, and even though militant Harijan leaders were critical, Gandhi succeeded in piercing an ancient sore. In an article entitled ‘The Revolution is Over’, Rajagopalachari, the well-known Congress leader from Madras, wrote: ‘Untouchability is not yet gone. But the revolution is really over and what remains is but the removal of the debris.’ This was probably an optimistic verdict, but there is no doubt that the reformists had made a good beginning.

The Congress Ministries in 1937-9 removed some of the legal disabilities of the Harijans, and untouchability itself became illegal in the constitution of free India. A social tyranny which had deep roots needed a continuous war on all fronts, legal, social and economic, and for many years to come.
CHAPTER XXXI

Rural Economics

The civil disobedience movement was at a low ebb even in the autumn of 1932 when Gandhi's fast on untouchability directed attention from it. The Harijan work opened safer channels for activity, which not a few Congressmen were glad to use. The temporary suspension of mass civil disobedience in May 1933 nearly killed it; the revival of individual civil disobedience was to the Government little more than a minor nuisance. The harsh repression by the Government had temporarily turned the country, but many Congressmen felt that if their leader's strategy had been determined less by moral and more by political considerations, the Government could have been embarrassed to a greater extent. Congressmen had accepted non-violence as a policy for wresting self-government from the British; they had agreed to eschew the use of physical force, but they chafed at the innumerable limitations with which the Mahatma encumbered himself. In May 1933 he had unambiguously condemned secrecy as inconsistent with Satyagraha. Yet so pervasive was the repressive apparatus of the Government that the alternative to functioning secretly was not to function at all.

The conviction grew upon Gandhi that some of his followers had tired of his methods and views and that they pretended to accept policies with which they really differed; that his personality was unfairly dominating the Congress and interfering with its democratic spirit. He felt that he owed it to himself and to his followers not to strain their loyalty unduly. The suspension of civil disobedience was not the only issue. There were other differences of outlook which were glossed over or bridged temporarily during the mass struggle against the Government. His renewed emphasis on the spinning-wheel as 'the second leg of the nation' seemed as misplaced to many as was his moral and religious approach to the removal of untouchability. He himself viewed with misgivings the nascent Socialist group, which he described as a body of 'men in a hurry'.

It was on the crucial issue of non-violence, however, that he felt most deeply the difference between himself and the intelligentsia in Congress. After fifteen years of preaching and practising non-violence, it almost hurt him to see how little it was understood by those who professed to follow him. Mass civil disobedience had struck the imagination of Congressmen, but this was only one aspect of his non-violent technique. There was another aspect, the constructive programme, which he now stressed, and which seemed strangely unpatriotic to many Congressmen.

It was this divergence in outlook that drove Gandhi to retire from Congress in October 1934. 'I do not leave the Congress in anger or in buff nor yet in disappointment,' he wrote to Vallabhbhai Patel. He was restoring freedom to the Congress; he was also regaining freedom of action for himself. Henceforth, at least for the next three years, not politics but village economics were to be his dominant interest.

The Bombay session of the Indian National Congress in October 1934, which formally registered Gandhi's retirement from that organization, also authorized the formation, under his guidance, of the All-India Village Industries Association. This Association, 'unaffected by and independent of the political activities of the Congress', was to work for the revival and encouragement of village industries and the moral and physical advancement of the village. The resolution was an index of the new orientation that Gandhi was giving to his own activities and those of Congress.

Ever since Gandhi had entered Indian public life in 1915, he had been pleading for a new deal for the village. The acute pressure on land and the absence of supplementary industries had caused chronic unemployment and under-employment among the peasants, whose appalling poverty never ceased to weigh upon Gandhi's mind. His advocacy of the spinning-wheel derived from its immediate practical value as a palliative. The All-India Spinners Association, to which he had given a good deal of his time during the years of political quiescence, had in a period of ten years extended its activities to 5,300 villages, and provided employment to 220,000 spinners, 20,000 weavers and 20,000 carders, and disbursed more than two crores of rupees in Indian villages. These figures may not seem impressive today in the context of large-scale state-sponsored planning, but they represented solid work on the part of an organization often against heavy odds.
Nobody knew better than Gandhi that the All-India Spinners Association had only scratched the surface of the problem of rural poverty, but he began to think and plan for the revival of the village economy as a whole. His Harian tour had revealed to him how, with the decay of village industries, Harijans had sunk deeper and deeper into poverty; the reform of untouchability was thus linked with the economic amelioration of these unfortunate people. The revival of village industries thus acquired a new urgency. The Swadeshi cult, which insisted on the use of articles made in India and had swayed the country during periods of intense political excitement, received a new twist in the nineteen-thirties. It was not enough, argued Gandhi, that an article should be of Indian origin; it was equally important that it should be made in a village. He appealed to town-dwellers to examine each article of daily consumption which was manufactured in India or abroad, and to find a substitute for it from the village. The broom could do duty for a brush; a ‘kikar’ tooth-stick for a tooth brush; hand-pounded rice for factory-polished rice; ‘gur’ for sugar, and hand-made paper for the products of the paper mills. Village products might sometimes cost more, but they distributed wages and profits among those whose needs were the direst. For nearly 150 years, the cities had drained the villages of wealth and talent. ‘For the city dweller,’ wrote Gandhi, ‘the villages have become untouchable. He does not know them; he will not live in them, and if he finds himself in a village he will want to reproduce city life there. This would be tolerable, if we could bring into being cities which would accommodate thirty crores of human beings.’

Since eighty-five per cent of the population of India lived in villages, their economic and social resurrection was a sine qua non for freedom from foreign rule. Gandhi described the exploitation of the village in the interest of the town as a species of violence. The growing gap in economic standards and social amenities between village and town had to be bridged. This could be best be done by volunteers from the towns, who would spread themselves in the countryside to help revive dead or dying rural industries and improve standards of nutrition, education and sanitation. Gandhi expected these public-spirited men and women to support themselves on a village scale; if they put on their work a price which villages could not sustain, village economy would face bankruptcy.

It was not Gandhi’s habit to preach what he did not practise.

dustries as could easily be fostered in the villages, required little capital and did not need help from outside the village. The Association set up a school for training village workers and published its own periodical, Gram Udyog Patrika. There were other organisations, such as the Goseva Sangh, which sought to improve the condition and breed of cows, and the Hindustani Talim Sangh, which experimented in Gandhi's ideas on education.

To rid India's seven hundred thousand villages of poverty, disease and ignorance was a colossal task and required a multi-sided effort. Fostering village industries could create employment and pump purchasing power into the villages; it could also shake the villagers out of their lethargy. "The 400 adults of Salgoor," wrote Gandhi, "can easily put ten thousand rupees annually into their pockets if only they would work as I ask them. But they won't. They lack co-operation; they do not know the art of intelligent labour, they refuse to learn anything new."

Nutrition was a problem on which Gandhi wrote and spoke frequently. Ever since his student days he had experimented on himself with food and fasting. Nutrition took on a new urgency as a problem of the Indian masses when he realized, with something of a shock, that apart from their poverty their food habits were responsible for their undernourishment. The deficiency in vitamins was inexusable when green leaves were available for the picking. He appealed to Indian scientists to pursue research into Indian diets in the context of Indian conditions. "As a practical cook," he wrote on the mode of cooking which did not destroy the nutritive value of foods and on the superiority of hand-ground wheat and hand-pollished rice to the factory products. "The textile mills," he explained, "had brought unemployment in their wake, but rice and flour mills have also brought in undernourishment and disease."

It was obvious to Gandhi that rural India could not be transformed without the help of the urban intelligentsia. To make the country village-conscious he advised Congress to hold its annual sessions in villages. The first to be so held was the Faizpur Congress; Gandhi noted that the session was free from the scramble and hustle inevitable in big towns, that village bazaars could do duty for barbed wire, and exhibitions of village handicrafts could entertain as well as instruct.

He interpreted every problem in terms of the needs of the village. The educational system had always struck him as inadequate and wasteful. The vast majority of people had been denied the rudiments of education; but even those who went to village primary schools soon unlearnt what was taught them because it had little to do with their daily lives and environment.

The medium of a foreign language at the high school standard had created a barrier between the millions in the villages and the few thousands of the upper crust of society. It was to evolve a system of education which suited the real needs of the people that Gandhi summoned a meeting of educationists and the education ministers from the Congress-governed provinces. The system of 'Basic Education' which evolved from these discussions was to evoke much controversy, but it definitely provided a corrective to the stereotyped ideas along which education departments were working in India.

Work in the villages was an arduous and slow affair; it was "pledder's work," as Gandhi put it. It did not earn banner headlines in the Press and did not seem to embarrass the Government. Many of Gandhi's colleagues did not see how this innocuous activity could help India in advancing to the real goal—that of political freedom. Gandhi was accused of sidetracking the main political issue; his answer was: "I do not see how thinking of these necessary problems (of village uplift) and finding a solution for them is of no political significance and how any examination of the financial policy of the Government has necessarily a political bearing."

A more serious criticism of Gandhi's village work was that he was turning his back on science and industry and advocating a primitive economy which would perpetuate poverty. In Hind Swaraj, Gandhi had mercilessly criticized machinery, mills and industrial civilization, but during the next forty years of his life he further elaborated his ideas on machinery, relating them to his fundamental doctrine of non-violence. His principal objection to mechanization was that it tended to concentrate the production of wealth in a few hands. In a country where the hands were too many and the work too little, machinery could only add to unemployment and poverty. "I would favour," he had written in 1921, "the use of the most elaborate machinery if thereby India's pauperism and resulting idleness could be avoided. There was a distinction in his mind, however, between mass production and production for the masses; the former under free enterprise often made the rich richer and the poor poorer. He was not opposed
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1. For details of Basic Education, see the following chapter, 'Congress in Office'.
MAHATMA GANDHI
did not seek refuge from hard realities in the safety of a rigid
d Doctrine. His ideas were evolved in response to the social and
economic conditions around him.
The central idea in Gandhi's mind was to relieve the grinding
poverty which stalked the villages; he shrank from the idea of
further pauperizing the village for the greater prosperity of a
few big towns. Rather than turn the wheels of a few gigantic
plants, he wished the hundreds of thousands of cottages in the
countryside to hum with activity, to cater for their needs, as well
as to send their wares to the towns. If in Switzerland and Japan
work and wages could be carried to thousands of cottages, why
could it not be done in India?

In one important respect conditions in India differed from
those in other countries; an alien government had neither the
incentive nor the organization to undertake radical changes in
the country's economy. When Gandhi had torn himself away
from politics to work in the villages, the Government even sus
pected him of an act of deadly planning to prepare the
rural masses for a country-wide civil disobedience campaign.

Two and a half years later, the wheel was to come full
circle; the new constitution was scheduled to come into force
from April 1, 1937. Gandhi had seen the new constitution being
beaten into shape and had never had a high opinion of it. But as
the elections drew near, he wondered whether this constitution,
its limitations notwithstanding, could not be used to improve the
lot of the people.

RURAL ECONOMICS
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In 1937, with the coming into force of the new constitution in the provinces, a new field opened for constructive work for the Indian National Congress under Gandhi's inspiration.

The new constitution, which was enacted by the British Parliament in 1935 and came into force in 1937, embodied the policy of self-government for India by stages. The Indian Reforms Act of 1919 had contained a provision for a review of the constitutional field after ten years. Though discussions were initiated two years earlier than scheduled, with the appointment of the Simon Commission in 1927, nearly a decade was to lapse before the next instalment of reforms was actually granted. For ten years Indian politics were rocked by nationalist discontent and witnessed two major civil disobedience campaigns, while a series of official conferences and commissions hammered out the details of a constitution.

In Britain the 'Indian Question' aroused fierce political controversy. Winston Churchill led the opposition to Indian self-government, which he denounced not only as a betrayal of the British Empire but of the Indian peoples, whose future was, in his view, safer in the hands of British officials than those of Indian politicians. He had poured scorn on Lord Irwin for parleying with Gandhi, Lord Willingdon's strong-arm policy pleased him, but he wanted the Government to consolidate its 'victory' over the nationalists by refusing to relax the Imperial authority in India. Sir Samuel Hoare, who as Secretary of State for India in the British Cabinet had to pilot the new constitution through Parliament and bear the brunt of Churchill's opposition, had analysed its springs: 'The splendid memories gathered round the Indian Empire blinded him to the changes that had come about since the days of Clive, Wellington, Lawrence and Kipling. The India that he had served in the Fourth Hussars was the India of polo and pigsticking, of clashing frontier expeditions, of paternal government freely accepted and

the great white Empress revered as a mysterious goddess.'

The India of the nineteen-thirties was not the same as the India of the eighteen-nineties; not only because of the passage of time but because of the imprint of Gandhi's personality on Indian politics. This was something that Churchill with all his sense of history could not understand. The reasons are not far to seek. Gandhi's religious make-up and doctrines of truth and non-violence sounded only hypocritical nonsense to Churchill, the military strategist and politician, while Gandhi's challenge to Britain's moral right to govern India touched him in a particularly tender spot.

Faced with a solid bloc of opposition in the Press and Parliament, spokesmen of the British Government had in England to defend the very features of the new constitution which were most repugnant to Indian opinion: the 'safeguards' or the overriding powers retained in the hands of the Viceroy and the Governors to prevent Indian democracy from running amuck. The British dilemma was aptly summed up in a comment by the Manchester Guardian, that since the British could neither govern nor get out of India, it was necessary to devise a constitution that seems like self-government in India and at Westminster like British Raj.

The new constitution, as it finally emerged, was as impressive for the powers it conferred on the elected representatives of the people as for those it withheld. It was as if a motor vehicle had been set in motion in low gear with the brakes on. The Indian Federation, when it came into being, was to incorporate Provinces as well as Princely States. The latter were allotted nearly one-third of the total seats in the federal legislature, and since their representatives, because of the absence of elective bodies, were likely to be nominees of the princes, who in turn were dependent for their very existence on the British Government, Indian nationalists viewed the new constitution with a feeling bordering on dismay. The powers of the federal legislature were circumscribed; a substantial part of the budget, that relating for instance to the military, the services, the interest charges, etc., was outside its purview. In the Provinces a wider field was permitted to ministers responsible to elected legislatures, but even here their powers had been restricted in financial and other matters, on which the Governors had been invested with overriding and preventive authority.

These limitations led Jawaharlal Nehru to describe the Indian

1 Templewood, Lord (Sir Samuel Hoare): Nine Troubled Years, p. 98.
Reforms Act of 1935 as 'a Charter of Slavery'. At the Lucknow session of the Indian National Congress he declared that the new constitution offered Indians responsibility without power. The Congress decided, however, to contest the elections under the new constitution. The Congress election manifesto reaffirmed the rejection 'in entirety' of the new constitution, and demanded its replacement by another constitution based on political freedom for India and framed by a constituent assembly. However, the decision to contest the elections was taken partly because it was considered unwise to leave the field clear to anti-national elements, and partly because there was a powerful wing within the Congress which saw possibilities of constructive work in the Provinces even within the limited framework of the new constitution.

The results of the general election were known in February 1937. The Congress won clear majorities in U.P., Bihar, Orissa, C.P., and Madras. In Bombay it won nearly half the seats, and with allied groups could form a government. It was the largest party in the N.W.F.P. and Assam.

The Congress Manifesto had not given any clear lead as to what Congress was to do if it won majorities in the provincial legislatures. The subject was one on which opinion was sharply divided. Those who opposed the formation of ministries felt that nothing could be got out of the new constitution, that Congress would have to bear all the odium for the apparatus of imperialism without securing real relief to the people, and, worst of all, Congress would go the way of 'moderate' parties by ceasing to be a militant organization and getting out of touch with the masses from whom it derived its real strength. Those who favoured the assumption of responsibility for administering the provinces recognized the limitations of the new constitution, but were unwilling to yield any vantage point to the Government or to the political parties subservient to it; many of them were also convinced that the new constitution could be used for the service of the masses. As a compromise between these two opposing views, it was decided by a convention of Congress members of provincial legislatures, and of the All-India Congress Committee in March 1937, that Congress would agree to form ministries, provided the leader of the Congress party in the provincial legislature was satisfied, and was able to state publicly that the Governor would not use his special powers of interference or set aside the advice of the ministers 'in regard to their constitutional activities'.

Gandhi's own attitude to legislatures and to office acceptance was ultimately to prove crucial. In 1937, when the controversy on office acceptance was at its height, he wrote: 'The boycott of legislatures, let me tell you, is not an eternal principle like that of truth and non-violence. My opposition to them has lessened but that does not mean that I am going back on my former position. The question is of strategy and I can only say what is most needed at a particular moment.'

The need of the moment was constructive work. Since the suspension of civil disobedience, Gandhi had been preoccupied with activities which though non-political in common parlance were nevertheless important, such as a clean water supply, a cheap and nutritious diet, a sound educational system and a healthy and self-sufficient economy for Indian villages. He wondered whether, with all its deficiencies, the new constitution could not further this programme of village uplift. There was no reason why Congress ministries in the provinces could not encourage village industries, introduce prohibition, reduce the burdens on the peasantry, promote the use of home-spun cloth, extend education and combat untouchability.

The Congress offer of March 1937 to accept office, provided the Governors gave assurances of non-interference in day-to-day administration, was thus influenced by Gandhi's desire to glean something constructive out of the new constitution and not lay traps for the Government. Official spokesmen at first took the line that any such assurance, or 'gentleman's agreement' would do violence to the constitution. Lord Linlithgow had told an Indian visitor in August 1936 that he could not change even a comma of the Government of India Act. The debate on the assurances from the Governors was brought to an end by a long statement issued by the Viceroy, which was so phrased as to allay the fears of Congress without surrendering any constitutional ground.

The formation of Congress ministries in six provinces—Bombay, United Provinces, Bihar, Central Provinces, Orissa and Madras—was a significant event; a political party which was committed to the liquidation of the British Empire had agreed to run the administration in these provinces. The experiment was not as explosive as it was feared. The Congress ministers were preoccupied most of the time not with the best means of precipitating crises, but with those of fulfilling the social and
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economic programme enunciated in the Congress Election Manifesto. It was in this programme that Gandhi was interested and by which he judged the work of Congress ministers. He advised them to set an example of simplicity and frugality in their personal lives in line with the poverty of the people whom they governed; he urged them to cultivate 'industry, ability, integrity, impartiality, and an infinite capacity for mastering details'.

Two items in the legislative programme of the Congress ministries appeared particularly important to Gandhi; these were prohibition and education. Himself a total abstainer, Gandhi's advocacy of prohibition derived not only from his own puritanism, but from solicitude for the half-starved peasants and industrial workers who dissipated part of their meagre earnings on drink, which would have been better spent on milk for their children. On education, Gandhi had ideas based on his own experience. At Phoenix and Toistory Farms in South Africa, he had helped run schools for children. The conviction grew upon him that the value of academic instruction had been overstated and that character-building and the acquisition of practical skills had not been given due recognition. In October 1921, Gandhi placed his ideas before an educational conference which met at Wardha and included, besides the Congress ministers, a number of prominent educationalists. A detailed scheme of elementary education based on these ideas was prepared by a committee of educationalists headed by Dr. Zakir Husain.

The Wardha Scheme of Education, as these proposals came to be known, stirred the stagnant pools of Indian education and stimulated administrators and educationalists to think along new and progressive lines. The scheme had its critics. Did it not sacrifice academic training to manual work? Were teachers in schools to be turned into slave-drivers? Gandhi explained that the object of the scheme was not primarily to produce craftsmen but to exploit for educative purposes the resources implicit in craft work. Nor was mass production of shoddy articles in schools intended; a certain degree of skill, however, was inevitable, and it was enough if the sale of handicrafts covered the teachers' salaries. The idea was to substitute a co-ordinated training in the use of hand and eye for a notoriously bookish and volatile learning which most village children unlearned after leaving school, or found of little use in their daily lives.

When the Congress ministries accepted office, neither the Congress leaders nor the Government knew exactly how the new partnership in the provinces would actually work out. It was not easy for either side to leave the history of its long conflict behind, but association in day-to-day problems seemed to break some barriers. 'Fancies,' wrote Mahadev Desai, Gandhi's secretary, to G. D. Birla, 'garret, the Commissioner of Ahmadabad, now going to the station to receive Minister Morarji and travelling a fair distance with him in third class.' Of the I.C.S. officers serving in the provinces nearly half were Europeans. Though their salaries were a charge on the resources of the provinces, and their careers were protected by the constitution, many of them tried to adapt themselves to provincial autonomy and to their new bosses. The tempo seemed to have quickened all round; in the provincial secretariats, the new democratic structure made increasing demands upon the time of the executive officers. There was some modelling in day-to-day administration by local politicians. The British officers had been able to adapt themselves to the British raj during the twenties; in the thirties they tried to adjust their steps to provincial autonomy, even if it required a visibly greater effort. The régime of the benevolent despots in the districts, conferring titles and lands and jobs for loyalty to the British Raj, was no longer unquestioned. Here was something that was not easy to accept by those who had been reared in the Imperial tradition. As Philip Mason, a former member of the I.C.S., sums it up, 'it is hard to serve where you have ruled'.

A breach between the Congress and the Government may have been inevitable in the long run, but it might have been postponed if not averted, in the ardour of Congress for social and economic reform and the anxiety of the Government not to disturb stable administration in the provinces in a period of acute international uncertainty.

The outbreak of war precipitated the crisis and brought the brief partnership between the Congress and the Government to a sudden end. It would be well at this stage to refer to the communal problem, which was in a sense to dominate and even distort Indian politics during the war and post-war years.

---

CHAPTER XXXIII

The Genesis of Pakistan

The session of the Round Table Conference in 1931, which was attended by Gandhi, failed to bring about a solution acceptable to the motley group of delegates whom the Government had assembled in London. Since constitution-making seemed to founder on lack of agreement, the Government decided to impose a solution. The British Premier issued a Communal Award to determine the quantum and mode of representation in legislatures, and the new constitution based on this Award came into force in April 1937. The Award had conceded the principal demands of Muslim spokesmen. The perpetuation of the communal franchise (separate electorate) in the Award was repugnant to the Indian National Congress, but Congress decided not to reject it until some better solution, acceptable to all the communities, could emerge. Whatever the shortcomings of the Communal Award as a 'package solution' of the communal problem, it might have been expected to end the communal controversy and to release the energies of the people for more constructive work.

Events were to show that the communal controversy, far from being suppressed, was to rage like a hurricane during the next ten years and pull down many familiar landmarks. The history of this decade cannot be understood without reference to the personality and politics of Mr. M. A. Jinnah. That communal antagonisms should have reached a new peak in the closing years of British rule was perhaps natural; it was, in political terms, a war of succession. However, it is doubtful if the communal problem would have dominated Indian politics in the way it did without Jinnah’s impact on it.

Six years younger than Gandhi, Jinnah had also studied law in England, but unlike Gandhi his main interest outside legal studies had been in politics and not in religion. Jinnah had in his youth some of the influence of Dadabhai Naoroji; he was a friend of Gokhale and took to law and politics in Bombay. In his early forties he was a front-rank politician and took a prominent part in the conclusion of the Lucknow Pact in 1916, which brought the National Congress and the Muslim League on to a common platform. These were the years when he was described as ‘the ambassador of Hindu-Muslim unity.’

Whether in the Imperial Legislative Council, of which he was an elected member, or outside Jinnah’s stand on most political problems reflected a spirit of nationalism. He joined the Home Rule movement and supported the demand for Indian self-government as a condition precedent to wholehearted Indian support to the British Government in the war against Germany.

In 1919 Jinnah condemned the Rowlatt Bills, which had hastened Gandhi’s conversion from a loyalist into a rebel. He criticized the Government for its policy in the Punjab and towards Turkey, but he did not join Gandhi’s movement; in fact he left the Indian National Congress just as Gandhi began to dominate its councils. Like many another ‘moderate’ leader, Jinnah would have liked Congress to remain an unofficial parliament of the Indian intelligentsia in which well-educated and well-dressed gentlemen debated current affairs in the King’s English, and passed resolutions for the information of the Indian Press and the British Government.

Jinnah had once (December 1918) led a demonstration to fill a public meeting in honour of the retiring Governor of Bombay, Lord Willingdon. But this was perhaps the solitary lapse from that lofty, almost Olympian, dignity with which Jinnah loved to play the game of politics in those years.

When Gandhi broadened the scope of his movement to embrace the illiterate millions in towns and villages, Jinnah feared that the march to disaster had begun. ‘What the consequences of this may be,’ he wrote, ‘will shudder to contemplate.

It was not only Gandhi’s politics which jarred upon Jinnah. Gandhi’s religious frame of mind, his habit of self-analysis, his emphasis on such abstractions as truth and non-violence, his conscious humility, his voluntary poverty—all these were alien to Jinnah’s own make-up and struck him either as a political irrelevance or as downright hypocrisy. There are indications that Jinnah even suffered from a feeling that he had been unfairly edged out of the forefront of the political stage by Gandhi. Louis Fischer records that Jinnah told him: ‘Nehru worked under me in the Home Rule Society, Gandhi worked under me at the time of the Lucknow Pact.’ It is doubtless true that in 1916 Jinnah was in the limelight and in 1920 he had almost ceased to be a political figure. Several other leaders had a similar experience, which is to be attributed to the intensity with which Gandhi’s
personality and doctrines appealed to millions of Indians who had so far been little affected by politics.

In the nineteen-twenties, Jinnah headed an independent group in the Central Legislative Assembly, where he held the balance between the Government and the Congress. This was a role which he could play with masterly skill. He did not align himself with the Government or the Congress, and though he pleaded for communal unity his price for co-operation continued to rise. His opposition to the solution of the communal problem in the Nehru Report went a long way to kill it in 1928. To Gandhi's civil disobedience movements in the early thirties he took no more kindly than he had done ten years earlier to the non-co-operation movement. At the Round Table Conference he plunged a lonely furrow as Sir Samuel Hoare puts it, 'he never seemed to wish to work with anyone.' After the Conference he almost broke good-bye to Indian politics and settled down in England. But as the time came for the general elections under the new constitution, he returned to India and led the Muslim League to the polls. The League did not get more than five per cent of the Muslim vote, but within four years of this disastrous defeat Jinnah was able to build up his position so skilfully that he was accused of placing a veto on India's constitutional progress.

We have already seen that Congress had agreed, with Gandhi's blessing, to form governments in the summer of 1937 in provinces where its adherents commanded majorities in the legislatures. Congress decided not to form coalition ministries; it had comfortable majorities and did not require the support of other parties to remain in office. Congress leaders were also influenced by the fear that coalition cabinets might lead to compromise and conflict and thus weaken Congress, which had yet to win political freedom for the country. Against these considerations was the fact that out of the 450 Muslim seats in the provincial legislatures, Congress had contested only fifty-eight and won twenty-six. Congress did take Muslim legislators into the cabinets, but only after they had signed the Congress pledge. Whatever the justification for this decision, which was taken against Gandhi's advice, it cut the leaders of the Muslim League, particularly Jinnah, to the quick. The separate electorates on which they had banked all these years had only helped to keep Muslims out of Congress and failed to bring them an effective share in political power.

From 1937 onwards a new exasperation enters Jinnah's speeches and writings; a new desperation leads him from one tactical position to the other until he reaches the edge of the abyss. The Congress ministries without representatives of the Muslim League offered him the handiest pegs on which he could deposit all the grievances of Muslims, real or fancied. "The fact is," he declared, "the Congress wants domination of India under shelter of British bayonets." The Congress was he alleged, 'encircling' the Muslim League and trying to 'break up its solidarity'. He ridiculed the Congress proposal for a Constituent Assembly, which Gandhi had endorsed as a solution of the political and communal problems. It is puerile to ask the British Government in the first instance to call a Constituent Assembly of another nation and afterwards have the honour and privilege of placing the constitution framed by this supreme assembly of India in the statute-book of British Parliament," Gandhi was Jinnah's chosen target. He was the 'sole dictator and interpreter of the Congress'. Light had not yet dawned within the territories of Sogon; Gandhi was trying to subjugate and vassalize the Muslims under a Hindu Raj and annul faith of the Muslims.

Jinnah's campaign against the Congress steadily rose in tempo. In the spring of 1939 he declared that the provincial part of the new constitution had utterly failed to safeguard Muslim rights. A few months later he questioned the suitability of a democratic system of government in such a vast country with different nationalities. He blamed the Governors and the Viceroy for not exercising their special powers to protect the interests of the Muslims in Congress-governed provinces. When the Congress ministries resigned in November 1939, as a protest against India's participation in the war without her consent, Jinnah announced the celebration of "a day of deliverance" of Muslims from 'tyranny, oppression and injustice' during two and a half years of Congress rule, in which Muslim opinion was alleged to have been flouted, Muslim culture destroyed, Muslim religious and social life attacked, and Muslim economic and political rights trampled upon.

Under the constitution, the Governors had special responsibilities for the protection of the minorities. One of them, Sir Harry Haig (Governor of the United Provinces), wrote after his retirement: "In dealing with communal issues, the Ministers in my judgment normally acted with impartiality and a desire to do what was fair. Indeed towards the end of their time they were seriously criticized by the Hindu Mahasabha on the ground that..."
they were not being fair to the Hindus, though there was in fact
no justification for such a criticism.

Early in 1940, the Congress President, Dr Rajendra Prasad,
wrote to Jinnah suggesting that the charges against the
Congress ministries should be investigated by a judge of the
Federal Court. Jinnah turned down the suggestion and called
for a Royal Commission. A Royal Commission in wartime and
for raking up such a controversy was hardly likely to be appointed,
but it looked as if Jinnah wanted to keep the controversy alive as
long as he could. His propaganda was directed not so much at
the Congress or the British Government as at his own com-
community; it was, to use a contemporary phrase, 'for home con-
sumption'. Anything which widened the gulf between Hindus and
Muslims and indicated that the differences between the two
communities were irreconcilable proved his thesis that a demo-
cratic set-up was impossible for India.

Jinnah began to develop his two-nation theory; the differences
between Hindus and Muslims were not just confined to religion,
but covered the whole range of their social, cultural and econo-
mic life. In March 1940, the two-nation theory was officially accepted
by the All-India Muslim League, which declared that no con-
stitutional plan for India would be workable or acceptable to
Muslims unless it was based on a demarcation of Muslim
majority areas in the north-west and the east as independent
states. Pakistan, which Muslim spokesmen had dismissed during
the Round Table Conference as a 'students' scheme', had now
become the goal of the Muslim League.

Gandhi's first reaction to the two-nation theory and the de-
mand for Pakistan was one of bewilderment, almost of incredul-
ity. Was it the function of religion to separate men or to unite
them? He described the two-nation theory as an untruth; in
his dictionary there was no stronger word. He discussed the
attributes of nationality. A change of religion did not change
nationality; the religious divisions did not coincide with cultural
differences. A Bengali Muslim, he wrote, 'speaks the same tongue
as a Bengali Hindu does, eats the same food, has the same
amusements as his Hindu neighbour. They dress alike, His
Jinnah's name) name could be that of any Hindu. When I first
met him, I did not know he was a Musalim'.

To divide India was to undo the centuries of work done
by Hindus and Muslims; Gandhi's soul rebelled against the idea
that Hindutva and Islam represented antagonistic cultures and
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doctrines, and that eighty million Muslims had really nothing in
common with their Hindu neighbours. And even if there were
religious and cultural differences, what clash of interests could
there be on such matters as revenue, industry, sanitation or
justice? The differences could only be in religious usage and ob-
servations, with which a secular state should have no concern.

'Ve live in India, not in a foreign country,' was Gandhi's anguished
comment; but however strongly he felt on Pakistan, he was the
last man to force his views down the throats of a single individual.

'I know,' he confessed in Harijan, April 6, 1940, 'no non-violent
method of compelling the obedience of eight crores of Muslims
to the will of the rest of India, however powerful the majority
the rest may represent. The Muslims must have the same
rights of self-determination that the rest of India has. We are
at present a joint family. Any member may claim a division.'

This was the only possible attitude for a man of non-violence,
though it may have encouraged Jinnah in the belief that the
Muslim League persisted in its demand and could carry Muslim
public opinion, Pakistan would become a reality. Until almost
the last stage, Jinnah did not define the boundaries or fill in
the outlines of his Pakistan proposal; each of his followers
was thus free to see Pakistan in his own image. The orthodox
dreamed of a state reproducing the purity of pristine Islam, a
community living in conformity with the teachings of the
Holy Prophet. Those with a secular outlook hoped for tangible
benefits from their 'own' state.

Though it came like a bolt from the blue to Indian nationalists,
the Pakistan idea sold fast with the Muslim community, par-
ticularly with its middle class. There were several reasons for
this development. The Muslim middle class, which for historical
reasons had been left behind in the race for the plums of
government service, trade, and industry, was attracted by the idea
of a Muslim state. In a competitive society anything which
promised a short-cut to success was welcome. Muslim land-
lords in Bengal and Punjab saw the prospects of deliverance
from the 'progressive politicians' who included in dangerous
talk of abolishing zamindari. Muslim officials were glad of the
new vistas which were expected to open to them a new state,
without Hindu seniors hovering over their heads. Muslim traders
and industrialists began to cherish visions of free fields for pros-
pereous ventures without the intrusion of Hindu competitors.

Pakistan seemed to fulfill a psychological need of the Indian
Muslims. As W. C. Smith explained in 1946:
"The Muslim League, then, has been becoming the organ of a surging nationalism; at its centre a hard core of business interests intent on power, but beginning to be supported also by an awakening peasantry and surrounded by a nationalism's complete paraphernalia, of poetry, and a whole cultural renaissance of youthful idealism and open-hearted devotion."

The outbreak of the world war helped the propagation of the separatist ideology. The resignation of the Congress ministries allowed the League to occupy the political stage. If the Congress ministries had remained in office, the atrocity stories against them could not have been repeated without being challenged. As it was, the Governors could hardly be expected to give a 'clearance certificate' to those who had now become their political opponents. The war itself was an important consideration for not alienating the Muslim League. The Viceroy and his advisers were anxious not to do anything which would offend Jinnah. The demand for Pakistan probably surprised the British Government as much as it surprised Congress. Initially, its significance in British eyes was that it confirmed their stock thesis that constitutional progress in India was barred not by British hesitation but by Indian discord. The declaration in August 1940 that 'it goes without saying that they (the British Government) could not contemplate transfer of their present responsibilities for the peace and welfare of India to any system of government whose authority is denied by large and powerful elements in India's national life' was the first tacit recognition that the British Government were prepared to consider even such drastic solutions as Jinnah had propounded. The Pakistan resolution of the All-India Muslim League had only been passed in March 1940. But for the war, it is doubtful if even an indirect endorsement of the Pakistan proposal would have been publicly made so soon. The war, however, was dictating the pace of events, which neither the British Government nor the Indian leaders could entirely foresee or control.


CHAPTER XXXIV

India and the War

In the two decades between the first and second World Wars, Gandhi's faith in the British Empire had been irrevocably shaken; but his own belief in the power of non-violence had grown with greater reflection and experience, and the people of India, thanks to three major Satyagraha campaigns and his extensive countrywide tours, had become familiar with the cult of non-violence. Such was the emphasis which Gandhi had placed on non-violence in the struggle for political freedom that it sometimes looked as if he regarded the means as more important than the goal. In November 1931 he had gone so far as to say: 'And I would like to repeat to the world, times without number, that I will not purchase my country's freedom at the cost of non-violence.'

As the threat of war grew in 1938 and 1939, and the forces of violence gathered momentum, Gandhi reasserted his faith in the efficacy of non-violence. He felt more strongly than ever that at that moment of crisis in world history he had a message for India and India had a message for bewildered humanity. Through the pages of Harajan he expanded the non-violent approach to military aggression and political tyranny. He advised the weaker nations to defend themselves not by seeking protection from better armed States, nor by increasing their own fighting potential, but by non-violent resistance to the aggressor. A non-violent Abyssinia, he explained, needed no arms and no succour from the League of Nations; if every Abyssinian man, woman, and child refused co-operation with the Italians, willing or forced, the latter would have to walk to victory over the dead bodies of their victims and to occupy the country without the people.

It may be argued that Gandhi was making a heavy demand upon human endurance. It required supreme courage for a whole people to die to the last man, woman and child, rather than surrender to the enemy. Gandhi's non-violent resistance was thus not a soft doctrine—a convenient refuge from a dangerous situation. Nor was it an offer on a silver platter to the dictators
of what they plotted to wrest by force. Those who offered non-violent resistance had to be prepared for the extreme sacrifice.

Non-violence, moreover, was not merely a method of meeting aggression; it represented a way of life. The motive power of Nazi and Fascist militarism was the desire to carve new empires, and behind it all was a ruthless competition to annex new sources of raw materials and fresh markets. Wars were thus rooted in the overweening greed of men, as also in the purblind tribalism which enthroned nationalism above humanity. If the world was to get rid of this recurring menace of war, it had to shake off not only militarism, but the competitive greed and fear and hatred which fed it.

In an article in the *Aryan Path* in September 1933, John Middleton Murry described Gandhi as the greatest Christian teacher of the modern world and wrote: 'Assuredly I see absolutely no hope for western civilization except the kindling of a vast and consuming flame of Christian Love. The choice appears to be between that or a mass-murder on a scale at which the imagination sickens.'

In fact there was no kindling of a flame of Christian Love. The lights went out one by one until the war broke out.

On September 3, 1939, the Gazette of India carried the grave announcement: 'T. Victor Alexander John, Marquess of Linlithgow, Governor-General of India and ex-officio Admiral, therein being satisfied thereof by information received by me, do hereby proclaim that war has broken out between His Majesty and Germany.'

One man, and he a foreigner, writes Jawaharlal Nehru in the *Discovery of India*, plunged four hundred million human beings into war without the slightest reference to them. Since the federal part of the Governor-General of India Act of 1935 had not yet become operative, and ultimate responsibility for the governance of India was vested in the British Parliament, the declaration of Lord Linlithgow was unexceptionable from the constitutional point of view; but tactically it was a great blunder. That this should have happened was the more unfortunate because the sympathy of the Indian National Congress was overwhelmingly in favour of the Allies. The 'foreign policy' of Congress was largely shaped by Nehru, whose opposition to totalitarian regimes admitted of no compromise. Gandhi, too, briefed by Nehru in international affairs, naturally sympathized with the victims of aggression.

There was thus a great reservoir of sympathy for the Allied cause on which the British Government could have drawn. The Viceroy had failed to take Indian leaders into his confidence before declaring India a belligerent, but he endeavoured to make up for this omission soon afterwards. He telegraphed to Gandhi to see him. Gandhi took the first train to Simla. He told Linlithgow that his sympathies were with England and France. As a man of non-violence, the utmost he could offer to the Allied cause was his moral support. As he discussed the war and pictured the possible destruction of the House of Commons and Westminster Abbey he broke down. Violence seemed triumphantly on the march.

His heart, under the first impact of war, was heavy: 'I have become disconsolate. In the secret of my heart I am in perpetual quarrel with God that He should allow such things to go on. My non-violence seems almost impotent. But the answer comes at the end of the daily quarrel that neither God nor non-violence is impotent. Impotence is in men.' He saw the futility of violence in countering violence. His line was clear: 'Whether I act as a guide of the Working Committee, or if I may use the same expression, without violence, of the Government, my guidance will be for the deliberate purpose of taking either or both along the path of non-violence, be the step ever so imperceptible.'

The Indian National Congress, however, was not a body of pacifists; it had accepted non-violence in the struggle for freedom, but not as a creed for all times and in all situations. Prominent Congressmen, including Motilal Nehru, had interested themselves in the Indianization of the officers' cadre of the British Indian army, and few of them had imagined that an independent India would be able to dispense with the police and the military. Most Congressmen viewed the war, not from the angle of non-violence, but from that of Indian self-government. In the First World War, Tilak, Annie Besant and other ardent nationalists had demanded political freedom as a condition precedent to India's unreserved participation in the war effort. A quarter of a century later, with greater awakening in the country, it was scarcely to be expected that nationalists would ask for less. There was an obvious contradiction in Indians fighting to hold aloft the banner of freedom and democracy in Czechoslovakia or Poland, while their own country was in bondage. There was yet another consideration which weighed with those who felt keenly for the Allied cause. Wars were no longer bouts between professional armies in distant battlefields; whole nations
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had to be mobilized as workers or soldiers; unless Britain released India's energies by treating her as an equal partner in a common fight, it was hardly possible for her to play her full part in the world struggle.

In its resolution of September 14, 1939, the Congress Working Committee expressed its sympathy for those who were resisting Nazi aggression and offered its co-operation in the war against Nazism. Co-operation, however, was to be 'between equals by mutual consent for a cause which both consider to be worthy'. The committee invited the British Government to declare in unequivocal language its war aims in regard to democracy and imperialism, and in particular how these aims were going to apply to India: 'The real test of any declaration is its application in the present, for it is the present that will govern action today and give shape to the future.' Congress thus posed two basic problems to Britain: to define the shape of the order for which the war was being waged, and to give India a foretaste of that freedom and democracy for which she was being called upon to fight.

In the summer of 1940, Nazi armies overran Western Europe. The spectacle of the Island of Britain, fighting single-handed against heavy odds, evoked widespread sympathy as well as admiration in India. It was also evident that if Britain failed to stem the German tide of conquest, nothing could stop Hitler from dominating the Mediterranean and marching into India. The imminence of the peril dictated a new approach, and the Congress Working Committee declared that if the British Government made an unequivocal declaration of Indian independence after the war, Congress would immediately join in a provisional National Government for the effective defence of the country. That Congress was in good earnest is shown by the fact that in making this offer of co-operation to the British Government it agreed to part company with Gandhi. In spite of his denunciation of the regimentation and violence which Nazism represented, in spite of his sympathy for the Allies, Gandhi believed that violence could only be effectively neutralized by non-violence; he wished Congress to declare that it would meet even armed aggression with non-violent resistance. When Congress offered to enter a provisional government for the better prosecution of the war, Gandhi felt he could not associate himself with a policy in which he did not believe.

CHAPTER XXXV

The Widening Rift

The Congress leaders believed that in that critical summer of 1940 they had brought down their terms for co-operation with the Government to the lowest pitch. They had gone the length of forgoing the leadership of Gandhi. In return, they expected a bold and imaginative gesture by the British Government—a pleasant psychological shock—which would wipe out past suspicion and generate a new enthusiasm among the people.

They looked in vain for this gesture in the announcement which the Viceroy made on August 8th on behalf of His Majesty's Government. The view that the framing of the new constitutional scheme should be primarily the responsibility of the people of India was conceded, but with the qualification that this could not be undertaken at a time when Britain was engaged in a struggle for existence. There were the familiar references to the responsibilities which Britain's long association with India had imposed upon her and of which she could not divest herself. There was the significant statement that the British Government 'could not contemplate transfer of their present responsibilities for the peace and welfare of India to any system of government whose authority is directly denied by large and powerful elements in India's national life. Nor could they be parties to the coercion of such elements to such a government'. An affirmation of this kind was hardly called for; nobody expected the Government to coerce 'large and powerful elements' in the country's national life. To use such phraseology, whether its authors willed it or not, was calculated only to increase the intransigence of the Muslim League, and to make more difficult a Congress-League concord, which the Government professed was a sine qua non for the transfer of substantial authority to Indians.

The immediate constitutional changes included the expansion of the Viceroy's Council to include some 'representative Indians', and the establishment of a War Advisory Council consisting of representatives from the Provinces and the States and other interests 'in the national life of India as a whole'.
The 'August Offer' was the maximum which the British Government felt able to make to India in the summer of 1940, but it fell short of the minimum which Congress was prepared to accept. That even in a supreme crisis the Government should fail to respond to appeals for co-operation signified Congress leaders. Their disappointment was all the greater because many of them were really anxious to co-operate in the emergency which faced the Government and the country.

Gandhi was genuinely anxious not to embarrass the Government during the war, and Congress leaders were apprehensive about the fate of the Allied cause that a mass movement at this stage was not on the cards. Nevertheless, such was the profound frustration among Congressmen at the attitude of the Government as disclosed in the 'August Offer' that there was a powerful impulse for action of some kind.

An eloquent expression of this frustration was given by Jawaharlal Nehru in an article entitled 'The Parting of the Ways'. 'The declaration of the British Government,' he wrote, 'means the final breaking of such slender bonds as held our minds together.' The All-India Congress Committee met in September 1940 at Bombay and affirmed its total rejection of the Government's proposals. Since there was no prospect of co-operation with the Government in furtherance of the war-effort, the argument as to whether this co-operation could or could not be based on non-violence became irrelevant. There was no occasion for Gandhi and the Congress to pursue divergent ways; Congress therefore called upon him to resume its leadership. Congress wanted to lodge a protest against the policy of the Government and looked to Gandhi for guidance.

It was a political issue—the refusal of the British Government to give adequate assurances of Indian freedom in the future, and practical evidence of its intentions in the present—which had widened the gulf between the Government and the Congress. But it was not on a political but a pacificist plank that Gandhi initiated his campaign of protest. His argument was that if the British could not grant or guarantee independence to the people of India, they could at least grant the right of free speech, including the right to preach against India's participation in the World War, and indeed against all wars.

Gandhi resisted the pressure exerted by some of his colleagues and left-wing Congressmen for the launching of a mass movement. He decided to confine civil disobedience to selected individuals. The instructions which he issued for the Satyagrahis and sporingly communicated to the Viceroy ruled out public excitement and harassment of the authorities. The movement began on October 17, 1940 with an anti-war speech by Acharya Vinoba Bhave at Paunar, a village near Wardha; he was arrested four days later. Jawaharlal Nehru had been chosen to follow Vinoba Bhave on November 7th, but he had been arrested a week earlier on his way to Allahabad and sentenced to four years' imprisonment. In the middle of November the second stage of the campaign began, with what Gandhi called the 'representative Satyagraha'. Satyagrahis were selected from groups such as the Congress Working Committee, the All-India Congress Committee and the Congress members of the Central and Provincial Legislatures.

By the end of the year nearly 400 Congress legislators, including twenty-nine ex-ministers, were in gaol. Early in January 1941 the third stage in the campaign was initiated, with lists of Satyagrahis prepared by the local Congress Committees and approved by Gandhi. The fourth stage of the campaign in April 1941 witnessed the enrolment of rank and file Congressmen. By May 15, 1941, according to official records, 25,069 convictions had been made for individual civil disobedience. There was very little excitement, however, thanks to the manner in which Gandhi had conducted this 'symbolic' campaign; he would not agree to its extension into a mass civil disobedience movement: 'There is neither warrant nor atmosphere for mass action. That would be naked embarrassment and a betrayal of non-violence.'

When the Hindu pointed out that the movement had produced no appreciable impression on the war-effort, Gandhi replied that it was not intended to hamper the war-effort. The Secretary of State for India, Mr Amery, said the movement was 'as regrettable as it is irrational', and described it as proceeding 'languidly and without evoking much interest'. Three days before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour, the Government of India, to quote from the official communiqué, 'confident in the determination of all responsible opinion in India to support the war-effort until victory is secured', announced that it had decided to release those convicted for individual civil disobedience.

The entry of Japan into the war brought it almost to India's door. With the American fleet crippled, the Japanese swept quickly through the Western Pacific. On February 15, 1942 Singapore fell and the Bay of Bengal was exposed to the Japanese
flect. The British command of the sea had gone. The tide of Japanese conquest, after overwhelming Malaya and Burma, threatened to engulf eastern and southern India. The rapidity with which the Japanese advanced was evidence not only of their superiority in numbers and strategy, but also of the lack of will to resist in the countries invaded by them.

Gandhi had condemned the Japanese slogan of ‘Asia for Asians’ and even favoured the boycott of Japanese goods as a mark of sympathy with China. Nehru’s sympathy for China was well known. The danger, therefore, was not so much of active collaboration by sections of Indians with the Japanese, as of defensiveness and passivity on the part of the people, which might enable the Japanese to consolidate themselves if they managed to land and win an initial battle or two. The demand of the Indian National Congress that the people should be given a stake in an all-out resistance to the Axis Powers acquired a new urgency.

Gandhi’s first reaction to the Viceroy’s gesture in releasing prisoners convicted for individual civil disobedience at the beginning of December 1941 had been far from enthusiastic; it declared, ‘evoke a single responsive or appreciative chord’ in him. Events, however, moved fast, faster than anticipated by Congress and the Government. In the winter of 1942-3 the war situation was as critical for the Allies as it had been in the summer of 1940 after the fall of France. Once again, a section of Congressmen led by Rajagopalachari favoured an immediate settlement with the British Government for a united front against the Japanese. Most of the Congress leaders were prepared to throw the weight of Congress against the Japanese peril, provided the Government made a reciprocal gesture.

Meanwhile, the war situation had made its impact upon the British Government. Prime Minister Churchill’s views on Indian independence have already been discussed; in 1942 they were no different from those he had held in 1931. In December 1942, when Churchill visited Washington, President Roosevelt referred to the Indian problem. ‘I reacted so strongly,’ Churchill has recorded, ‘at such length that he never raised it verbally again.’ It was not only American pressure but the pace of the Japanese advance which was to persuade Churchill to seek a way out of the Indian political deadlock. On February 25th, ten days after the fall of Singapore, he appointed a sub-committee of the War Cabinet to study the Indian problem and to suggest a solut-
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depressed he felt. It was true that India’s right to self-determination had been definitely conceded by the British Government for the first time, and both the time and the machinery for exercising this right had been clearly specified. But the right of non-accession reserved to the Provinces and the Indian States threatened to convert the country into a political checkerboard containing scores of independent states, which could make short work of India as a political and economic entity. The right of non-accession was evidently given to the Provinces to meet halfway the Muslim League’s demand for Pakistan. ‘If you want,’ Cripps said in one of his broadcasts ‘to persuade a number of people who are inclined to be antagonistic to enter the same room, it is unwise to tell them that once they go in there is no way out.’ Congress leaders felt that the Cripps’ offer in 1942 had gone one step further than Linlithgow’s August offer of 1940 to encourage Jinnah to persist in his separatist line. In March 1942, Pakistan had seemed a phantom; by March 1943 it had become a political possibility.

Even though Cripps had presented his proposals as a ‘package deal’, and even though the long-term proposals were the ‘bold’ part of the plan, Congress leaders suggested that the long-term proposals be shelved for the time being and an agreement sought on immediate arrangements for the defence of India. There were a series of discussions between the Indian leaders on the one hand and Cripps and the Viceroy on the other, regarding the function of an Indian Defence Member of the Viceroy’s Council. These discussions, in which Colonel Louis Johnson, the personal envoy of President Roosevelt, also joined, broke down not on the demarcation of duties between the Indian Defence Member and the British Commander-in-Chief, but on a much wider issue—the nature and authority of the interim government as a whole.

On his return to England, Cripps asserted that from the outset he had made it clear to all those whom he had seen that it was not possible to make any constitutional changes except of the most insignificant kind—prior to the new constitution, which was to come into operation as a result of the labours of the constitution-making body after the war. This may have been Cripps’s intention from the outset, but the Congress leaders nevertheless received a contrary impression. During the negotiations he had used such terms as ‘National Government’ and ‘Cabinet’, which had led Congress leaders to hope that the new Government would function, by convention if not by law, as a Cabinet with full powers, and with the Viceroy as constitutional head. The misunderstanding may have been due to assumptions which the Draft Declaration did not justify; as Nehru wrote later, the Congress leaders’ eagerness for a settlement may have fed their optimism.

The comment of an Indian paper, the National Herald of April 24, 1943, that ‘the Cripps mission was the result of American pressure. It was a stage-managed show to buy off world opinion and to foist preconcerted failure on the people of India’ was an index to Indian frustration at the failure of the Cripps Mission, but did less than justice to the British Government. For the first time that Government had recognized unequivocally India’s right to self-government, and this, coming from a Government led by a Premier who made no secret of his distrust of Indian nationalism was certainly a step forward. Unfortunately, the constitutional proposals were framed as a halfway house between two irreconcilable objectives, the creation of a free and democratic India and its fragmentation into endless segments in deference to Muslim separatism and the vested interests of the Princes. Thanks to Jinnah’s ideology and tactics, the Indian political problem had become too complicated to be solved by a formula hurriedly hammered out in London by a sub-committee of the War Cabinet. The fact that the proposals were not subject to any major amendment—the ‘take it or leave’ condition attached to them—made chances of success still more remote.

Such was the gravity of the war situation that in spite of serious objections to the long-term constitutional proposals, nationalistic India was willing to put that complicated problem into cold storage and concentrate on the immediate task of mobilizing the country against the Japanese peril. Unfortunately, the critical war situation which had provided the main impulse for the dispatch of the Cripps Mission was also responsible for wrecking it. Congress leaders, who had parted company with Gandhi on the non-violent defence of India, were thinking in terms of a last ditch fight against the Japanese, of building up new armies, militias and home guards.

Roosevelt, who had been anxiously watching the progress of Cripps’s negotiations and was receiving first-hand reports from his personal envoy at New Delhi, sent a mesage to Churchill through Hopkins that the American public could not understand why, if there was willingness on the part of the British Government to permit the component parts of India to secede from the
British Empire after the war, the British Government was unwilling to permit Indians to enjoy during the war what was tantamount to self-government. Roosevelt suggested that another effort should be made to set up a nationalist government 'in essence similar to our own form of government'. I was thankful', writes Churchill, 'that events had made such an act of madness impossible.' Cripps had already left for India.

'To us and to all Indians,' the Congress President had written to Cripps 'the dominant consideration is the defence and safety of India.' Paradoxically, the consideration which made Congress leaders call for a National Government weighed with the British in their determination that there should be no substantial transfer of power to Indian political parties during the war. Many senior officers in the Government of India and the provinces felt, to quote Philip Woodruff, 'not another shell, not another pair of boots, not another recruit, could be contributed by Congress support of the war-effort. At early as January 1942, Churchill had written that the idea that the British Government could get more out of India by putting Congress in charge at that juncture was ill-founded. 'Bringing hostile elements into the defence machine,' he added, 'will paralyse action.' In March 1942 the British Prime Minister had been persuaded to agree to the Cripps proposals as a long-term solution of the Indian political problem, but his distrust of Congress--and Congress's distrust of him--persisted. Turning down President Roosevelt's last-minute plea for yet another effort by Cripps for reconciliation with Congress, Churchill recorded that he could not take responsibility for the defence of India 'if everything had again to be thrown into the melting pot at this critical juncture'.

On his return to England Cripps blamed the failure of his mission on Gandhi. He went so far as to suggest that the Congress Working Committee had passed a resolution accepting the Cripps proposals, but that Gandhi had intervened and the resolution was reversed. Gandhi had been reluctant to come to Delhi. He had agreed to meet Cripps at the latter's insistence. He had made no secret of his misgivings; but he had left Delhi at an early stage of the negotiations. The final decisions were taken by the Working Committee; its members were aware of Gandhi's unfavourable reactions, but the Committee also knew that Gandhi would not stand in the way of any decision it took.

Gandhi had been quoted as having remarked that the Cripps

CHAPTER XXXVI

Quit India

GANDHI had taken little interest in the Cripps Mission, but its failure was a great disappointment to him. That even a friend of India like Stafford Cripps could have misunderstood or misinterpreted the position of Congress was something of a shock. It was clear that there was little prospect of a political settlement as long as the war lasted. The Government were preoccupied with the critical war situation. The Indian army was being rapidly expanded and reinforced with troops and military equipment from Britain and America.

What defence in depth could do in a vast sub-continent had been learnt, at heavy cost, by Japan in China and by Germany in Russia. India was also a vast country, not easy to occupy quickly. In India, however, unlike China and Russia, the war had not evoked an upsurge of patriotism. There was hardly any unity of purpose between the Government and the people. The distrust of the British had become almost pathological.

While the Government were in touch with the small minority which had thriven on the new avenues of employment and contracts opened by the war, Gandhi's hand was on the pulse of the people. He noted that their mood in the face of grave peril was not one of resolute defiance, but of panic, frustration and helplessness. If India was not to go the way of Malaya and Burma, something had to be done and done quickly. Gandhi became convinced that only an immediate declaration of Indian Independence by the British Government could give the people a stake in the defense of their country.

Lord Hardinge, who was Viceroy of India during the years 1910-16, has recorded in his memoirs that on one occasion he had asked Godhale, 'How would you like it if I were to tell you that all the British officials and troops would leave India within a month?' 'I would be very pleased to hear that news,' replied Godhale, 'but before you had all reached Aden, we would be telegraphing you to return.' Public opinion had advanced much since the days of Hardinge and Godhale, but a
total British withdrawal in the midst of a global war was certainly a startling suggestion. Gandhi was asking not for the physical withdrawal of every Briton from India, but for the transfer of political power from British to Indian hands.

To those who said that the time was inopportune for such a step, his answer was: 'This is the psychological moment for recognition (of Indian independence). For then and there can there be irresistible opposition to Japanese aggression.'

For more than twenty years Gandhi had argued that the independence of India was impossible without Hindu-Muslim unity. However, he had seen communalism raise its ugly head higher and higher, and was driven to the conclusion that only in a climate of freedom could the antagonistic claims of the communities be reconciled. 'Quit India' was thus Gandhi's solution for the two perils of Japanese invasion and internal disunity which confronted India in the summer of 1942. The charge that this solution was 'defeatist' and a homage to the rising sun of Japan arose from a complete misunderstanding of his views. In February 1942, when the Japanese were advancing in the Far East with lightning speed, he had publicly discounted fears of a British collapse. Britain had, he wrote, suffered reverses in several wars, but she had a knack of surviving them and turning them into stepping stones to success. In unambiguous language he declared himself against a change of masters: 'I have no desire to exchange the British for any other rule. Better the enemy I know than the one I do not. I have never attached the slightest importance or weight to the friendly professions of the Axis powers.'

Clearly, if the Axis Powers had any collaborators in India, actual or potential, Gandhi was not one of them. It was pointed out to him by some foreign correspondents that the sudden withdrawal of British troops would leave the inevitable result of exposing India to a Japanese invasion and of immeasurably weakening the defence of China. He recognized that he 'could not guarantee fool-proof non-violent action to keep the Japanese at bay'; subsequent discussions with Jawaharlal Nehru led him to elaborate the proposal for the withdrawal of British power, so as to fit it into the realities of the international situation. He agreed that Allied troops should remain on Indian soil during the war, and one of the first acts of a National Indian Government should be to enter into a treaty with the United Nations for defensive operations against the Axis Powers. This was a
striking departure from the position Gandhi had consistently held since September 1939.

Ever since the outbreak of war, Gandhi had been commanding to his countrymen non-violent resistance even to an invading army; he wished Congress to adhere to the same method for the defence of the country which it had employed in the struggle for freedom. Twice he had parted company on this issue with the majority in the Congress Working Committee. When, therefore, he agreed to the whole-hearted participation of Congress in the Second World War, he did something which went deeply against the grain. Only the critical turn which the war had taken, and his passion for Indian freedom, reconciled him to this deviation from a principle which was dearer to him than life itself.

'British Rule in India must end immediately,' the Congress Working Committee declared after a meeting at Wardha on July 14, 1942. The Committee pointed out that the failure of the Cripps Mission had resulted in a rapid and widespread increase in ill-will against Britain and in growing dissatisfaction with the Government's policy towards the war. In order to make India 'a willing partner in a joint enterprise', the Committee considered it essential that Indians should feel 'a glow of freedom'.

If there was no response to the appeal for the immediate withdrawal of British Rule, the Committee forecast a civil disobedience movement 'which would inevitably be under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi'. The final decision on this momentous issue was taken by the All-India Congress Committee at Bombay on August 7th.

In August 1942 the mood of the Government of India was no less desperate than that of Congress. From his own point of view, Lord Linlithgow had been patient for three long years; in December 1941 he had made a gesture to Congress by releasing from gaol, but he had failed to win its co-operation. The 'Quit India' proposal had already raised the political temperature; if a mass civil disobedience movement was actually launched, it might paralyse civil administration and endanger the war-effort. For strong preventive action the Viceroy had the full support of the British Cabinet.

Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, Maulana Azad and other Congress leaders were arrested in the early hours of August 9, 1942. The news of these arrests produced violent reactions. In several provinces, particularly in Bihar, U.P., Bengal and Bombay, the fury of the people burst the dykes and turned on the instruments and symbols of British rule. Post offices, police stations and courts were burnt; railway lines, buildings and rolling stock were damaged, telephone and telegraph wires were cut. In his last speech before the All-India Congress Committee Gandhi had stressed non-violence as the basic premise of the struggle which he proposed to launch, but this advice remained unheeded between the frenzy of the people and the hammer blows of the Government. Though many British officials and non-officials recalled the Mutiny of 1857, the outbreak in 1942 was the result of a violence as spontaneous as it was suicidal. The Government hit back with all its might; mobs were dispersed by firing and even machine-gunned from the air.

'The Congress Party,' Churchill told the House of Commons, 'has now abandoned the policy in many respects of non-violence which Mr Gandhi has so long inculcated in theory and has come into the open as a revolutionary movement.' In India and abroad official propaganda attributed violence to a plot carefully laid by Congress leaders. Within a week of his imprisonment in the Aga Khan Palace at Poona, which had been improvised as a gaol for him, Gandhi wrote to the Viceroy complaining of the 'slander of truth' in the official version of the sequence of events. He would have strained every nerve, he said, to reach a settlement with the Government if he had not been arrested; neither he nor his colleagues had at any stage envisaged violence as part of the campaign. He charged the Government with precipitating the crisis by the wholesale arrests of the leaders. Gandhi was arrested before he could unfold his detailed plans to the All-India Congress Committee. He had been trying hard to balance his passion for Indian freedom with his desire not to embarrass the Government during the war. If he had not been arrested it is likely that his programme would have been conditioned by the latter consideration. It is certain that his weight would have been thrown against any violent outbreak. He knew how to bring unruly mobs to order; when appeals failed he could bring them back to reason by undertaking a fast.

Responsibility for the '1942 disturbances' formed the subject of a long and somewhat acrimonious correspondence between Gandhi, still a prisoner, and the Viceroy and his advisers on the other. That Lord Linlithgow, whom Gandhi considered a friend, should have questioned his bona fide, and even his belief in non-violence, was more than the Mahatma could bear. He sought 'a soothing balm' for his pain in a twenty-one
day fast which began on February 10, 1933. The fact, which the Government of India had dreaded so long had come, but it is an index to their hardened attitude that they took a risk which they had never taken before—that of Gandhi’s death in prison. There was an emotional upheaval in the country, as the doctors’ bulletins grew gloomier. Three members of the Viceroy’s Executive Council resigned; leaders of various parties, whatever their other differences, united in appeals to the Government to release Gandhi and save his life. But the Viceroy, backed by the authorities at home, did not budge an inch; he described the fast as ‘political blackmail’; whatever satisfaction such an event may have given him, it only stiffened Indian public opinion the more.

That Gandhi put the match to the train carefully laid beforehand by himself and his colleagues. That he was forced to do so prematurely was not his fault but our fortune—this charge by Sir Reginald Maxwell, the Home Member of the Viceroy’s Executive Council, was part of the official indictment which represented Gandhi and the Congress as saboteurs of the Allied struggle against Japan. This propaganda held the field for a time, but not for long. It is sheer nonsense,” Field Marshal Smuts told a Press Conference in London in November, 1942, “to talk of Mahatma Gandhi as a fifth columnist. He is a great man. He is one of the great men of the world. The attempt to erase him from political life by excluding his photographs and even mention of his name from the Press was doomed to failure. The courage with which he stood up to the Government, the indomitable faith which he asserted in non-violence at a time when violence seemed to have triumphed all round him, the tenacity with which he attacked the cobwebs which official propagandists spun round the events of 1942—all this raised him further in the esteem and affection of millions of Indians. He became the symbol of a nationalism bloody but unbowed.

Now that the deep emotion aroused by the events of 1942 have somewhat faded, it should be possible to see those events in a clearer perspective. When we recall the emphasis which Gandhi had placed on the training of the people for non-violence since 1934, when we recall his anxiety at the growth in the prewar years of indiscipline and the spirit of violence, and his studied restraint in conducting the individual civil disobedience movement of 1940–1, we wonder how he could have permitted what was certainly a dangerous plunge in the uncharged atmos-
sphere of that period. He knew the risks inherent in a mass movement in the midst of a great war which had brought the people and the possibility that they might succumb to the national self-respect without hatred or violence required a miracle, but miracles had happened before. Within a few months in 1930 remarkably little racial bitterness and violence. Twelve years later, however, the conditions were different, both the people and the Government were keyed up to a high pitch of tension. With the fortunes of the war tilting in the balance, the Government was less inclined to wait for events, while large sectors of the population were seething with discontent. The political situation in 1942 bore greater resemblance to that of 1919 than to that of 1930. In 1919, as in 1942, Gandhi had sensed the temper of the people, but he was hopeful that he could purge it of hatred and violence through a Satyagraha movement. Satyagraha, however, had no chance in the face of the popular terrorism and official counter-terrorism which followed the arrest of Congress leaders.

Gandhi had no right to expect the Government to play the game according to his rules, but the Government equally had no right to blame him for the consequences of the policy it adopted. Lord Linlithgow had acted in accordance with the viewpoint common among experienced British Administrators, that the only means of mastering Gandhi’s movements was to deliver telling blows in the initial stage. This was the policy which Lord Willingdon was believed to have adopted with signal success. The ostensible gains of such a policy, however, tended to be transient; repression, with its resultant bitterness, recurred on those who practiced it. In 1932 Lord Willingdon insisted what he believed to be a crushing defeat on Congress; five years later Congress swept the polls in the first elections under the Government of India Act of 1935. In 1942 Lord Linlithgow won what was, from his point of view, a decisive victory over Congress; in 1947 British rule came formally and Willingdon and Linlithgow, who dealt the strongest blows to the agents in the political liberation of India.

From the rationalist point of view, the events of 1942 were to prove an embarrassing legacy. It was almost the first large-scale
outbreak in which wrecking and burning were indulged in in a spirit of misconceived patriotism. It lowered the standards of mass behaviour and set a dangerous precedent when in 1946–47 communal feeling replaced patriotism as the principal ingredient in the popular ferment.

CHAPTER XXXVII

No Defeat

**Within** a week of his imprisonment in the Aga Khan Palace, Gandhi lost his private secretary, Mahadev Desai. Competent, industrious and modest, the ever-smiling 'M.D.' had been for twenty-five years the Mahatma's inseparable assistant. So, secretary and lover rolled into one—this was how the Mahatma once described Mahadev, who had joined him in 1917, after graduating in law from Bombay University and trying his hand at a few odd jobs. Mahadev's fine handwriting, alert mind, and undivided loyalty made him an efficient secretary; but Gandhi's secretary had to be something more than an amanuensis. In the years preceding the first non-co-operation movement, when Gandhi was not so well known, Mahadev Desai was often his sole companion during his country-wide tours; he made his bed, cooked his food and washed his clothes, besides performing secretarial functions. As public life increased its demands on Gandhi, Mahadev Desai's burden grew too; he sorted and dealt with an enormous mail, received and looked after guests, ward off unwelcome visitors, kept accounts, pored over railway guides and maps to arrange itineraries, recorded speeches and conversations and edited journals. As a good deal of his writing was done in third-class compartments of moving trains, he carried candles with him so that if lights failed in the compartment the dispatch of the 'copy' to the press was not held up.

He constituted a perfect one-man secretary, expediting and implementing Gandhi's instructions, keeping in touch with hundreds of public workers, and doing all that he could to save the Mahatma from any avoidable strain. He drove himself too hard in the process; his sudden death in August 1942 was due not only to the terrific strain of the months which preceded the passage of the 'Quit India' resolution, but also to a growing fear that the Mahatma would fast unto death in gaol.

Another shadow fell upon the Aga Khan's Palace. Kasturba's health had been causing concern for some time; she was treated
by the 'family doctors'; Gilder, Dinshaw and Sushila Nayar, and then by Dr. Sharma, an Ayurvedic physician from the Punjab, but she did not rally. On February 22, 1944 she passed away in the lap of her husband. 'I am going now,' she said to him, 'we have known many joys and many sorrows.' One of her last wishes was that she should be cremated in a sarai made from yarn spun by him.

'We were,' wrote Gandhi in reply to a letter of condolence from Lord Wavell, 'a couple outside the ordinary.' The sixty-two years of their married life had been a period of continual growth. In spite of the immense intellectual gap between them, he had learnt to respect her opinions and to let her take her own decisions. In South Africa she had chosen to go to jail in her own decisions. In South Africa she had chosen to go to jail in her own decisions. In South Africa she had chosen to go to jail in her own decisions. In South Africa she had chosen to go to jail in her own decisions.

It was not in the political field, however, that her real work was done. To a vast circle of disciples and co-workers of her husband she was 'Ba', the mother; they were her family and the Ashram was her home. She was the picture of contentment, the centre of the family's life. She was the one who had always been the centre of the family's life. She was the one who had always been the centre of the family's life. She was the one who had always been the centre of the family's life. She was the one who had always been the centre of the family's life.

It was not in the political field, however, that her real work was done. To a vast circle of disciples and co-workers of her husband she was 'Ba', the mother; they were her family and the Ashram was her home. She was the picture of contentment, the centre of the family's life. She was the one who had always been the centre of the family's life.

In the Aga Khan Palace, Gandhi resumed his efforts to fill up gaps in her education. It was amusing to see this lady of seventy-four pace up and down her room, committing elements of geography and general knowledge to memory. But when the time came for the lessons her memory played her tricks. 'Lahore,' she would say, 'is the capital of Calcutta.'

After the death of his beloved secretary and wife, the Aga Khan Palace had sombre associations for Gandhi. His health began to cause concern to the Government early in 1944. He had contracted malaria and had been running a high temperature. The tide of the war had already turned in favour of the Allies, and the risks of his release seemed to the Government immeasurably less than those of his possible death in jail. His release on May 6, 1944, did not please Gandhi, he even felt ashamed that he should have fallen ill in jail. He was taken to

Julia, a sea-side resort near Bombay. It turned out that he was suffering not only from the after-effects of malaria, but from hookworm and amoebic infections, which had resulted in acute anaemia. He suffered all illness to lack of faith in God, the 'Master-Physician'; his known antipathy to drugs did not make it easy to treat him. Nevertheless, before many weeks were over he was well enough to attend to the problems which faced the country.

Gandhi knew that his stock in official circles was not high; that his own bona fides and those of the Congress were questioned. This was why, when a British Cabinet presided over by Churchill the scales were heavily tipped against him. In spite of this he took the initiative in an attempt to break the political deadlock between the Government and Congress. On June 17, 1944, he wrote to Lord Wavell seeking permission to see members of the Congress Working Committee. The Viceroy turned down the request; nor did he see any advantage in a meeting with Gandhi 'in consideration of radical differences' in their view-points. In an interview with Stuart Gilder of the News Chronicle, Gandhi suggested the formation of a National Government at the centre, chosen by the elected members of the Central Legislative Assembly; this proposal was described by the Viceroy as 'quite unacceptable to His Majesty's Government'.

Having failed to break the deadlock between the Government and the Congress after his release from jail, Gandhi sought an accord with Jinnah. The Mahatma did not accept the two-nation theory, but he was prepared to recognize the psychology which had commanded this theory to the Muslim intelligentsia. The basis on which he proposed to negotiate with Jinnah was the 'Rajah formula', devised by Rajagopalachari, the ex-Premier of Madras, and one of the keenest intellects in Congress. Rajagopalachari had suggested that if the Muslim League endorsed the Congress demand for national independence and for the formation of a provisional government during the war, Congress would agree to a demarcation of contiguous Muslim majority districts in the north-west and north-east of India, and to a plebiscite of all adult inhabitants in these areas to decide whether they would prefer to remain in a free United India or in separate states. And ultimately separation was agreed upon; the two states were to devise mutual agreements for defence, communications and other essential matters.

The Gandhi-Jinnah talks began on September 9, 1944 and concluded on September 27th. The optimism which they aroused at
the time did not derive from any real prospects of an agreement between the two leaders, but only reflected public weariness of the political deadlock, and an almost universal desire for concord between the League and the Congress. On his return from the first interview, Gandhi was asked if he had brought anything from Jinnah. 'Only flowers,' he replied. The subsequent meetings registered no more tangible gains. Jinnah questioned Gandhi's credentials; it was true that the Mahatma since 1943 had ceased to be a member of Congress, but Jinnah knew very well that Gandhi's weight in the councils of Congress did not depend upon a membership card or on the holding of any office. The Muslim League leader's approach was doctrinaire. He wanted Gandhi to recognize that the All-India Muslim League had the exclusive right to speak on behalf of Indian Muslims. He wanted the principle of Pakistan to be conceded before he would define its geographical boundaries or discuss his demands. He would not hear of non-Muslims in Muslim majority areas participating in the plebiscite which was to determine their future; the right of self-determination in these areas could only be exercised by Muslims.

Gandhi suggested that while the principle for the demarcation of boundaries and the plebiscite could be decided in advance, the actual partition, if it became inevitable, should follow and not precede the transfer of power from Britain to India. He hoped that after the departure of the British the communities would learn, in the breaching climate of freedom, to make mutual adjustments, and the need for partition of the country might never arise. What was Gaadhi's hope was Jinnah's fear; the Muslim League leader did not want to take any risks and so made partition the pre-condition of Indian independence. Jinnah also rejected the proposal for treaty arrangements between the two states for defence, communications and foreign affairs as affecting the sovereignty of the new states. To Gandhi the prospect of two states carved out on the basis of religious affiliation-'with nothing but enmity in common between them'—was disconcerting; the search for cultural and economic autarky was legitimate enough, but some safeguards were necessary to prevent an armistice race and an armed conflict between the two states.

While these conversations were no more than a kind of re-education for Gandhi, to Jinnah they brought an accession of political strength. The fact that Gandhi had knocked at his door raised Jinnah's prestige. For four years the Muslim League leader had not swerved an inch from the position he had adopted in March 1940; events had shown that intransigence paid dividends. The 'Rajaji formula', which had formed the initial basis of the negotiations, did not concede all that Jinnah demanded, but at least it recognized the possibility of the partition of the country. The fact that the Mahatma, who had twice described the division of India as a sin, had relented as far as to discuss the machinery for the exercise of the right of self-determination was a feather in Jinnah’s cap. Viewed in the long-term strategy of the campaign for Pakistan, the Gandhi-Jinnah talks were another milestone, marking further progress from the offer of Lord Linlithgow in August 1940, and the Cripps Mission in March 1942.

In the summer of 1945, Lord Wavell, who had recently returned from England with the concurrence of the British Cabinet to a proposal for the reconstitution of his Executive Council in consultation with Indian leaders, convened a conference in Simla to discuss the Viceroy's proposal. Gandhi was not a delegate to the Conference, though he was consulted by the Viceroy and the Congress Working Committee. Lord Wavell had suggested parity of representation in the Executive Council between the 'caste Hindus' and Muslims, but by the time the conference was over Jinnah was demanding parity between Muslims and all the other communities. The conference actually broke down on the insistence of Jinnah that the Muslim League should have an exclusive right to nominate Muslim members of the Viceroy's Executive Council. This was something which Congress could not concede without repudiating its national composition and outlook. The conclusion is inescapable that at this time Jinnah was not interested in a compromise: he did not think the time for agreement was opportune; in any case, an understanding with Congress had little attraction for him when he hoped to get better terms from the Government.

As the war drew to a close, the need for a fresh move in India was keenly felt. The Simla Conference was a recognition of this need. The war in Europe had ended in May and Japan surrendered in August. The first post-war elections in Britain returned the Labour Party to power. The new Secretary of State for India, Lord Pethick-Lawrence, spoke of equal partnership between Britain and India. The Viceroy had already announced that elections would be held as soon as possible to the Central Legislative Assembly and the Provincial Legislatures, which had been in existence since 1934 and 1937 respectively. In September 1945, after a visit to London, the Viceroy announced that in the
spirit of the Cripps offer the Government proposed to convene a constitution-making body. The announcement did not arouse much enthusiasm. The Labour Government decided to send an all-party British Parliamentary Delegation to study the situation in India and convince her people that self-government was within their grasp.

CHAPTER XXXVIII

The Coming of Independence

In January 1946, when Gandhi visited Srinivasa Sastri, the veteran Liberal leader, the conversation turned to the British Parliamentary Delegation which was touring India. "We know," commented Sastri, who was on his death-bed, "nothing can come out of it. Labour or Conservative, so far as India is concerned, they are all one and the same." That this melancholy judgment should have been passed at a time when the transfer of power was about to take place, and by one who had always been considered a friend of the British connection, was significant. And showed that the representatives of the British Raj in India gave hardly any inkling of an early departure.

On a superficial view, the British position in India at the close of the Second World War could not have been stronger. There had never been more British troops on Indian soil. The Congress organization was banned and with the exception of Gandhi almost all nationalist leaders were in gaol. The Muslim League was campaigning for Pakistan, but its target was Congress, not the British Government. In six provinces constitutional government was in abeyance; in the remaining five provinces ministries more or less friendly to the Government were in power. The repressive measures adopted in 1942 had brought a welcome respite to the British officers who had slugged at their desks for six years. The civil servants were hard-working men who did their duty according to their lights, but, as Gokhale put it, "their lights are dim. And even as regards efficiency, my own conviction is that it is impossible for the present system to produce more than a certain very limited amount of efficiency and that standard has now been reached." Gokhale had spoken in 1905; forty years later the dynamics of national awakening and economic change had accentuated these deficiencies. Few of these conscientious civil servants could see in 1945 that the old order, which they had known and shaped and loved, had been largely, even if imperceptibly, eroded.

The war had accelerated this process of erosion. It had
and evolution through which parliamentary government had passed in Great Britain, and of the time taken by Canada and Australia to attain political maturity. That this process should have taken even longer in an Oriental country, with its variety of creeds and cultures, was axiomatic to them.

From 1917 the policy of successive British Governments towards India was "self-government by stages." The trouble about this mode of advance was that each instalment tended to become out of date by the time it was actually granted. The Reforms of 1919 might well have appeared political India in 1909; the Reforms of 1925 would have evoked enthusiasm in 1919, and an equivalent of the Cripps offer in 1940 could have opened a new chapter in Indo-British relations, and halted the process of estrangement between Congress and the Government and between Hindus and Muslims.

To this step-by-step advance Gandhi dealt a mortal blow in 1920. His promise of 'Swaraj in one year' was no make-believe; since slavery was in his view essentially a state of mind, a nation began to liberate itself the moment it resolved to be free. Satyagraha, his technique of non-violent resistance posed a difficult problem for the British. If they ignored it, it gathered momentum. If they attacked it, it enlisted sympathy in India and abroad. Repression was not only ineffective in the long run; it was also repugnant to the democratic conscience of England. The British people took only a fitful interest in Indian affairs, but they were too proud of their liberal tradition to agree to 400 millions of Indians being governed against their will. As each successive Satyagraha campaign revealed the strength of the nationalist opposition in India, it weakened the plea of the official apologists that only a minority of malcontents was against the Raj.

It was World War II which helped to mature British public opinion on India. The war changed the map of the world and the balance of power, but it also changed the minds of men. The intellectual and social ferment, of which the Labour Party's triumph in 1945 was an expression, helped in reassessing the merits of the traditional policies. Ideologically, the Labour Government was prepared for a new policy, but the facts of the Indian situation also drove it in the same direction. Speaking on March 6, 1947 in the House of Commons on the condition of India in November and December 1945, Mr. Alexander, a member of the Labour Cabinet who was closely associated with the process of transferring power, observed: 'It might be said that the
Indian authorities were literally sitting on the top of a volcano, and as a result of the situation which had arisen after the war, the outbreak of revolution might be expected at any time.

The opening months of 1946 confirmed the correctness of this estimate. Such was the irascibility of the popular temper that there were violent outbreaks at the slightest provocation, and sometimes without any provocation. In February 1946, a Muslim demonstration at Calcutta against a court-martial verdict on a Muslim officer of the Indian National Army degenerated into general lawlessness, in which shops were ransacked and tramcars and buses burnt. There were instances of indiscipline in the Air Force and a major naval mutiny in Bombay. In several Provinces there were signs of dissatisfaction spreading to the police. The instruments of law and order, on which British rule ultimately depended, were proving broken reeds.

In face of this diminishing respect for authority what was needed was an immediate strengthening of the administration, but the war had, from the British point of view, led to a lamentable dilution of the 'superior services'. There had been a tremendous expansion in the sphere of governmental activity, while recruitment to the Indian Civil Service and the Indian Police Service had been kept in abeyance during the war. Not only were there fewer Europeans to man key jobs, their ranks were likely to thin yet further in the next few years as the senior officers retired.

That the run-down condition of the administration should have figured prominently in the explanations of British ministers was only to be expected; but the emphasis in this factor seems to have derived from the habit of empiricism, which makes the British stress the practical rather than the ideological aspect of a solution. The transfer of power from Britain to India would not, however, have been a significant event in world history if it had been only a recognition of a political necessity. Not merely the compulsion of events, but a measure of idealism went into the policy which Lord Attlee initiated and carried through during the years 1945-7. And in so far as the British Government was impelled by this idealism, by a desire to open a fresh chapter in Indo-British relations, it was a victory for Gandhi, who had pleaded for nearly thirty years for a transformation of the relationship between the two countries. Among the advocates of this transformation were several English men and women, Hume and Wedderburn, C. F. Andrews and Horace Alexander, Brailsford and Brockway, Laski and Carl Heath, Muriel Lester and Agatha Harrison, who never wavered in their sympathy for the Indian cause. In their own day they represented a tiny and not-too-influential minority, but in the fulness of time their opinions became the national policies of their country.

Whatever the reasons for the change in British policy, the arrival of the Cabinet Mission in March 1946 went a long way to convince India that the British Government was in earnest. Of the three Cabinet Ministers of the Mission, Lord Pethick-Lawrence and Sir Stafford Cripps were well known to Gandhi. The Mission consulted him frequently during their stay, both formally and informally. They interviewed no less than 472 'leaders', though it was clear from the outset that the only parties which mattered were the Congress and the Muslim League, and the crucial question was whether India was to remain united or to be split up. Congress was opposed to partition of the country but was prepared to go to the farthest limits in conceding cultural, economic and regional autonomy. A conference at Simla failed to resolve the Congress-League differences.

The Cabinet Mission then offered a compromise plan in their statement of May 16th. They sketched a three-tier constitutional structure for India. At the top was to be a Union of India embracing British India as well as the Indian States, but dealing only with foreign affairs, defence and communications. The bottom tier was to consist of Provinces and States, in which were to vest all residuary powers. The intermediate tier was to comprise groups to be formed by Provinces, if they chose, to deal with certain common subjects. It was laid down that the Constituent Assembly (consisting of representatives of Provinces and States), after a preliminary meeting, was to divide up into three sections; Section A consisting of Madras, Bombay, United Provinces, Bihar and Orissa; Section B comprising Punjab, Sind and North-West Frontier Province; and Section C consisting of Bengal and Assam. Each section was to decide whether the Provinces covered by it were to form a group, and if so, what were to be the subjects which were to fall within the jurisdiction of the group executive and legislature.

To understand the shifting and somewhat confused political situation which developed after the departure of the Cabinet Mission, it is useful to sum up briefly the attitudes of the British Government and the two major parties on the eve of the transfer of power. Mr Attlee was anxious to retain the initiative he had so boldly taken; his one anxiety was to make the transfer of
power not only speedy but smooth. To the British Government, the Indian constitutional problem was a political problem which was capable of solution by compromise and a spirit of 'give and take'. They were thus committed to no one solution; they were prepared to accept any workable arrangement on which the Congress and the League could agree.

Gandhi's view was different; the transfer of power was not a problem of expediency or power politics, but one which called for and admitted of a just and moral solution. He wanted the minorities to go far to meet the anxieties of the minorities, but he was not prepared to be stamped out of partition, which in the long run might do more harm than good to India and the two communities themselves. He was disturbed by the understandable anxiety of the British Government not to alienate Jinnah. He advised Congress not to accept any arrangement in a hurry which they might have to repent at leisure; at the worst, Congressmen were to be prepared to go once again into the wilderness. This advice did not appeal to Congress leaders, who like the British, tended to judge the situation in terms of political necessity, and feared a drift to civil war through vacillation or delay.

It seemed to Gandhi that, the declaration of the British Government notwithstanding, quite a few people in India seemed to think and behave as if the British were really not going. Only a dramatic gesture, such as the immediate withdrawal of British troops, or the immediate revocation of the Parmountcy of the crown, from the States, could jolt the various political parties and interests out of the grooves in which they had moved too long. Ever since it became apparent to him that the British had decided to quit, the one question which had exercised Gandhi incessantly was: how would the people of India, after centuries of servitude, react to the shock of freedom? He told Brailsford, a British journalist, in April 1946: 'This time, I believe the British mean business. But the offer has come suddenly. Will India be jerked into independence? I feel today like a passenger who has been hoisted in a basket chair on a ship's deck in a stormy sea and has not found his feet.'

Gandhi was worried at the growing indiscretion, which was partly a hangover from 1942 and partly a symptom of the post-war malaise. In February 1946, in an editorial in Harijan on 'How to reconcile hatred', he wrote: 'Hatred is in the air and the impatient lovers of the country will gladly take advantage of it if they can through violence further the cause of independ-

ence.' The prime danger, as Gandhi saw, were hatred and violence, which were finding expression in anti-British feeling or in the communal riots that were again beginning to disfigure the towns. For the riots the Hindus blamed the Muslims, the Muslims blamed the Hindus, and both blamed the hooligans. 'Who are the hooligans?' Gandhi asked and replied, 'We are the makers of the brand.' It was when the intelligentsia spilled venom and whipped up excitement that the hooligans got their chance. He revived the suggestion he had made in the late thirties for the formation of 'peace brigades', consisting of men sworn to non-violence and ready to die in the noble task of restoring the rioters to sanity. Meanwhile, the one thing which was needed was restraint in speech and writing, so that the great changes which were imminent could be ushered in peacefully.

Unfortunately, the very reasons which impelled Gandhi and Congress to seek a lowering of the political temperature led Jinnah and the Muslim League in the opposite direction. For the latter it was a question of 'how or never'. The long negotiations with the Cabinet Mission had revealed that not only was Congress opposed to Pakistan but the Labour Government seemed to prefer a solution which kept the Congress and the League within the framework of a single constitution. Only a civil war, or the threat of a civil war, seemed likely to beat down the objections of the Congress and the scepticism of the British Government towards partition. The Cabinet Mission plan was a compromise, but it did not really bring the two parties together. The result was that questions presumed to have been settled by the Cabinet Mission were reopened soon after the return of its three members to England.

Controversy rose to fever pitch on two crucial questions, that of the grouping of Provinces and the composition of the interim government. On July 27, 1946, the Muslim League Council withdrew its acceptance of the Cabinet Mission Plan, decided to boycott the Constituent Assembly and announced a programme of 'direct action' to achieve Pakistan. Jinnah declared that Muslims had bid good-bye to constitutional methods. 'We have forged a pistol,' he said, 'and are in a position to use it.' When asked whether the movement would be violent or non-violent, he refused to 'discuss ethics'. Some of his lieutenants in the League were even more forthright. Angry words and impatient gestures, however, were a poor preparation for 'direct action', if the object was a peaceful agitation.

At a time when tension was mounting it was imperative that
the country should have a strong and stable government at the centre. The Cabinet Mission had failed to secure the formation of a national interim government. In July the Viceroy, Lord Wavell, once again took the initiative and asked Nehru to form the Government. Jinnah, who was approached by Nehru but refused to co-operate, was bitterly critical of what he described as ‘the caste Hindu Fascist Congress and their henchmen’ who sought to dominate and rule over the Mussalmans and other minority communities of India with the aid of British bayonets.

This bitterness boded ill at a time when exemplary restraint was necessary to pull the country through a critical period. The ‘Direct Action Day’ which was celebrated by the Muslim League on August 16th touched off a chain reaction of violent explosions which in the succeeding twelve months shook the country.

CHAPTER XXXIX

Quenching the Flames

The Muslim League observed August 16, 1945, as ‘Direct Action Day’. On that day Calcutta witnessed a communal riot the scale and intensity of which had never been known in living memory. For four days, bands of hooligans armed with sticks, spears, hatchets and even fire-arms, roamed the town, murdering and killing at will. The ‘Great Calcutta Killing’—to use the grim epithet coined by the Statesman—took a toll of more than five thousand lives besides the fifteen thousand or more who were injured.

Bengal was ruled by a Muslim League ministry led by H. S. Suhrawardy. ‘In retrospect,’ wrote the Statesman ‘it is the Muslim League’s conduct before the riots that stands open to inference—not only by its political opponents—that it was divided in mind on whether rioting of some sort would be good or bad.’ Charges were in fact levelled against the Provincial Government that it did not provide against the outbreak, which it might well have anticipated, and that Suhrawardy deliberately prevented the police from acting promptly and impartially when the riots broke out.

If, as was suggested at the time, the outbreak was intended to serve as a demonstration of the strength of Muslim feeling on Pakistan, it proved a double-edged weapon. The non-Muslims of Calcutta reeled under the initial impact, but then, taking advantage of their numerical superiority, hit back savagely. The prevalent impression was that, in spite of a Muslim League ministry in Bengal, the Hindus had won in this ‘trial of strength’ in Calcutta. Two months later reprisals followed in the Muslim-majority district of Noakhali in East Bengal where, taking advantage of poor communications and encouraged by fanatical priests and ambitious politicians, local hooligans burnt the Hindus’ property, looted their crops and desecrated their temples. A shocking innovation was the forcible conversion of Hindus and the kidnapping of Hindu women. Thousands of Hindus fled from their homes. In that year of growing lawlessness, East Bengal did for rural India what Calcutta had done for the towns; it showed
what inhumanities could be practised in the name of religion and ostensibly for political ends.

Gandhi was in Delhi when the news from East Bengal came through. He was particularly hurt by the crimes against women. He cancelled all his plans and decided to leave for East Bengal. Friends tried to dissuade him. His health was poor; important political developments on which his advice would be required were imminent. 'I do not know,' he said, 'what I shall be able to do there. All that I know is that I won't be at peace unless I go.'

At Calcutta he saw the ravages of the August riots and confessed to a 'shaking feeling at the mass madness which can turn man into less than a brute.' The atmosphere in East Bengal was charged with fear, hatred, and violence. In a statement, Gandhi declared that he found himself in the midst of exaggeration and falsehood: 'I am unable to discover the truth. There is a terrible mutual distrust. Of my friends have snapped. Truth and Ahimsa, by which I swear and which have, to my knowledge, sustained me for sixty years, seem to fail to show the attributes I have ascribed to them. To test them or better to tear myself I am going to a village, Srichimpur."

Of the 200 Hindu families of Srichimpur village in Noakhali district, only three had remained after the recent disturbances. He dispersed his entourage in the neighbouring villages. Pyrcial, Sushila Nayar, Abha, Manu Gandhi and Sucheta Kripalani—each of them settled in a village. At Srichimpur Gandhi's only companions were his stenographer Parsuram, his Bengali interpreter, Prof. Nirmal Kumar Bose, and Manu Gandhi. For the next six weeks a wooden bedstead of a mattress, served as his office by day and his bed by night. His working day extended to sixteen and sometimes twenty hours. He slept little and ate little, made his bed, mended his clothes, cooked his food, attended to his enormous mail, received callers and visited local Muslims. For several years he had been maligned in the Muslim League Press as the 'enemy number one' of Indian Muslims. He let the Muslims of Srichimpur judge for themselves.

The restoration of confidence between the two communities was, however, a slow and difficult process. Nevertheless, Gandhi's presence acted as a soothing balm on the villages of East Bengal; it eased tension, assuaged anger and softened tempers. His success would have been more spectacular were it not for the sustained propaganda against him in the Muslim Press, which continued to suspect a 'deep political game' in his mission. Under pressure from local party bosses, and perhaps from the League High Command, Premier Suhrawardy became critical of Gandhi's tour, and joined the outcry that Gandhi should quit Bengal. Gandhi was not dismayed by this perverse opposition; he argued that, if he could not command the confidence of the Muslim League leaders, the responsibility was his own. He was in a mood of self-examination, almost of self-castigation. An entry in his diary dated January 2, 1947, reads: 'Have been awake since 2 a.m. God's grace alone is sustaining me. I can see there is some grave defect in me somewhere which is the cause of all this. All round me is utter darkness. When will God take me out of this darkness into His light?'

The same day he left Srichimpur on a village-to-village tour. At Chandipur village he discarded his sandals, like the pilgrims of old, walked bare-foot. The village tracks were slippery and sometimes maliciously strewn with brambles and broken glass; the fragile bamboo bridges were tricky to negotiate. He saw gaping walls, gutted roofs, charred ruins and the remnants of skeletons in the debris—the handiwork of religious frenzy. A song from Tagore that he liked to hear expressed some of his anguish:

Walk Alone.
If they answer not to thy call, walk alone;
If they are afraid and cover mutely facing the wall,
O thou of evil luck,
Open thy mind and speak out alone.
If they turn away and desert thee when crossing the wilderness,
O thou of evil luck,
Trample the thorns under thy tread
And along the blood-lined track travel alone.
If they do not hold up the light when the night is troubled with storm,
O thou of evil luck,
With the thunder-flame of pain ignite thine own heart,
And let it burn alone.

On March 2, 1947, he left for Bihar, where the Hindu peasants had wreaked terrible vengeance on the Muslim minority for the events in Noakhali. Gandhi had first heard of the Bihar riots when he was on his way to Noakhali in the last week of October 1946. He made it known that if peace did not return at once.
he would embark on a fast unto death. This warning, coupled with the stern measures adopted by the Bihar Government and a visit by Jawaharlal Nehru, helped in restoring order quickly.

In Bihar Gandhi's refrain was the same as in East Bengal; the majority must repent and make amends; the minority must forgive and make a fresh start. He would not accept any apology for what had happened, and chided those who sought in the misdeeds of the rioters in East Bengal a justification for what had happened in Bihar. Civilized conduct, he argued, was the duty of every individual and every community irrespective of what others did. Conditions in Bihar began to improve; they would have improved more quickly but for the fact that communal tension in 1946-7 was a reflection of the political situation, which continued to oscillate continually and violently.

While Gandhi had 'buried' himself in the villages of East Bengal and Bihar, the political landscape had undergone bewildering changes. The Cabinet Mission's Plan, prepared with such infinite patience and skill had, soon after its departure failed to work. The Muslim League withdrew its acceptance of the Plan; and launched a 'direct action campaign' to achieve Pakistan. The savage rioting in Calcutta touched off a chain reaction in East Bengal and Bihar. Minor riots were on the rise in most provinces. Alarmed by this increasing lawlessness, Lord Wavell brought the Muslim League into the Interim Government, but the formation of this coalition—which for seven years had been talked of as a panacea for India's political ills—fanned political controversy instead of putting it out. The Constituent Assembly was summoned to meet on December 9th, but the Muslim League had declared that its representatives would not participate. The constitutional impasse looked complete when, in the last week of November 1946, in an eleventh-hour bid to bring the parties together, the British Government invited the Viceroy, Nehru, Jinnah, Liaquat Ali Khan, and Baldev Singh to London. The discussions proved abortive, but the British Government issued a statement on December 6, 1946 to clarify the disputed clauses about the grouping of provinces in the Cabinet Mission Plan. Though this clarification largely met its objections, the Muslim League did not remove its boycott of the Constituent Assembly.

The year 1947 dawned with the darkest possible prospects on the political horizon. India seemed to be sliding into an undeclared, albeit confused, civil war, with the battle lines passing through almost every town and village. The Central Government, split from top to bottom, was unable to set an example of cohesion or firmness to the governments in the Provinces. The Viceroy, Lord Wavell, seemed to have been completely outplayed in the face of divergent pressures which he could neither reconcile nor control; he even suggested the desperate expedient of a British evacuation of India province by province. To check the drift to chaos, Premier Attlee came to the conclusion that what was needed was a new policy and a new Viceroy to carry it out. He announced in the House of Commons on February 20, 1947 that the British Government definitely intended to quit India by June 1948, and if by that date the Indian parties had not agreed on an All-India constitution, power would be transferred to 'some form of Central Government in British India or in some areas to the existing Provincial Governments or in such other ways as may seem most reasonable and in the best interest of the Indian people'. Simultaneously, it was announced that Lord Mountbatten would succeed Lord Wavell as Viceroy.

Wise and courageous was Jawaharlal Nehru's comment on the statement of February 20th. Jinnah, however, was impressed not so much by the bold sweep and the abounding faith which inspired this historic declaration as by the possibility envisaged in it of transferring power in June 1948 to existing Provincial Governments. Apparently the Muslim League could, by staying out of the Constituent Assembly, frustrate an All-India constitution, and get power for the Provinces in the east and west which it claimed for Pakistan. Of these Provinces, Bengal and Sind had already Muslim League ministries and Baluchistan was centrally administered. There were Congress ministries in Assam and the North-West Frontier Province, and a Congress-Akali Unionist coalition in Punjab; the immediate Muslim League strategy was to dislodge these three ministries and replace them by Muslim League governments. 'Direct Action' campaigns were launched or intensified in these three provinces. The results, particularly in the Punjab, were disastrous. The Hindu and Sikh minorities in the West Punjab went through the same horrors as those suffered by the Hindu minority in East Bengal and the Muslim minority in Bihar.

Gandhi was in Bihar when he received news of the trouble in the Punjab. Since October 1946 he had been wandering from one Province to another in a vain attempt to stem the tide of violence. While his work was unfinished in one Province, there was an outbreak in another. There were some who shrugged their shoulders and said that anarchy was only to be expected.
with the departure of the British, who alone had prevented Hindus and Muslims from flying at each other's throats.

To Gandhi the violence of 1946-7 was a shocking and even a bewildering phenomenon. All his life he had worked for the day when India would set an example of non-violence to the world. The chasm between what he had cherished in his heart and what he saw was so great that he could not help feeling a deep sense of failure. His first impulse was to blame himself. Was his technique faulty? Had he been unobservant, careless, indifferent, impatient? Had he failed to detect in time that while the people had, on the whole, refrained from overt violence in the struggle against foreign rule, they had continued to harbour ill feeling against the British? Was communal violence only an expression of the violence which had smouldered in the breasts of those who had paid lip service to non-violence?

It was only natural that he should have sought an explanation of this tragedy in terms of his own philosophy and of his part in India's political struggle. In retrospect, it would appear that he was exaggerating his own responsibility and the failure of non-violence. It would have been too much to expect that even in thirty-one years one single leader, however great, could have purged completely the hate and violence of 400 million people inhabiting a vast continent. It was remarkable enough that in the several Satyagraha campaigns he had led, violence had been reduced to negligible proportions, and India's millions had received a nationalist awakening without that dose of hatred which is usually associated with resurgent nationalisms.

While it is possible that the lawlessness which followed the arrests of Congress leaders in August 1942 lowered standards of mass behaviour, the real explanation for the violence of 1946-7 is to be sought in the tensions which the movement for Pakistan aroused, both in its protagonists and antagonists. The basic premise of this movement was that Hindus and Muslims had nothing in common in the past, present or future. Large sections of the population were seized with vague hopes or equally vague fears. No one could say with certainty whether India would remain united or be divided into two or more states, whether the Punjab or Bengal would retain their boundaries or be split, whether Indian states would be integrated into an independent India or become autonomous. The Adivasis of Central India and the Nagas of Assam found champions for an independence which they had never claimed before; there was talk of a Dravidistan in the south and a thousand-mile corridor to link the two wings of future Pakistan. The 'balkanization of India', once an ominous phrase, had become a real danger. All this excited popular fantasy; the turbulent elements in society saw in the coming transfer of power a period of vacuum, such as had occurred in the eighteenth century during the twilight of the Mogul Empire.

In the face of these perils, the Central Government was a house divided against itself, and the Provincial Governments were facing increasing demoralization. The impending termination of their careers had embittered some British officers; moreover, few of them had the will or the ability to cope with the volcanic violence which erupted everywhere. Indian officers, when themselves free from prejudice, were not always able to restrain their subordinates from petty tyranny. The growth of private armies, the Muslim League National Guard, the Rashtriya Swarajpani Sangh, and others, showed that popular faith in the instruments of law and order had been shaken.

Gandhi had sensed the explosive possibilities of this situation. 'We are not yet in the midst of a civil war,' he had commented on the Great Calcutta Killing, 'but we are nearing it.' From the end of October 1946, when he had left Delhi for Noakhali, he had made the assaying of communal fanaticism his primary mission. He knew as well as anybody else that a settlement between the political parties could help in restoring stability. But he also saw that not only was political settlement not in sight, but violence might influence the nature of the political settlement. He wondered whether the people might be persuaded to agree, if their leaders could not. His tours of Bengal and Bihar succeeded in re-educating the masses, but he was handicapped by the fact that his voice did not carry the weight with the Muslim middle classes which it once had done. The Hindus were also restive and critical of what they believed to be his policy of 'unilateral disarmament', but he could still sway them. If Jinnah had toured East Bengal or West Punjab, he might have helped in stopping the rot. Such a suggestion, however, would have been simply laughed away by the Muslim League leader, whose political instinct rebelled against facts and walking tours.

Lawyer and parliamentarian as he was, it is difficult to believe that Jinnah could have believed in force. But he seemed to have believed in threats of force. After the 'Great Calcutta Killing' and the disturbances in Bengal and Bihar, communal violence became the strongest argument in his brief for Pakistan; if
India was not divided, he warned, worse things would happen. Though he obliged Wavell and Mountbatten by signing appeals for peace, he did little to restrain his bellicose lieutenants; he himself issued doubled-edged statements which extenuated the violence they purported to condemn.

CHAPTER XI

Victory of the Vanquished

From Mr Attlee's window in Downing Street, the darkest aspect of the Indian horizon was the threat of civil war. He has recorded in his memoirs that though he did not think the chances of an orderly change-over were very good he felt there was one man who 'might pull it off'. The man was Rear-Admiral Lord Mountbatten, who succeeded Lord Wavell in March 1947.

One of the first acts of the new Viceroy was to invite Gandhi for a discussion. The Mahatma interrupted his peace mission in Bihar and travelled by train to New Delhi. He advised Mountbatten to dissolve the Congress-League coalition government and to ask Jinnah to form a cabinet. Evidently, Gandhi's object was to disarm Jinnah's suspicion of Congress and the Hindus with one supreme gesture. To the British Government, however, the suggestion looked far-fetched. The Congress leaders had lately seen enough of their Muslim League colleagues in the Interim Government not to want to give them carte blanche, the time for gestures was past. When Jinnah met Mountbatten he reiterated his demand for the division of India.

The Viceroy's task was made easier by a recantation of the Congress attitude to partition. Hitherto Congress had insisted that partition should, if at all, follow and not precede political liberation, that—to use a famous expression of Maulana Azad—there could be no divorce before marriage. But a few months of stormy courtship in the Interim Government had cured Congress leaders of all desire for a closer union. In the spring of 1947 the choice seemed to them to be between anarchy and partition; they resigned themselves to the latter in order to salvage three-fifths of India from the chaos which threatened the whole.

The stage was thus set for the June 3rd Plan, under which power was to be transferred by the British to two successor states on August 15, 1947. The final proposals, which took the Viceroy ten weeks of ceaseless negotiation and taxed to the full his ingenuity and diplomatic skill, represented the lowest common denominator of agreement between the Congress and the
large sections of the population were uneasy about their future.

Early in August, after a brief visit to Kashmir, Gandhi passed through West Punjab and saw the havoc which the recent disturbances in that province had wrought; then he left for East Bengal, where the Hindus of Noakhali feared a fresh wave of disturbances after the establishment of Pakistan.

On arrival at Calcutta he found the town in the grip of communal lawlessness, which had been in full swing for a year. With the exit of the Muslim League ministry and the transfer of the majority of Muslim officials and police to Pakistan, the tables had, however, been turned. It seemed as if the Hindus of Calcutta were determined to pay off old scores. Suhrawardy, now no longer Premier, and therefore somewhat chastened, met Gandhi and urged him to pacify Calcutta before proceeding to Noakhali. Gandhi agreed on condition that Suhrawardy would stay with him under the same roof in Calcutta and also use his influence with Muslim opinion in East Bengal to protect the Hindu minority. The Mahatma's choice fell upon a Muslim workman's house in Belgha, a part of the town which was considered unsafe for Muslims. Hardly had he moved into his new quarters when, on August 13th, a group of young Hindus staged a demonstration against his peace mission. He explained to them how he had been trying to end the fratricidal strife, and how hate and violence would lead them nowhere. His words fell like gentle rain on parched earth, and the young men returned to their homes converted. Calcutta was transformed overnight. Riots ceased. On August 14th, the day of independence was jointly celebrated by the two communities. Hindus and Muslims collected in the streets, danced and sang together. The路演 which had pressed down upon the heart of the town since August 1946 was suddenly lifted. On Id day Hindus exchanged greetings and gifts with Muslims. The scenes were reminiscent of the halcyon days of the Khilafat movement in 1920-2. Three to four hundred thousand people attended Gandhi's prayer meetings, where the flags of India and Pakistan flew together. Gandhi was pleased. We have drunk the poison of hatred, he said, 'and this nectar of fraternalism tastes all the sweeter.'

This cordiality had hardly lasted for a fortnight when the news of the massacres and the migrations from the Punjab caused a fresh flare-up. A Hindu mob railed Gandhi's residence in Belgha on the night of August 31st; it was angry, abusive, violent; it smashed the windows and forced its way into the house. The Mahatma's words were drowned in a violent din; a
brick flew past him; a lathi blow just missed him. Concurrently
Calcutta relapsed into rioting.

This was a serious set-back to Gandhi's efforts for peace. His
answer was the announcement of a fast from September 1st, to
be broken only when peace returned to the town. 'What my
word in person could not do,' he said, 'my fast may.' The
announcement electrified Calcutta; the Muslims were moved,
the Hindus shamed. Not even the hoodlums of Calcutta could
bear the thought of having his blood on their conscience; truck-
load of contraband arms were voluntarily surrendered by the
communal underground. The leaders of all communities pledged
themselves to peace and begged Gandhi to break the fast. Gan-
dhi consented, but with the warning that if the pledge was not
honoured he would embark on an irrevocable fast.

The Calcutta fast was universally acclaimed as a miracle; in
the oft-quoted words of the correspondent of the London Times,
it did what several divisions of troops could not have done.
Henceforth Calcutta and Bengal were to remain calm; the fear
of communal strife had subsided.

Immediately, Gandhi felt free to turn to the Punjab. In a
sense the flare-up in that Province in the middle of August
1947 was only a continuation of the earlier riots in March 1947;
the villages and the towns of the Punjab, seized with fantastic
hopes or strange fears, had been dredging and at the same time
preparing for a battle of the barricades. The administrative
paralysis caused by the redhuffing of cadres on a communal
basis, and the infiltration of communalism into the police and
military had, by the end of August, led to a situation in which
it was impossible for the Hindus to stay in West Punjab and
Muslims to stay in East Punjab.

The sum of human misery involved in the movement of five
million Hindus and Sikhs from West Punjab to East Punjab, and
in the movement of an equal number of Muslims in the opposite
direction was appalling. The danger, however, was that as the
refugees arrived at their destinations with their tales of woe,
violece might spread. This is indeed what happened in Delhi
in the first week of September. Gandhi found the capital of
India paralysed by one of the worst communal riots in its long
history. He felt there was no point in his proceeding to the
Punjab when Delhi was afame. The Government had taken
prompt and energetic action. But Gandhi was not content with
a peace imposed by the police and the military violence had to
be purged from the hearts of the people. It was an uphill task.

The town had a number of refugee camps, some of which housed
Hindus and Sikhs from West Pakistan, while others sheltered
Muslims fleeing from Delhi for a passage across the border.

The Hindu and Sikh refugees were in a difficult mood. Many
of them, uprooted from their homes, lands and occupations, were
going through unfamiliar pangs of poverty; some had been
beaten in the riots and all were bitter. They were anxious to
wedge their way into the economy of Delhi; their eyes were
riveted on Muslim houses and shops to replace those they had
left behind in Pakistan. They could not understand the Mahat-
am's advice to 'forget and forgive' and to bear no malice in their
hearts for those at whose hands they had suffered. They even
blamed him for the division of India; his non-violence, they said,
had been outdated by violence. When he suggested that one
day they would return to their homes in Pakistan, they smiled
incredulously: he had not seen what they had seen; he had not
suffered as they had suffered. He wore himself out in an effort
to re-educate the people of Delhi; he heard grievances, suggested
solutions, encouraged or admonished his numerous interviewers,
visited refugee camps, remained in touch with local officials. It
was an exhausting and sometimes a heart-breaking routine.

Gandhi had a half-serious and half-humorous way of saying
that he aspired to live for 125 years, which, according to Hindu
tradition, was the full span of human life. He was so unhappy,
however, at the communal riots which began with the 'Great
Calcutta Killing' that he repeated time and again that he did not
want to be a living witness of the fratricidal strife. Congratu-
lated on his birthday he asked, 'Where do congratulations come
in? Would condolences be not more appropriate?'

One wonders whether he had a presentiment of an early end,
or whether these remarks were no more than occasional glimpses
of the torture of mind and spirit which he suffered during this
period. 'Life and death' he once described as 'the faces of the
same coin.' He spoke of death as an 'incomparable friend.' There
were several occasions when his life had hung by the slenderest
thread. He was only twenty-seven when he was nearly lynched
in the streets of Durban; eleven years later he was belaboured
in Johannesburg by a rugged copatriot; in 1924 a bomb nar-
rowly missed him while he was on his way to the Poona munici-
pal hall. Several of his fasts brought him to the verge of a
collapse; in at least two of them his survival seemed a miracle.
As a soldier of non-violence, he had probably run more hazards
than many a general had done on the battlefield.
pistol and fired three shots in quick succession. Gandhi fell instantly with the words 'He Ram' (Oh, God).

It was a strange irony that the apostle of non-violence should have met a violent end. The dark forces of hate seemed to have won; but theirs was a pyrrhic victory. The bullets which passed through Gandhi's chest reverberated in millions of hearts. The very wickedness of the crime exposed, as if in a flash of lightning, the falsity and futility of communal fanaticism. The flames which reduced the Mahatma's body to ashes on the banks of the Yamuna on the evening of January 31, 1948, proved to be the last flicker of that conflagration which had enveloped the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent since August 1946. Gandhi had fought this fire with all his strength while he lived. His death was finally to quench it.

Epilogue

Though his role in the political liberation of India inevitably loomed large in the eyes of the world, the mainspring of Gandhi's life lay in politics but in religion. 'What I want to achieve,' he wrote in his autobiography, 'what I have been striving and pining to achieve these thirty years—is to see God face to face, to attain moksha. I live and move and have my being in pursuit of this goal.' His deepest strivings were spiritual. Finding him in a political deputation, Montagu, the Secretary of State for India, had exclaimed, 'How have you, a social reformer, found your way into this crowd?'

Gandhi explained that participation in politics was only an extension of his social activity: 'I could not be leading a religious life unless I identified myself with the whole of mankind, and that I could not do so unless I took part in politics. The whole gamut of man's activities today constitutes an indivisible whole. You cannot divide social, economic, and purely religious work into watertight compartments.' He did not know, he said, any religion apart from human activity: the spiritual law did not work in a field of its own but expressed itself through the ordinary activities of life. To be truly religious one did not have to retire to the Himalayas nor shrink into the security of the home or a sect.

The dissociation between politics and religion, between statecraft and ethics has lasted so long, however, that neat minds revolt against any mixture of the two. Truth, charity, and love are considered virtues applicable only in the domestic and social spheres. In politics expediency seems to be the prime mover. Gandhi's whole career was a protest against this double morality. He did not divorce the sacred and the secular. His interest in politics derived from the fact that he developed a technique—Satyagraha—which sought to introduce the spirit of religion into politics. The question was often asked by western observers whether Gandhi was a saint or a politician; he was a saint who did not cease to be one when he entered politics. Gandhi himself considered the word saint too sacred to be applied to him. He was 'a humble seeker after truth', who had caught 'only the
faintest glimpse of that mighty effulgence'. He made no claims to infallibility, and let all the world know when he was groping in the dark. If he thought or spoke of himself as if he were an instrument of God, it was not as a chosen instrument with a special revelation of God's will. 'My firm belief is', he said, 'that He reveals himself to every human being, but we shut our ears to the still small voice within.'

His humility was not a cultivated virtue, but sprang from a ceaseless struggle for self-mastery in which he remained engaged from his childhood till the last day of his life. 'For him,' wrote his secretary Mahadev Desai, 'the struggle with the opponent within is keener than with the opponent without.' He described himself as an average man with less than an average ability. 'I admit,' he remarked, 'that I am not sharp intellectually. But I don't mind. There is a limit to the development of the intellect but none to that of the heart.'

Since he was continually elaborating his ideas on every subject, it was easy to confront him with his own earlier pronouncements on caste, machinery or khadi, and point out the discrepancies. In the glare of the ruthless publicity in which he lived, every one of his gestures and words was public property, but he willingly shared with the world even an ignoble thought if it happened in a dream to flash across his mind. What he wrote of Tolstoy is equally true of him: 'Tolstoy's so-called inconsistencies were a sign of his development and passionate regard for truth. He often seemed inconsistent because he was continually outgrowing his own doctrines. His failures were public; his struggles and triumphs private.'

Rabindranath Tagore once aptly described Gandhi as essentially 'a lover of men and not of ideas'. Though he loved to reduce all problems to his moral algebra, Gandhi did not ram his opinions down anybody's throat. 'Never take anything for gospel truth,' he warned, 'even if it comes from a Mahatma.' 

Hindi Swaraj, his first political testament, included a scathing attack on modern civilization and all its appurtenances of schools, railways and hospitals, but Gandhi no more tried to foist this philosophy on his followers than to compel them to adopt the loin-cloth.

Gandhi devoted the best part of his life to one crucial problem: how to perfect and extend ahimsa (non-violence) in human relationships. For him, the validity of non-violence was independent of his own success or failure. His criticisms of Western materialism and militarism in Hindi Swaraj were made five years before the outbreak of the First World War, when Europe was at the zenith of its prestige and power. These criticisms may have appeared quixotic fifty years ago; today, as the world teeters on the brink of a Third World War, they seem prophetic. By spurting material progress at the cost of moral values, and by irrevocably renouncing violence, Gandhi took a line in direct opposition to the two dominant ideologies of the twentieth century, capitalism and communism. He visualized and worked for a society which would provide for the essential needs of the community (and no more), and in which the decentralization of economic and political structures would minimize the incentives for exploitation within and conflict without. Such a society could, he believed, dispense with the coercive apparatuses of the modern state, and depend upon non-violent techniques not only to maintain order but to protect itself against external aggression.

It is difficult to say whether Gandhi's dream will come true. 'Nations, like individuals, are tempted to continue along the beaten path, even though it may end in a blind alley.' Gandhi knew the difficulties of translating his non-violent dream into the world of reality. But he refused to compromise on what he held to be the fundamentals. To the last he affirmed that even good ends do not justify dubious means; that our real enemies are our own fears, greed and egotisms; that we must change ourselves before we can change others; that the laws of the family, of truth and love and charity, are applicable to groups, communities and nations; and above all, that non-violence is the law of our species, as violence is the law of the brute.' To those who are charged with the destinies of nations, all this may sound a very desirable but a very distant ideal. Yet, in the thermo-nuclear age, if civilization is not to disintegrate into a mass of torn flesh and mottled metal, the premises of Gandhi have an immediate relevance.
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